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IX 
This study has looked behind the mask of nineteenth-century theocracy to see 
Mormons in the Great Basin creating a democratic society of regionally concentrated 
kin groups where obligations and rewards for individuals were increasingly determined 
by age and life cycle position. As generations of young adults acted together in self-
interest dispersing their villages on receding frontiers, they forged a balance between 
competition and cooperation which merged the immediate need of individuals to 
J 
establish and support families with the collective memory of their Mormon past. In so 
doing, they created an identity for themselves which was unique in the arid West. 
Residents of villages in Cache County, Utah, stratified by age as they worked 
to resolve the contradictions threatening their survival on the frontier. Initial settlers 
selected locations and built villages for efficient distribution of water. They tended to 
remain in their villages as they aged, slowly accumulating property while families grew 
to maturity. 
The number of residents increased through migration and high birth rates 
x 
although village sites lacked sufficient water to sustain growth. Most village youth 
could not establish farms without migrating from home because the hydraulic structure 
of villages prevented spatial expansion. Many at maturity responded to the limits of 
water supply by building new villages and homesteads on northern frontiers, in Idaho 
during the early 1880s and in Canada and Idaho dry farms after 1900. They moved 
north in successive waves at quarter century intervals because baby booms following 
initial settlement clustered them in similar age cohorts. They began their own booms 
as they built communities on the frontier. 
The patterns of village maturation and age specific out-migration which sparked 
settlement in northern Utah, Idaho, and Canada were also at work in varying degrees 
in regions south of Salt Lake City--in southern Utah, Mormon Arizona, and Mexico. 
Throughout Mormondom, people responded to their own needs in lands of limited 
wealth. As they did, they created an ethnic identity which increasingly defined their 
range of options as they moved from one stage in the life cycle to another. 
(229 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
A MERGING AND DISPERSING PROCESS 
The Mormon village punctuated the nineteenth-century Great Basin West as the 
essential exclamation mark of human habitation on the arid frontier. Mormons who 
gathered in the West had been branded subversives in the East for their obnoxious 
collective behavior and heretics in Jacksonian America for their strident belief in the 
perfectibility of man. Driven west, those following Brigham Young would establish a 
separate orthodoxy in their unique frontier. By imposing a village settlement pattern 
on the harsh land, the people themselves changed--shared experiences and values 
merged with diverse cultural traits to create a distinctly Mormon community. As subtle 
as it was peaceful, the process of merging in villages and dispersing their villages 
throughout the Great Basin did more than assimilate divergent national and ethnic 
groups, it established a way of perceiving the world in which change and progress were 
tempered by continuity and tradition. 1 
JRevelation alone does not make religion, and social movements need more than 
charismatic leaders to survive. Movements which are both social and religious 
eventually smother in bureaucracy and self-serving piety unless they find ways to dis-
cipline and transfer the charismatic enthusiasm of the founders to later generations, 
undiluted. According to a controversial study by anthropologist Mark Leone, not only 
IMormon distinctness, writes William A. Clebsch, "resides not in the fact that it is based on a special 
revelation, not in its authority and priesthood, not in its anti-Calvinistic doctrine, not in its having a special 
~e~ to unlock the Bible, not in its attentiveness to early Christianity and to the old Israel, not even in its 
mtunacy with the Deity. It is distinct for its capacity to transform the crisis-situation which all sects have 
known into an enduring program of social organization--enduring, at least, until recently." William A. 
Clebsch, "Each Sect the Sect to End All Sects," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 1 (Summer 
1966): 87. 
2 
did Mormonism fail to make the transfer at the turn of the century, its leaders trans-
formed a bold theocratic critique of industrial capitalism into a submissive, colonial 
church serving the whims of eastern capitalists and government bureaucrats. Sold out 
by its leaders, he argues, the Mormon church has become, in effect, what its founders 
hated most. Mormons today, Leone concludes, no longer know who they are.2 
This study rejects Leone's conclusion. The transformationist theme he poses 
begins with a definition of nineteenth-century Mormon society which is ambivalent to 
the dynamics of demography and the formative role of the frontier environment in 
building Zion. Scholars have long asserted Great Basin Mormondom was an indep-
endent, theocratic state. Structured much like New England Puritanism, they maintain, 
it was patriarchal, hierarchical, and authoritarian.3 In establishing Salt Lake City and 
the villages, Mormons submerged their individuality to be directed by leaders in 
building the Kingdom of God. The key to the Kingdom was the control theocrats 
maintained over markets, migration, and modes of production through social and 
2Mormonism has become, Leone writes, " ... a special kind of minority in a particular kind of society. 
Mormonism is a way of thinking used by increasingly powerless people in modem society. Thus it is not 
a microcosm of the present or a vision of the future; it is a religion for subordinates which serves to maint-
ain their condition intact." Mark P. Leone, Roots of Modern Mormonism (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1979), p. vi. For an analysis of Leone's work in a historiographical context, see Thomas G. 
Alexander, "Toward the New Mormon History: An Examination of the Literature on the Latter-day Saints 
in the Far West," in Historians and the American West, edited by Michael P. Malone (Lincoln: University 
of Nebraska Press, 1983), pp. 344-68. 
3"For all its peculiarities," writes historian Rowland Berthoff, "Mormon society was Puritan society 
reborn: an orderly, hierarchic commonwealth in which both economic enterprise and social institutions 
were communally regulated for the sake of spiritual values. Since, furthermore, the harsh environment 
of Utah required disciplined cooperation as never before in American history, the Mormon commonwealth 
was able to fend off indefinitely the individualistic secular disorder into which Puritan society had fallen, " 
see An Unsettled People: Social Order and Disorder in American History (New York: Harper & Row, 
1971), p. 249. A thoughtful and informed comparison between Mormons and Puritans is Rex Eugene 
COOper, Promises Made to the Fathers: Mormon Covenant Organization (Salt Lake City: University of 
Utah Press, 1990). 
3 
economic institutions imposed on a willing population.4 Utopian communalism increas-
inglyalarmed the federal government, the definition continues, which saw republican 
ideals being subverted in Utah. Using polygamy as a club, the government beat the 
social, economic, and political power of the priesthood into submission. Church 
leaders abandoned the Kingdom along with polygamy to gain statehood in 1896, and 
have been embracing republicanism ever since. 5 
"Creating Ethnicity in the Hydraulic Village of the Mormon West" offers an 
antithetical, behavioral definition of Mormon community formation. This study finds 
the flesh and populist muscle of a democratic system at work behind the superficial, 
authoritarian mask of nineteenth-century theocracy. 6 Political compromise did alter the 
bureaucratic structure of the corporate church as the century ended, but such changes 
did not signal a "great transformation" within Mormon society. 7 Life behind the mask 
"Economic control by leadership is a theme in Leonard J. Arrington, Great Basin Kingdom: An 
Economic History of the Latter-day Saints, 1830-1900 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1958). 
SKlaus J. Hansen poses the central issue of transformation theory in Mormonism and the American 
Experience (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981). He asks, "How is it possible that within a 
generation a people that had been the very epitome of an anti-bourgeois mentality became one of the main-
stays of American middle class culture?" After 1890, he says, " ... Mormon thought now underwent a 
paradigm shift: the Saints began to think like Americans," pp. 205-6. He cites, of course, Thomas S. 
Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970). Others who 
see the 18908 as a transformational period are Edward Leo Lyman, Political Deliverance: The Mormon 
Quest for Utah Statehood (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1986); Gustive O. Larson, 
The Americanization of Utahfor Statehood (San Marino, California: The Huntington Library, 1971); and 
Klaus J. Hansen, Quest for Empire: '!he Political Kingdom of God and the Council of Fifty in Monnon 
History (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1967). 
6Mormonism today" ... is hierarchical, authoritarian, and fundamentalist, " Leone finds, "but it is also 
individualistic, democratic, and loose-constructionist. Mormonism exhibits the first characteristics openly; 
the last are concealed. Yet it is the hidden traits that are responsible for Mormonism's current success," 
Roots of Modern Mormonism, pp. 7-8. So it was in the nineteenth century, as Leone suggests in an article 
to be published by Utah State University Press in Greal Basin Kingdom Revisited: Contemporary 
Perspectives, edited by Thomas G. Alexander. 
1Jiistorian Grant Underwood challenges both sides of the transformationist equation. "Monolithic 
Mormonism on either side of 1900 needs to give way to a more fine-grained analysis. When that is done, 
4 
adapted the needs of people to the limits of the environment, as it had since Mormons 
frrst reached lJtah. 
Great Basin Mormons focused their lives on family, field, and village--peop1e 
worked to survive and find their way in a terrestrial, Malthusian frontier. Embracing 
the Kingdom of God as the metaphorical expression of collective aspirations, Mormons 
responded to specific demographic and environmental imperatives. Acting to meet 
private needs, they formed a society of extended kin groups clustered voluntarily in 
semi-autonomous, self-governing villages where, through private ownership, each 
nuclear family controlled the means of its own subsistence--town lots, fields, and, most 
important, water shares. 8 Means were sufficient at most village sites to sustain with 
modest comfort fust generations of settlers. Secure at home with land and water, 
settlers produced many babies. But disaster hovered as children aged. They threatened 
by their number to disrupt the ecological balance between people and resources at each 
site. 
In their number, village-born youths at maturity found the power to create as 
/ 
well as the power to disrupt. With water gates closed to them at home, many joined 
a continual process of change and adaptation, of reformation and recidivism will likely be discovered in 
every decade of the movement's history. This, in tum, should mitigate the exceptionalism of the tum of 
the century and undermine the exaggerated view of the 18908 as a period in which a Mormon meta-
morphosis occurred whose 'suddenness' and 'completeness,' according to one transformationist, was 
'nothing short of a modem miracle. '" See Grant Underwood, "Re-visioning Mormon History," Pacific 
Historical Review 55 (August 1986): 414-15. He quotes Hansen's Mormonism and tM American Exper-
ience, p. 205. 
I Michael S. Raber discusses the family economy as the basis for Mormon agriculture, in "Family Life 
and Rural Society in Spring City, Utah: The Basis of Order in a Changing Agrarian Landscape," in 
Community Development in tM American West: Past and Present Nineteenth and 1Wentieth Century 
Frontiers, edited by Jessie L. Embry and Howard A. Christy (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, 
1985). See also James A. Henretta, "Families and Farms: Mentalitl in Pre-Industrial America," William 
and Mary Quarterly 35 (January 1978): 3-32; and Hal S. Barron, "Rediscovering the Majority: The New 
Rural History of the Nineteenth-Century North," Historical Methods 19 (Fall 1986): 141-52. 
5 
together and looked for separate means of subsistence at the edge of regional frontiers. 
Virtually every successful pulse of Mormon farm village formation from Canada to 
Mexico was peopled by young adults looking for homesteads and land with water for 
private sustenance. They adjusted the settling experiences of their parents to expanding 
technologies in different environments. Building villages on distant sites with water, 
they expanded the spatial reach of kin groups while delaying the competition for limited 
resources at home. Their own children followed similar patterns a quarter-century 
later, again adapting to new technologies. As generations of young adults acted 
together in self-interest, dispersing their villages on receding frontiers, they forged a 
balance between competition and cooperation which merged the need of individuals to 
build for the future with the collective memory of their Mormon past. In so doing, 
they created an identity for themselves which was unique in the arid West.9 
A new Ecclesiastes, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the 
American West by Donald Worster, examines the vanity of men who thought themselves 
better engineers than God. In their vanity they replumbed the rivers of the West, 
damming them with concrete and strangling them with rock in order to nurture gardens 
in the desert. What got nurtured, instead, was the power bureaucrats and wealthy men 
exercise over poor folk. He who controls water in a hydraulic society, argues Worster, 
9Jbis study adds a populist dimension to the processes,of ethnic formation and boundary maintenance 
which historian Jan Shipps has identified. She writes that after the church Manifesto abolished the public 
practice of plural marriage, "somehow the responsibility for boundary maintenance had to be shifted from 
the corporate body to the individuals within that body, and that shift had to be legitimated in such a way 
that it would gain general acceptance," in Mormonism: The Story of a New Religious Tradition (Urbana 
and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1985), pp. 113-18. This study submits that church leaders in 
the nineteenth century defined Mormon identity to the outside world, but suggests that the people 
themselves created and maintained the boundaries of their own identity as they worked to resolve the issues 
of adapting to their environment. 
6 
controls society. Much of western history is the history of "the flow of power," and 
of the costs paid to maintain a hydraulic society by people and the land. But the land 
endures arrogant men and will reclaim itself, Worster speculates. There is a time both 
to build and to tear down. In their vanity the bureaucrats and engineers forgot that 
concrete crumbles, dams choke with silt, and salt poisons farms. In time, all will 
suffer for their vanity, while the earth abides for ever. 10 
Mormons saw themselves much as Worster sees the land--except with a dual 
mission. They were not called by God to critique industrial capitalism as Leone 
suggests, although they could be, like most people, bitter critics. Their mission was 
first to affirm and teach a gospel of human exaltation to all people and, second, to 
reclaim the humanity of those who would listen from vain men with power to exploit 
and humiliate them. Mormons did not swap one form of exploitation for another in the 
Great Basin. They lacked the resources, and the arrogance, to build a hydraulic 
society, as defined by Worster, dominated by a priestly elite. 11 
,Mormon kin groups linked together in villages to the supernatural through a 
cooperative priesthood of which nearly all men were members. Priesthood leaders 
functioned as elder brothers. Like most brothers, leaders occasionally pressed hair-
brained ideas on other members. Many attempts failed for lack of popular support. 
lOOonald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1985), and "Hydraulic Society in California: An Ecological Interpretation," Agricultural 
History 56 (July 1982): 503-15. See also, "New West, True West: Interpreting the Region's History," 
Western Historical Quarterly 18 (April 1987): 141-56. 
llUnlike other historians, Mario De Pillis is able to distinguish between authoritarianism in secular life 
and the concept of theological authority among early Mormons. See "The Social Sources of Mormonism, " 
Church History 37 (March 1968): 50-79; and "The Quest for Religious Authority and the Rise of 
Mormonism," Dialogue 1 (Spring 1966): 68-88. 
7 
Those which survived usually offered practical solutions to immediate problems of 
coping in a harsh land with little natural wea1th. 12 
The democratic model of Mormon settlement outlined in these pages builds on 
a base laid in 1989 by historians Nathan O. Hatch and Kenneth H. Winne Both write 
of Mormon beginnings as an example of how Americans seized control of their faith 
from orthodox churches of Calvinist condescension by redefining liberty and social 
responsibility in the new republic. 13 Before Hatch and other scholars, including 
Gordon S . Wood, the Second Great Awakening was cast as a conservative reaction to 
social disruption following the Revolution. 14 Marginal men and women retreated to 
the cathartic cpmfort of religious euphoria because they could not face personal respon-
sibility without elitist control, class deference, and the non-committal safety of orthodox 
belief. Those who became Mormons feared pluralism more than most.15 Seeking 
12Church leaders assumed other roles, of course. . They acted much as the town boosters written of by 
Carl Abbott in Boosters and Businessmen: Popular Economic Thought and Urban Growth in the Antebellum 
Middle West (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1981). In addition, they functioned to avoid 
serious schisms by interpreting the theology to meet Mormon needs in the West. See, for example, 
Thomas G. Alexander, "The Reconstruction of Mormon Doctrine: From Joseph Smith to Progressive 
Theology: " Sunstone 5 (July-August 1980): 24-33; William G. Hartley, "The Priesthood Reorganization 
of 1877: Brigham Young's Last Achievement," BYU Studies 20 (Fall 1979): 3-36; and Hartley, "Ordained 
and Acting Teachers in the Lesser Priesthood, 1851-1883," BYU Studies 16 (Spring 1976): 375-98. 
13Nathan O. Hatch, The Democratization of American Christianity (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1989); Kenneth H. Winn, Exiles in a Land of Liberty: Monnons in America, 1830-1846 
(Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1989). 
14See, for example, "Conservative Reaction," section 3 in part 2 of Berthoff's Unsettled People, 
particularly chapter 16, "Social Uses of Religion," pp. 235-53; and book one of Perry Miller, The Life of 
the Mind in America: From Revolution to the Civil War (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965). 
For recent interpretive changes in American religious history, a helpful summary is Patricia U. Bonomi's 
review of Jon Butler's Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the American People (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), William and Mary Quarterly 48 (January 1991): 118-24. Hatch builds 
on ideas expressed in Gordon S. Wood's "Evangelical America and Early Mormonism," New York History 
61 (October 1980): 359-86; and R. Laurence Moore, Religious Outsiders and the Making of Americans 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). 
l~e case for Mormon anti-pluralism is eloquently presented in Marvin S. Hill, Quest for Refuge: The 
8 
authority and order in their lives, they retreated to Joseph Smith's theology of warmed-
over Puritanism. 16 While the Mormons survived, and occasional outbursts of revival-
ism reappeared, the religious schizophrenia of the Second Great Awakening died out 
before mid-century and remains but a footnote in the nation's history. I? 
Hatch rejects this view. He rejects dismissing the people whose movements he 
calls "the Thermidor of the American Enlightenment." Even with disestablishment in 
the new republic, orthodox Christianity was seen by many as a weapon elites used to 
force people to kneel before alters of class. In the half century following independence, 
Hatch says, young, charismatic religious leaders, including Mormon Prophet Joseph 
Smith, appealed to the populist impulses of common Americans and "stormed heaven 
by the back door." 18 They offered and taught people to take for themselves what 
Mormon Flight From American Pluralism (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1989). 
IlTbe condescending tone of David Brion Davis's comparison between Mormons and Puritans is 
captured by the term, "warmed-over Puritanism." See "The New England Origins of Mormonism," New 
England Quarterly 26 (June 1953): 147-68. Grant Underwood's thoughtful response to Davis appears in 
"The New England Origins of Mormonism Revisited," Journal of Mormon History 15 (1989): 15-25. 
Underwood contends Davis framed his writing as a reaction against the scholarly work of University of 
Chicago historian, William Warren Sweet. Sweet's influence on Mormon scholarship is little understood, 
but his work has had a profound impact on the study of American religions in that he firmly wedded 
Methodist revivalism to frontier expansion. See two studies by James L. Ash, Jr., Protestantism and the 
American University: An Intelkctual Biography of William Wa"en Sweet (Dallas: Southern Methodist 
University Press, 1982), and "American Religion and the Academy in the Early Twentieth Century: The 
Chicago Years of William Warren Sweet," Church History 50 (December 1981): 450-64. 
l1fistorian Sidney Mead saw the Enlightenment as an intellectual tradition where" ... rationalist phil-
osophy and pietist Christianity found a common theological base," writes Jerald C. Brauer. With 
disestablishment following the Revolution, however, " ... Christian forces turned against the rationalists. 
This led to a schizophrenia in American religion and culture that has not been healed to this day, argues 
Mead." The schizophrenia has become the anti-intellectualism haunting America today. See "Changing 
Perspectives on Religion in America," in Reinterpretation in American Church History, edited by Jerald 
C. Brauer (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 15. 
'S"Leaders without formal training (Barton Stone, the Christian; William Miller, the Adventist; Francis 
Asbury, the Methodist; John Leland, the Baptist; Richard Allen, the African Methodist Episcopal; and 
Joseph Smith, the Latter-day Saint) went outside normal denominational frameworks to develop large 
followings by the democratic art of persuasion. These are inherently interesting personalities, unbranded 
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orthodox churches refused to offer: "all offered common people, especially the poor, 
compelling visions of individual self-respect and collective self-confidence." Insurgent 
leaders convinced people that virtue was within themselves, and "challenged them to 
think, to interpret scripture, and to organize the church for themselves. ,,19 
Hatch's five insurgent movements--Christians, Methodists, Baptists, Black 
Protestant churches, and Mormons--all articulated slashing social criticism while affirm-
ing the God-given worth of each person.20 "While Methodists, Disciples, and 
Mormons disagreed radically on what constituted belief in the gospel, they all shared 
an intense hostility to the passive quality of Calvinist religious experience, and they all 
made salvation imminently accessible and immediately available." These movements 
broke the monopoly on faith previously held by orthodox clergymen. In so doing, they 
"did more to Christianize American society than anything before or since. ,,21 
individualists who chose to storm heaven by the back door." Hatch, Democratization, p. 13, and Chapter 
3, "Storming Heaven by the Back Door." Also, p. 35. 
19"The vision of Joseph Smith is intensely populist in its rejection of the religious conventions of his 
day and In its hostility to the orthodox clergy, its distrust of reason as an exclusive guide, and its rage at 
the oppression of the poor. In a more positive vein, Smith also projects a distinctly populist vision that 
suggests how God will restore the ancient order of things. He is violently anticlerical but confident that 
God will reconstitute the church according to popular norms," Hatch, Democratization, p. 120. See also 
pp.4-5. 
3)" All of these movements challenged people to take religious destiny into their own hands, to think 
for themselves, to oppose centralized authority and the elevation of the clergy as a separate order of men, " 
Hatch, Democratization, p. 58. 
21 "People nursed at least four related complaints against Reformed orthodoxy: its implicit endorsement 
of the status quo, its tyranny over personal religious experience, its preoccupation with complicated and 
arcane dogma, and its clerical pretension and quest for control. People at the bottom end of the social 
scale have rarely warmed to the doctrines of predestination. The anguish of injustice and poverty makes 
unacceptable the implication that God is ordaining, and taking pleasure in, whatever happens." Hatch, 
Democratization, p. 171. See pp. 172, 162, 3. In an earlier study, "The Christian Movement and the 
Demand for a Theology of the People," Journal of American History 67 (December 1980): 567, Hatch 
explains breaking the monopoly as "a process by which an Ainerica that had been largely Presbyterian, 
Congregational, Anglican, and Calvinist Baptist became a cauldron of Methodists, Disciples, Freewill, 
Free-Communion, and Primitive Baptists, Universalists, Mormons, and Millerites-to name a few." 
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The tactics they used were populist and democratic. While all "exalted the 
vernacular in word, print, and song," charismatic Protestantism employed popular 
theater--revivals and camp meetings--to expand the faith. 22 The Mormons did not. 
Finding authority in scripture, Mormons preferred to pray in private and appeal to the 
public through proselyting missionaries in quiet discussion. Mormons saw in revivalist 
methods many of the dehumanizing evils all insurgent movements opposed in orthodox 
churches during the Awakening.23 
To Mormons, evil men held revivals to slap the face of God and beguile the 
meek into embracing Satan.24 People were ill-served, thought Joseph Smith--the 
22See William G. McLoughlin, Revivals, Awakenings, and Refonn: An Essay on Religion and Social 
Change in America, 1607-1977 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), and his earlier Modern 
Revivalism: Charles Grandison Finney to Billy Graham (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1959). 
Also, Charles A. Johnson, The Frontier Camp Meeting: Religion's Harvest Time (Dallas: Southern 
MethodistUniversityPress, 1955); and William Warren Sweet, Revivalism in America: Its Origin, Growth, 
and Influence (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944). 
23Historian S. George Ellsworth found, with one exception, "The Mormons held no revivals, 
participated in none, conducted meetings with decorum and excommunicated members with leanings toward 
'enthusiasm' ." See his brilliant 1951 University of California Ph.D. dissertation, "A History of Mormon 
Missions in the United States and Canada, 1830-1860," pp. 339-40. The exception was among Campbellite 
converts )to Mormonism living in Kirtland, Ohio, in early 1831. Fawn M. Brodie explained, "There were 
now about one hundred and fifty converts in Kirtland, more than twice the number that had followed him 
from New York State. But Joseph was disturbed by the fanaticism that possessed this people. Prayer 
meetings were punctuated by fits and trances. Converts would roll along the floor to the church door and 
out upon the frozen ground in a masochistic frenzy. Some would moUilt stumps to preach to imaginary 
congregations in unknown tongues; others, making apish grimaces, would speed across the fields, returning 
with revelations that they swore they had copied from pieces of parchment hanging in the night sky. 
"Unlike the usual evangelist, who saw the spirit of the Lord in such corybantism and mass 
hysteria, Joseph Smith recognized a menace to his church. He had seen enough of this kind of revivalism 
in Palmyra to know that in the end it brought only cynicism and disintegration, and his first important 
revelation in Kirtland denounced the false spirits." No Man Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, 
the Monnon Prophet, 2d ed. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971), p. 99. 
24Connections in the Mormon hierarchy of evil between Satan and revivalist preachers were dramatized 
for the faithful until April, 1990, within the temples of the church. Associated Press writer Vern Anderson 
found after that date the "portion of the ceremony with an actor portraying a non-Mormon 'preacher' paid 
by Satan to spread false doctrine has been eliminated." Anderson explained, "The character of the 
preacher represented religions that existed when Smith, acting on what he said were divine instructions, 
founded the church in 1830," see "LDS Leaders Revise Temple Endowment," Sail Lake Tribune, 29 April 
1990, p. 2b. David John Buerger has described earlier changes in the dramatization in "The Development 
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revival was a trick to maintain elitist control over them. He opposed such methods for 
three reasons. How could God author confusion? Claims and counterclaims, euphoric 
expressions of faith then later denials, intense secular competition--all confused Smith. 
Second, he resented revivalist preachers. Theater requires directors and starring actors, 
both of which smacked to Smith of self-appointed and self-aggrandizing elites 
manipulating the faith of audiences for their own purposes. Third, Smith abhorred 
behavioral excesses during revivals. It was not God people honored when they howled 
like dogs, jerked, shook, slithered in the grass. It was the Serpent, and the men who 
provoked them into acting like animals.25 
Smith would have none of it. Revivals debased mankind and split people into 
angry factions. The gospel he respected gloried in the nobility and dignity of the 
human soul. It recognized each person to be a unique creation worthy of universal 
respect. Men could choose to be sinful, but sin was not their natural state. People 
responded to his message of individual exaltation and gathered to govern themselves 
and liv~ free of condescending men who would exploit and belittle them. Mormons 
were neither intellectuals nor utopians. They were simple folk seeking to improve their 
of the Mormon Temple Endowment Ceremony," Dialogue 20 (Winter 1987): 33-76. 
2'5Lucy Mack Smith described an early sermon Joseph gave in Kirtland. "He said, if a man arose in 
meeting to speak, and was seized with a kind of paroxysm that drew his face and limbs in a violent and 
unnatural manner, which made him appear to be in pain; and if he gave utterance to strange sounds, which 
were incomprehensible to his audience, they might rely upon it, that he had the spirit of the devil. But, 
on the contrary, when a man speaks by the Spirit of God, he speaks from the abundance of his heart--his 
mind is filled with intelligence, and even should he be excited, it does not cause him to do anything 
ridiculous or unseemly." Lucy Mack Smith, History of the Prophet Joseph (Salt Lake City: Improvement 
Era, 1902), p. 173. A scholarly biography of Smith is Richard L. Bushman, Joseph Smith and the 
Beginnings of Mormonism (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1984). 
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lives, follow their own leaders, and embrace the God of their choice.26 
Historian Kenneth Winn argues the doctrinal and social basis of Smith's disgust 
for revivalism became the measure by which Mormons challenged conflicting 
definitions of republican virtue.1:7 As converts increased in number and conflicts with 
neighbors mounted, Smith broadened his critique of revivalists to include other 
professionals--Iawyers and politicians, merchants and bankers--whose lust for power 
over people frustrated God's plan. 28 Mormons and their opponents were committed 
to American values and institutions, Winn says. But like most men and women, both 
sides jumped to judge and condemn people for traits they forgave or overlooked in 
themselves. Righteously defending individual liberty, each side thought the other 
26Much remains unknown of social and religious backgrounds of the many early American converts 
to Mormonism who never achieved leadership positions. Scholars have characterized early converts based 
on data from fairly small groups. Among these, Laurence M. Yorgason wrote, ". . . Mormonism had its 
roots in the average and unobtrusive segments of society," in "Preview: On A Study of the Social and 
Geographical Origins of Early Mormon Converts, 1830-1845," BYU Studies 10 (Spring 1970): 282. A 
more recent work is Mark R. Grandstaff and Milton V. Bachman, 1 r., "The Social Origins of the Kirtland 
Mormons," BYU Studies 30 (Spring 1990): 47~. Susan Easton Black has compiled 50 volumes of early 
Mormon family data which will be a rich source for future research, Membership of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1830-1848 (provo: Religious Studies Center, Department of Church History 
and Doctrine, Brigham Young University, 1989). 
21-Jne reason for Mormon separation, says Winn, "at least initially, lies in the disgust they felt with 
the increasing reliance these mainstream churches placed on the revival and the doctrines that lay behind 
it." Winn does not distinguish between mainline and insurgent religious movements. Instead, he sees the 
Awakenin& as a tool of economic elites who " ... turned to religion for an explanation of their 
community's breakdown. Here the revival, with its emphasis on the individual's internal religious 
experience, came to their rescue, absolving them from guilt for abandoning their traditional roles. 
Disorderly workers released from the paternal governance of their masters were no longer God's erring 
children but sinners whose salvation lay in their own hands. " Winn, Exiles in a Land of Liberty, pp. 44, 
46. 
2IJ3efore the Mormon troubles in Missouri, says Winn, Mormons centered their criticisms on spiritual 
and moral depravity. After Governor Bogg's extermination order and the failure of President Van Buren 
and Congress to restore order and their property, Mormons focused on violations of political virtue. They 
began attacking politicians as they continued to attack revivalists, Exiks in a Land of Liberty, p. 155. See 
Stephen C. LeSueur for The 1838 Monnon War in Missouri (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 
1987). 
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tyrants and anarchists. The indignation Smith endured and provoked in New York 
escalated into intolerance in Ohio, intimidation and mob violence in Missouri, and 
murder in Illinois. Outnumbered, overpowered, and outmanipulated, the Mormons 
became "exiles in a land of liberty. ,,29 
Righteous indignation became an expensive lUXUry after Smith's murder, with 
Nauvoo still under siege in 1845. For fifteen years Mormons had defmed themselves 
as a people largely by responding to the men who repelled them.30 Now, with no 
clear leader, each person was forced to weigh personal and group commitments.31 
Ironically, during the period Mormons were freeing themselves from America to 
survive as a popular movement, second generation revivalists became trapped by the 
"allure of respectability." Feeding what Hatch calls the "hunger for legitimation, in-
tellectual respect, and cosmopolitan influence," Protestants ended the Awakening 
transmuting from insurgent outsiders to mainline insiders. To satiate the hunger, 
ministers sucked the populist lifeblood from their movements and glutted themselves 
on the tacky-fine trappings of affluent middle class respectability. Boston publisher 
) 
Samuel Goodrich summed up in 1856 the Protestant irony as the Awakening ended, 
"Thus orthodoxy was in a considerable degree methodized, and Methodism in due time 
29"Their impending physical break with the country finally permitted a psychological break as well. 
Fleeting prayers for the resurrection of civic virtue in America died on Mormon lips. In their place came 
direct avowals of contempt for the land of their birth," Winn, Exiles in a Land of Liberty, p. 236. 
JOAfter Smith's murder, Leone writes, "By now Mormons had established a cyclical pattern. They had 
been forced to experiment to survive, and each time they experimented more radically because of the 
conditions demanded for survival. The greater their success with their more radical solutions, the more 
they were hounded, and so the circle of mutual cause and effect-a radical society and a radicalizing 
response-continued," Roots of Modern Mormonism, p. 15. 
31D. Michael Quinn, "The Mormon Succession Crisis of 1844," BYU Studies 16 (Winter 1976): 187-
233. 
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became orthodoxed. "32 
Mormons did not take the Protestant path to middle class piety. Instead, they 
expanded their populist base through an aggressive missionary system which, even then, 
functioned in Great Britain.33 In addition, a dozen men in Nauvoo claimed the mantle 
of Joseph by divine commission. Each sought a popular commission as well, appealing 
to the people for their consent to govern as Prophet. After much debate and prayer, 
Mormons who kept the faith chose to affrrm the simple majesty of populist principles. 
Some felt James J. Strang best embodied those principles and went with him to Beaver 
Island in Lake Michigan. Others responded to Sidney Rigdon, still others to John C. 
Bennett, Lyman Wight, and Alpheus Cutler. All went their separate ways. Eventually, 
most Mormons remaining in the Midwest gathered around Joseph Smith III at 
Independence, Missouri. 34 
More Mormons confirmed Brigham Young than any other. He was a persuasive 
man and no fool. "Whether in politics or religion," Hatch notes, "self-made leaders 
32Quoted by Hatch, Democratization, p. 193, see also 195. Shakespeare's Brutus knew the process 
even better: "But 'tis a common proof, that lowliness is young ambition's ladder, whereto the climber 
upward turns his face; but when he once attains the upmost round, he then unto the ladder turns his back, 
looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees by which he did ascend." Julius Caesar, Act 2, scene 1. 
33See Richard L. Jensen and Malcolm R. Thorp, eds., Mormons in Early Victorian Britain (Salt Lake 
City: University of Utah Press, 1989); James B. Allen and Malcolm R. Thorp, "The Mission of the 
Twelve to England, 1840-41: Mormon Apostles and the Working Classes," BYU Studies 15 (Summer 
1975): 499-526; Malcolm R. Thorp, "The Religious Backgrounds of Mormon Converts in Britain, 1837-
1852," Journal of Mormon History 4 (1977): 51-65; and Ronald W. Walker, "Cradling Mormonism: The 
Rise of the Gospel in Early Victorian England," BYU Studies 27 (Winter 1987): 25-36. 
34See Roger D. Launius, Joseph Smith III: Pragmatic Prophet (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1988); and Steven L. Shields, Divergent Paths of the Restoration: A History of the Latter 
Day Saint Movement, 3rd ed. (Bountiful, Utah: Restoration Research, 1982). Roger Van Noord writes of 
Strang in King of Beaver Island: The Life and Assassination of James Jesse Strang (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1988); as does Milo M. Quaife, The Kingdom of Saint James: A Narrative of the Mormons 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1930). 
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who gained prominence by appealing to the hopes, fears, and interests of plain folks 
have walked a fine line between authentic servanthood and exploitive demagoguery. ,,35 
Young never left that line for long. He elaborated the theology and experimented with 
the Mormon social system to implement and expand the populist vision of Joseph 
Smith. Young was a pragmatic man for whom the legitimacy of personal leadership 
depended on merging two commissions--the divine and the popular--to one. 36 
Much like individuals, societies expose their true character in the ways they seek 
to resolve external conflicts and internal contradictions.37 Mormons did not stand and 
die in Nauvoo. Most ran to safety in the West. Removed from the men they hated, 
the people Brigham Young led to the Great Basin merged together in Utah's towns and 
villages, where a much broader, and ultimately more important, process of social con-
version and adaptation took place. In the villages, evolutionary community growth 
replaced cathartic conversion, reaction, dislocation, and uprooting. In effect, Thomas 
Malthus competed with the memory of Joseph Smith. Smith had developed a coherent 
35Brigham Young prevailed over others competing for leadership by ". . . using the democratic art of 
persuasion to its full advantage," Hatch, Democratization, p. 208. 
3cSPor differing views of Brigham Young, see Leonard J. Arrington, Brigham Young: American Moses 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985); Newell G. Bringhurst, Brigham Young and the Expanding American 
Frolllier (Boston: Little, Brown, 1986); and Milton R. Hunter, Brigham Young: the Colonizer (Salt Lake 
City: Deseret News Press, 1940). 
3'Nineteenth-<:entury Mormonism was, according to historian Gordon S . Wood, ". . . both mystical 
and secular; restorationist and progressive; communitarian and individualistic; hierarchical and congrega-
tional; authoritarian and democratic; antinomian and armenian; anti-clerical and priestly; revelatory and 
empirical; utopian and practical; ecumenical and nationalist." It was, he writes, "a religion in tension, 
poised like a steel spring by the contradictory forces pulling within it." Gordon S. Wood, "Evangelical 
America," p. 380. Such contradictions were reflected in Mormon behavior. "At one moment," observes 
Kenneth Winn, "they strutted like arrogant empire builders, dreaming of theocratic rule over a vice-ridden 
world. At the next, they proposed to join other well-meaning citizens in reforming the RepUblic. At still 
another time, they humbly asked only for their liberties and the opportunity to lead quiet, industrious lives. 
By ignoring or downplaying these contradictions, both the church and its enemies, and later historians, 
were able to build the case they desired," Winn, Exiles in a Land of Liberty, p. 182. 
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theology. His influence on the people was both spiritual and spontaneous. Cooperation 
and commitment to the Lord's people became Smith's legacy. Conversely, in 
Malthus's world, life was a series of mathematical propositions, population growth in 
one column, food supply in another. Birth and death, marriage and fertility, work and 
idleness, migration and diminishing economic opportunity, all defmed the quality of life 
for his populations. 38 
The democratic model of settlement outlined here contends Zion's villages 
dispersed throughout the Great Basin as Mormons acted to resolve contradictions of 
private Malthusian dilemmas. Their need for farm land with water channeled people 
into regional frontiers north and south of Salt Lake City. Topography and water supply 
formed potential village sites within the regions. As people settled village sites, flowing 
water confmed and restricted relationships between village hinterland, residential core, 
and farm lands. Residents increased in number at each site so long as excess water 
flowed. When people matched supply, villages became valves directing streams of 
people as well as water. People began moving to more distant sites after the limited 
reach 9f water dammed further increase on local agricultural bases. The sensing 
mechanism was the sense each person felt for personal well-being. As villagers acted 
to resolve the contradiction of too many people with too little water, they began 
creating the affmning structure of a distinct ethnic identity. 
An arch maintains structure because its keystone physically prevents two sides 
from falling into each other. As keystone, Salt Lake City physically separated two 
~althus's "A Summary View of the Principle of Population, " first published in England in 1830, is 
reprinted in D. V. Glass, ed., Introduction to Malthus (New York:: John Wiley and Sons, 1953). 
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diverse populations. One was largely American-born, had smelled the smoke of 
Nauvoo and the dust of the Exodus, and traced its lineage to the charismatic Joseph. 
Driven by shout and shot, its families gathered in Utah in desperation.39 The other 
traced to missionaries sent to Europe by the pragmatic Brigham. Its families were 
attracted to the shining mountains made holy by the Mormon promise of human 
perfectibility through free agency and faithful labor . Mormons from Nauvoo built the 
keystone and arched south from the Salt Lake valley in a rush of settlement which first 
peaked in central Utah in 1851. Latecomers, the Europeans arched north into Cache 
Valley in 1859, joined by dissatisfied southemers.40 Memory of Nauvoo and Joseph 
became myth · as converts streamed from Europe, increasing the portions of each 
population born abroad.41 
Mormons north and south merged in villages designed to take advantage of what 
little water trickled from nearby mountains. Settlers formed a fluid, relatively 
egalitarian social structure as well. Initially, they were stratified less by class and 
money than by nativity. Mormons sorted themselves to learn the economics of village 
39Jtichard E. Bennett examines preparation for the move west in Mormons at the Missouri, 1846-1852: 
"And Should We Die . . ." (Norman: University of Oldahoma Press, 1987). The route to Utah is the 
subject of Wallace Stegner, The Gathering of Zion: The Story of the Mormon Trail (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964). 
40peak years for Utah village settlement are inferred from "Utah Settlements with Mormon Ward or 
Branch," a table appearing in Dean C. Greer, Klaus D. Gurgel, Wayne L. Wahlquist, Howard A. Christy, 
Gary B. Peterson, Atlas of Utah (Ogden: Weber State College, 1981), pp. 90-91. Different versions 
appear in Andrew Jenson, Encyclopedic History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Salt 
Lake City: Deseret News Publishing Company, 1941); Russell R. Rich, Ensign to the Nations: A History 
o/the Church From 1846 to the Present (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, 1972), pp. 629-32; and 
Hunter, Brigham Young: The Colonizer, pp. 361-67. 
4. Among the fine studies of Mormon migration from Europe are William Mulder, Homeward to Zion: 
The Mormon Migration From Scandinavia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957), and 
P.A.M. Taylor, Expectations Westward: The Mormons and the Emigration of their British Converts in the 
Nineteenth Century (London: Oliver and Boyd, 1965). 
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agriculture from experienced countrymen. Voluntary segregation by national origin 
tended to protect established villages from the consequences of random in-migration. 
Thus insulated, families increased in size as population age and sex structure sparked 
baby booms in each village shortly after permanent settlement. 
Chapter 2 describes how settlers sorted themselves in the villages of Utah's 
northern Cache Valley, focusing primarily on the demographic variables of age, sex, 
and nativity. What is clear is three factors worked to reduce competition among 
people. First, villages were settled in a rush. People arriving in 1859 and 1860 
enjoyed equal access to land and water, while later arrivals were either excluded or 
found contentment with marginal village lands. Second, increasing segregation between 
villages by national origin progressively decreased migration to any village, and gave 
each a distinct ethnic identity. Third, with low in-migration after settlement, village 
populations increased primarily through the fertility of early settlers. High fertility 
became a sorting mechanism in its contradictory effect on the age distribution of 
residents. Put simply, high numbers of children lowered the median age of all residents 
even as adults aged. The effect was to quickly bifurcate village populations into age 
clusters: stable numbers of adults who controlled village resources, and increasingly 
large numbers of children who would eventually reach maturity. 
Chapter 3 defines the Mormon Village as a hydraulic system. Mormons located 
on sites where elevation and slope assured gravity would feed water to the entire system 
through a series of ditches built and maintained by residents and monitored by one 
called the water master. As expressed in the Cache community of Mendon, the 
hydraulic village had three parts, each located at a progressively lower elevation: 
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village watershed, residential core, and farmlands. Each part functioned because of the 
existence of the other two. The symbiotic relationship between component parts 
explains why many villages could not increase in size to hold baby boom children home 
after they reached maturity. Wellsville was a more complex hydraulic village than 
Mendon. Comparisons between the two suggest the range of behavioral responses to 
environmental variations. 
Village baby booms were clocks ticking as children aged. The opportunity for 
subsistence with small surplus which the sites afforded settling families rarely extended 
to village-born children because few villages maintained water for their needs at 
maturity. Without irrigation water, youths faced stark options: stay home and join 
marginal economies as marginal members, or seek places of fresh opportunity. The 
path to independent adulthood for many was the trail to the frontier's edge.42 
A quarter-century after Mormons began building villages in regional frontiers, 
their children expanded deeper into the hinterland to find the means for independent 
subsistence denied them at home. South of Salt Lake, youths born in the central Utah 
villages established during the settlement period which peaked in 1851 relocated in 
southern Utah and the Little Colorado region of Arizona during the late 1870s. To the 
north, likewise, children from the Cache valley towns settled in 1859 and 1860 began 
moving in the early 1880s to sites near the Henry's Fork of Idaho's Upper Snake River. 
The linear pattern of generational dispersal repeated itself a quarter-century later 
~ M. Logue focuses his discussion on the portion of young adults who remained in St. George, 
arguing that opportunity for them was as bleak on regional frontiers as at home. Even in St. George, 
however, half the young adults who married moved elsewhere. In moving, they reduced competition 
among those who stayed. See A Sermon in the Desert: Belief and Behavior in Early St. George, Utah 
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), pp. 60-1. 
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as both bases expanded even farther from Salt Lake City. Polygamists began taking up 
refuge in Mexico and Canada in the late 1880s to escape federal prosecution under the 
draconic Edmunds-Tucker Act. Their villages failed to sustain growth, however, until 
after the church Manifesto of 1890 ended the public practice of plural marriage. 
population growth came with the new century as fresh generations of youths sought 
farmlands with water. Mormons in Mexico numbered 4000 by 1912 when the 
Revolution truncated further expansion. 43 The political climate was favorable in 
Canada, with the activist immigration policies of Liberal prime minister Wilfred 
Laurier, and his interior minister, Clifford Sifton. Laurier and Sifton would transform 
the empty interior quarter of Canada into fields of wheat, but needed farmers. To the 
south they saw huge POOls of displaced farm youth moving to U.S. cities as the frontier 
closed. To lure farmers to homesteads on the high Canadian plains, Sifton hired dozens 
of salaried immigration agents in the United States and hundreds of sub-agents on 
commission. One sub-agent worked in Salt Lake City: Mormon Apostle John W. 
Taylor.44 Recruiters alone could not lure Mormons north, however. The lure was the 
land, but the land needed water. The Canadian government opened the gate in 1898 
when it joined with the church and local land speculators to complete irrigation projects 
which had been stalled since early in the decade. Following the water ditch, Mormons 
numbering 8500 migrated north by 1914. They joined hundreds of thousands of 
'°LaMond F. Tullis, Mormons in Mexico: The Dynamics of Faith and Culture (Logan: Utah State 
University Press, 1987), p. 56. Thomas Cottam Romney also wrote of southern expansion, in The Mormon 
Colonies in Mexico (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1938). 
44Harold Martin Troper, Only Farmers Need Apply: Official Canadian Government Encouragement of 
Immigration From the United States, 1896-1911 (Toronto: Griffin House, 1972), pp. 41,59, 75, 82. See 
also D. I. Hall, "Clifford Sifton: Immigration and Settlement Policy 1896-1905,9t in The Settlement of the 
West, edited by Howard Palmer (Calgary: University of Calgary, 1977). 
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American farmers who were seeking opportunity on the Canadian frontier. 4S 
The villages Mormon youths settled at increasing distance from Salt Lake City 
became generational extensions of parental villages. Linked to the old through kinship, 
the new villages acted as safety valves protecting established communities from the 
press of people after village-born children reached maturity. Without the regional 
frontiers, Mormondom risked imploding trying to resolve the children's dilemma. With 
the safety valves, Zion expanded from Canada to Mexico as successive waves of young 
adults repeated the frontier experiences of their parents. They migrated to the frontiers, 
built villages and farms, raised families, and lived lives of their own choosing.46 
Chapter 4 begins with an analysis of rates of persistence in the Cache villages 
of Mendon and Wellsville to show the degree to which variation in local water supply 
influenced residential stability. When compared to other American towns, or to 
Mormon towns in other regions, Cache villages enjoyed high persistence among heads 
of households. Because Mendon's water supply was more restrictive than Wellsville's, 
fewer of Mendon's children could establish households nearby. As a result, Mendon 
J 
"'Howard Palmer, "Polygamy and Progress: The Reaction to Mormons in Canada, 1887-1923," in The 
Mormon Presence in Canada, edited by Brigham Y. Card et a1. (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press; 
Logan: Utah State University Press, 1990), pp. 117-18. Lawrence B. Lee has written on Canada, in "The 
Mormons Come to Canada," Pacific Northwest Quarterly 59 (January 1968): 11-22, and "The Canadian-
American Irrigation Frontier, 1884-1914," Agricultural History 40 (October 1966): 271-83. See also John 
C. Lehr, "Polygamy, Patrimony, and Prophecy: The Mormon Colonization of Cardston," Dialogue 21 
(Winter 1988): 114-21. L 
46Frederick Jackson Turner abandoned the safety valve theory, says his biographer, Ray Allen 
Billington, after grappling with and failing to resolve the issue of farm making costs on the frontier. He 
eventually concluded laborers in eastern cities could not afford to become western fanners. See Frederick 
Jackson Turner: Historian, Scholar, Teacher (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), p. 457. 
Turner'S objection to the safety valve does not apply in the Great Basin because cooperative efforts of the 
Mormons reduced farm making costs for families. For an analysis of the evolving theory, Ellen von 
Nardroff, "The American Frontier as a Safety Valve--The Life, Death, Reincarnation, and Justification of 
a Theory," Agricultural History 36 (July 1962): 123-42. 
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contributed a greater portion to expanding the geographical reach of Zion than did 
Wellsville. The focus of chapter 4 shifts to follow waves of Mendon youth as they 
moved to the Upper Snake in the early 1880s and to other farming opportunities in the 
north after the century ended. 
Church authorities actively encouraged internal migration and village settlement 
in the Great Basin's regions. Indeed, a handful of communities had direct church 
sponsorship. These "corporate communities" were subsidized by the church from Salt 
Lake City and settled by people responding to mission calls. Settlers thought of 
themselves as missionaries, and many returned home when released from missionary 
service. 47 
Migration to the "corporate communities" has come to symbolize the willingness 
of Mormons to sacrifice private aspirations while joining with fellow Saints and church 
leaders in building the Kingdom of God. It is natural for historians to characterize this 
symbol as reality for Mormon people. Yet, the resulting stereotype obscures the role 
of fr~ choice in its failure to distinguish the corporate needs of the church from the 
private needs of individuals and families. 
Historian Leonard J. Arrington confronts the stereotype by distinguishing among 
four types of Mormon settlements. Most" corporate communities" were among his first 
4The role of the mission call in establishing corporate communities is evaluated by Charles S. Peterson 
in Take Up Your Mission: Mormon Colonizing Along the Little Colorado River 1870-1900 (Provo: Brigham 
Young University Press, 1973). Three men he cites honored their mission calls long after leaders who call-
ed them had forgotten--Lorenzo H. Hatch, Thales Haskell, and Levi M. Savage. Hatch, for example, 
served his mission in Arizona from 1876 until 1900. Haskell, in Bluff, in San Juan County, explained to 
Apostle Erastus Snow in 1886 that he could not leave his mission until being released, even though his 
family lived at the time in Manasa, Colorado. Snow released him on the spot. Savage shoveled sand into 
the Little Colorado for the church as late as 1919, as he had done for 40 years. A son wrote the church 
presidency begging for his release, so the old man could retum home to die, pp. 60-1. 
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three types. Towns of the first were gathering places to facilitate migration. Genoa, 
in Carson Valley, Nevada, is an example. Towns of the second served as commodity 
production centers, with notable examples being Southern Utah communities of the Iron 
and Cotton missions. The third type was associated with Indian missions. It was the 
fourth and most important class, which Arrington calls "permanent colonies," the 
agricultural villages, which housed the people of Zion.48 Settlement in the agricultural 
villages is explained in these pages by the linear pattern of generational dispersion. 
The generational argument explains the long-term social and environmental 
structure by which Mormons established villages in the Great Basin. In addition, 
however, people responded to the immediate conditions with which they lived. Short-
term changes in social situations or the environment sometimes sparked flurries of new 
village settlement. Three types of situations affected settlement processes. The first 
was the presence of a federal army sent to Utah to end what was thought in the United 
States to be a Mormon rebellion in 1857. Second, of course, was the often present 
Indian threat. Both tended to restrict new settlement. Third, significant climatic 
I 
changes underscored the marginal water supply in many communities. Heavy rains for 
several growing seasons sometimes convinced people irrigation was not always 
required, as happened in the early 1870s in northwestern Cache Valley.49 The dry 
farming boom after 1890 was largely based on changes in technology, but changes in 
rainfall over time were important factors sparking village out-migration and eventual 
"'Arrington, Brigham Young: American Moses, pp. 174-75. 
49A.J. Simmonds, "Southeast Idaho as a Pioneer Safety Valve," IdDho Yesterdays 23 (Winter 1980): 
20-30. 
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retrenchment as well. 
Out-migration of youthful colonizers did not throw established villages into long 
term population decline as was common with other frontiers. 5o Men moved to the 
unsettled periphery in groups because they could not afford to stay home and because 
the cooperative effort needed on the frontier matched the age clustering effect of the 
baby boom. Women imagined brighter economic futures for themselves in home 
villages. The Mormon marital system divorced young women from economic 
dependence on young men. With polygamy, mature women so inclined could compete 
among themselves for any man, even older men owning property who were already 
married. Polygamy tended to hold baby boom women in villages by holding down the 
age of marriage. The result was to increase the number of women of childbearing age 
relative to men, and to assure they were married. Because of pro-natalist attitudes of 
married women, many children were born, even after the fIrst wave of out-migration 
had begun. And this is why established villages bulged with people until after plural 
marriage was abolished. 
For unmarried women who could tolerate neither personal poverty nor 
»me significance of rural decline is discussed in Wilbur Zelinsky, "Changes in the Geographic 
Patterns of Rural Population in the United States, 1790-1960," Geographical Review 52 (October 1962): 
492-524, and David Lowenthal and Lambros Comitas, "Emigration and Depopulation: Some Neglected 
Aspects of Population Geography," in the same volume, pp. 195-210. See also Calvin L. Beale, "Rural 
Depopulation in the United States: Some Demographic Consequences of Agricultural Adjustments," 
Demography 1 (1964): 264-72. Historian Walter Nugent found rural depopulation from New England to 
the Mississippi valley to be "endemic" by 1880, in The Structure of American Social History (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1981), pp. 100-101. A state example is Lewis D. Stilwell, Migration From 
Vennont (Montpelier: Vermont Historical Society, 1948), and for the Vermont town of Chelsea, see Hal 
S. Barron, "The Impact of Rural Depopulation on a Local Economy: Chelsea, Vermont, 1840-1900," 
Agricultural History 54 (April 1980): 318-35, and his Those Who Stayed Behind: Rural Society in 
Nineteenth Century New England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 10-IS. Robert C. 
Ostergren saw the ethnic implications, in A Community Transplanted: The Trans-Atlantic Experience of a 
Swedish Immigrant Settlement in the Upper Middle West. 1835-1915 (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1988). 
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polygamy, Salt Lake City acted as a reservoir of employment offering marginal 
independence. The trickle of young women yearly from the villages became a flood 
when it reached the city. Searching for wives with whom to move to the frontier, 
young men looked first in the Salt Lake sea. Chapter 5 evaluates changes in family 
structure and marital patterns resulting from pressures of village life. 
The generational dispersal process focused the charismatic enthusiasm for 
building Zion on the youth of Mormondom. Responding to their own needs on the 
frontier, youths reinvented and adjusted childhood villages to new environments, new 
technologies, and new social conditions. In so doing, they repeated the frontier exper-
iences of their parents. Increasingly, individuals aligned themselves into generations 
as each person in each generation answered in action the questions of human existence, 
"Who am I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?" By filtering the questions 
at maturity through village experiences, and acting on them, they remade the structure 
of Mormon identity to fit the arid West. In the generational and age specific processes 
they developed to settle frontier villages, they found the democratic mechanism to 
discipline and transfer Joseph Smith's charismatic theology of individual worth and 
human dignity to succeeding generations of Mormons. 
Climate and the need to control water were social levelers cutting across all 
generations of village-dwelling Mormons. As flowing water honed patterns of living, 
it polished the regional faces of Mormondom. The northern face saw the diversity of 
water supplies increasing with distance from Salt Lake City. The southern face saw in-
creasing aridity, monotony, and sterility. Consider, for example, the disgust of 
southern settler, George W. Brimhall, as he surveyed the landscape of southern 
Mormondom: 
To describe this country and its sterility for one hundred miles, its 
gloomy barrenness, would subject the reader's credulity to too high a 
strain. Not even the caw of a crow, or the bark of a wolf, was there to 
break the awful monotony. . . . here there was nothing but a continual 
stench of miasma, and hot streaks of poisonous air to breathe. Was this 
Hades ... or the place for the condign punishment of the wicked? Or 
was it the grand sewer for the waste and filth of vast animation? . . . It 
was a horrible place. 51 
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Responding to their environment, southern Mormons got stuck in the sand and 
frustration of washed-out dams. Attempting to farm dry, barren lands of southern 
Utah, Arizona, and eventually Mexico, many spent decades impounding .water and 
coaxing it to village fields, only to have dams repeatedly burst, turning endless months 
of sweat to mud, then dust. With determination, and ditches and dams, farmers could 
sometimes force water to parched fields, but not always. The story of southern 
Mormon expansion is largely the story of this determination, and the willingness of 
Saints to share their frustrations with authorities more powerful than individuals, 
families, or village elders. Mobilizing to protect themselves from an arbitrary sky, 
people looked to Salt Lake for aid and to heaven for justice.52 
SlQuoted by Peterson in TaU Up Your Mission, p. 63. 
SlMormon millennialist fervor had a regional component, if differences between journals written in the 
north and the south are compelling evidence, and if historian Michael Barkun is correct when he writes, 
"Submeraed during periods of stability, millennialism had a way of thrusting to the surface during times 
of disorder and unease ... " in Crucible o/the Millennium: The Burned-Over District 0/ New York in the 
184fJs (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1986), p. 14. Few northern journal writers mention the 
subject, but it is said to appear regularly in the south where life was hardly easy. The regional differences 
do not appear in the secondary literature. See th.e writings of Grant R. UndelWood, "The Millenarian 
World of Early Mormonism," (ph.D. dissertation, University of California, 1988); "Early Mormon 
Millennialism: Another Look," (M.A. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1981); "Early Mormon 
Millenarianism: Another Look," Church History 54 (June 1985): 215-29; and "Millenarianism and the 
Early Mormon Mind," Journal o/Monnon History 9 (1982): 41-51. Also see Louis G. Reinwand, "An 
Interpretive Study of Mormon Millennialism During the Nineteenth Century With Emphasis on Millennial 
Development in Utah," (M.A. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1971). 
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Conversely, much of the land fanning hundreds of miles north from Salt Lake 
looked more like the Garden itself than the terrestrial world of the south. A young 
Oregon Trail traveller described the northern valley he said he viewed prior to the 
Mormon arrival in Utah. John R. McBride wrote in 1882 that he joined several people 
who left the trail in 1846 and ventured into northern Utah, exploring. 
Cache Valley, in northern Utah, is one of the most beautiful, pictur-
esque, and fertile vales in the world. Forty miles long by twenty wide, 
cut almost in two by a large river (the Bear), with hundreds of little 
streams flowing down the sides of the mountains that lift their timbered 
flanks and snow-crowned summits far above it, while its waving 
meadows of native grass, growing to a hight [sic] that often for miles 
would hide a person on foot from the view, nature never presented a 
more inviting spot for the use of man. 53 
McBride eventually became a judge in Salt Lake City and a prominent 
anti-Mormon. When his poetic observations appeared in print, Mormon newspaper 
writers saw his claim to have explored Utah before the Mormons as a good joke--they 
laughed. The territorial legislature, one wrote, would enthusiastically change Pioneer 
Day from the traditional day celebrating the Mormon arrival in Utah, July 24, if only 
McBri~e would designate the date of his visit. He must explain, however, how he 
plowed the fields, killed the snakes, diverted the rivers for irrigation, and "made the 
desert blossom as a rose"--by himself. Another suggested that had Brigham Young 
known McBride discovered and settled Utah, he would have divided the Kingdom and 
offered McBride a fair share, simple justice to be done. 54 
53John R. McBride, "Utah and Mormonism," International Review 12 (February 1882): 183. 
,S4"McBride, The Explorer,;' Salt Lake Herald, 7 February 1882, and Journal History, same date. 
Writing from Jericho, Utah, to the Salt Lake Herald, 17 February 1882 (see also Journal History, same 
date), "Plus Ultra" chided McBride, writing, "Oh, Judge! Judge! What a consumate [sic] ass you have 
made of yourself, by your long and unaccountable silence on this subject. . . . Heretofore I have looked 
up admiringly to such explorers as Columbus, Lebastion [sic] Cabot, Fremont and Joseph Gebo; now I'll 
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Significantly, while Mormon editorialists poked fun at McBride's claim to amuse 
readers, none took issue with his description of Cache Valley, although some Mormons 
in the mid-1850s, including Brigham Young, considered its winters too cold to support 
settlement. To pragmatic Mormon farmers, beauty meant water. Many farmers had 
been contending for crops on marginally fertile land without adequate water since 
coming to Utah. Viewing a relatively well-watered Cache Valley in the late 1850s, 
they could enjoy pictures in their minds of rewards for their labors beyond bare 
subsistence. ss 
procure a soap box and take a seat at your feet; you, the greatest explorer of them all. 
"In the meantime I append a few lines--I always run to lines on an occasion of this kind-which 
I wish attached to the tail of your historical kite: 
What news is this from Washington, 
Which smites mine ear with doleful sound? 
Did the vine and fig tree then here abound? 
Was he the explorer, not Brigham Young? 
Does the Judge now claim, perhaps he's right, 
That to his enraptured gaze, the ravishing sight 
Was shown to him from Ensign's hight, 
By what he then deemed prophetic light, 
At the 'fitching hour 0' twelve at night? 
Of future empire in this basin great, 
The populous towns around the saline lake; 
Increasing waters that doth the desert's thirst now slake, 
Advancing pioneers, placing their lives, there all at stake, 
All this entrancing vision did he at one peep take? 
If this be true, let future ages sound historical call; 
Long, lona ere base, ignoble Mormon thrall 
Laid ax at root of sagebrush tall, 
Or caused umbrageous greasewood fall 
McBride was there, and-and knew it all. " 
"Analyzing Brigham Young's judgement of northern Utah for settlement is Richard H. Jackson, 
"Mormon Perception and Settlement," Annals of the Association of American Geographers 68 (September 
1978): 326. For other perceptions, see Jeanne Kay and Craig J. Brown, "Mormon Beliefs About Land 
and Natural Resources, 1847-1877," Journal of Historical Geography 11 (July 1985): 253-67; and Dan L. 
Flores, "Agriculture, Mountain Ecology, and the Land Ethic: Phases of the Environmental History of 
Utah," in Working the Range: Essays on the History of Western Land Management and the Environment, 
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This study explores important demographic and economic relationships which 
pressured the people of Cache Valley into the hard decisions necessary to protect 
individual and family security. It analyzes the effects of those decisions, showing how 
individual choices of private Mormon families contributed to change within villages. 
It presents a linear, generational model of expansion throughout the Great Basin, a 
model sensitive to relationships between theology and demography, between centripetal 
Mormon Zionism and centrifugal economic reality. As villages dispersed throughout 
the Great Basin, Mormons created communities which met their special needs. Villages 
became both family bases and physical expressions of values. Because of demographic 
safety valves collectively and unconsciously opened by individual choices, villages grew 
older but maintained harmony between generations of inhabitants. Community 
influence was extended into succeeding generations widely scattered over the territory 
by the reach of kinship, and villagers helped create new Mormon villages molded from 
the old. 
edited by John R. Wunder (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1985), pp. 157-86. 
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CHAYfERll 
OF PIGS AND PYTHONS 
A census enumerator from Box Elder County traveled the eighteen miles from 
Brigham City through Wellsville Canyon in the summer of 1860 to count Cache Valley 
inhabitants. He found 2605 settlers living in 513 different dwellings. As the migration 
season had not yet ended when the census was recorded, several hundred more may 
have reached the valley by year's end. The federal manuscript population schedule 
taken that year forms the basis for a statistical picture of Cache communities just 
eighteen months after permanent settlement began. Recording the structure of the initial 
population, the picture captures, in embryo, evidence of demographic forces which 
would shape persistence, migration, and community formation into the twentieth 
century.l 
Initial distributions of residents in Mormon communities were demographically 
important primarily because few factors were working to alter their structures as time 
progressed. As will be explained, a land rush to Cache Valley created "instant 
villages" which rewarded first settlers with prime farmlands. Settlers competed equally 
for land only during village formation, so continuing in-migration did not disrupt age 
and sex distributions of residents in established villages. Later arrivals often found they 
were unable to gain well-watered farm plots. Many moved to villages established by 
lMargo J. Anderson analyzes the evolution of the federal census in 1M American Census: A Social 
History (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1988). Manuscript population schedules for nine-
teenth-century Cache Valley communities have been transcribed and coded on a computer in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering at Utah State University in Logan. Partially funded by an NEH 
grant to the Ronald V. Jensen Historical Farm and the Man and His Bread Museum, tables were generated 
and bound in Preliminary Demographic Data, Cache Valley Historical Census Project, compiled by Charles 
M. Hatch. Microfilm copies will eventually be given to universities in Utah. 
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their countrymen. Such sifting made ethnic islands of Cache towns, and this insulated 
residents of established villages from the effects of unrestricted migration. 
Three characteristics common to residents in villages throughout Utah came 
together when villages were founded and set the demographic foundation for eventual 
out-migration. These three characteristics were youthful populations, high rates of 
natural increase implicit in a people practicing what demographers call "natural 
fertility," and, most important, uneven distributions of settlers in different age 
groupings. 2 The uneven age distribution caused fluctuations in numbers of children 
reaching maturity at any time. These fluctuations placed demands on community 
resources which, largely, could not be met. 
The Initial Population 
For the purposes of this study, age and sex data from the 1860 valley manuscript 
have been arranged into a population pyramid illustrating the initial population's 
structure. Essentially, pyramids are two bar graphs where the horizontal bases are 
joined in a vertical configuration. Males on the left, females on the right, the lowest 
bar represents children under age 5, and each bar above the first shows progressively 
older age groups. 3 Portions of each cohort born outside the territorial United States 
lfertility levels are biologically determined in "natural fertility" populations, and not influenced by 
birth control. G. P. Mineau, L. L. Bean, and M. Skolnick: have concluded nineteenth-century Mormons 
practiced natural fertility, in "Mormon Demographic History IT: The Family Life Cycle and Natural 
Fertility," Population Studies 33 (November 1979): 429-46. Bean and Mineau have been joined by 
Douglas L. Anderton to consider Mormon fertility in more detail in Fertility Change on the American 
Frontier: Adaptation and Innovation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990). 
3Popuiation pyramids appear in Preliminary Demographic Data. The source data were unrefined age 
and sex listings from census manuscripts. Cache pyramids follow the format in Henry Shryock and 
Jacob S. Siegel, The Methods and Materials of Demography, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Government 
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have been shaded.4 Left of the pyramid are age cohort sex ratios, the number of males 
per 100 females in each age grouping for both native and foreign born residents. The 
pyramid representing Cache settlers in 1870 serves as a reference point for a 
standardized time series to document demographic continuity and variation after ten 
years (figures 1 and 2). 
The pyramids are snapshots of the demographic pressures which motivated initial 
settlers. While the population increased to 8229 by 1870, the broad bases of both 
pyramids are characteristic of young, highly fertile peoples. In the year preceding the 
1860 census visit, 134 children had been born, for a crude birth rate of 51.4 per 
thousand when divided by the total population. S By the same measure, 400 births in 
1870 yields a birth rate of 48.6, slightly lower than 1860. Birth rates for both years 
were much higher than comparable modern figures for American communities. 6 For 
example, the central Utah community of Provo reported in 1980 a crude birth rate of 
37 births per thousand people. 
High birth rates extended over several years tend to lower a population's median 
Printing Office, 1973), 1: 236-43. For a brief introduction on how to "read" population pyramids, see the 
analysis of county pyramids from Washington State in Donald B. Pittenger, Projecting State and Local 
Populatio1Lf (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1976), pp. 12-13. 
4A "cohort" is a group of people sharing vital events such birth or marriage in a given locality, 
Shryock and Siegel, Methods and Materials of Demography, 1:7. 
'sE. A. Wrigley and R. S. Schofield find "Biological factors effectively limit the maximum level that 
a crude birth rate of a large population can achieve in normal circumstances to about 55 per 1,()()() members 
of the population," The Population History of England, 1541-1871 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1981), p. 174. 
6Utah's birth rate was 27.2 in 1981, over 11 per thousand higher than comparable figures for the 
United States, Logan Herald Journal, 26 February 1982; "Provo-Orem had nation's highest birth rate," 
Logan Herald Journal, 15 December 1982; and "Highest Birthrate in Provo Area," The Salt"Lala! Tribune, 
14 December 1982. 
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age. Fully 48.4 percent of Cache residents were children under age 15 in 1860 and 
half were under 15.9.7 The 1870 population was even younger, with 52.4 percent 
under age 15, and the median age dropped to 13.9. The high birth rates reflected large 
portions of young adults forming families. The median age for dwelling heads in 1860 
was 34.5, and nearly 35 percent (n = 179) were under age 30. An additional 28.8 
percent (n = 148) were between age 30 and 39. Fewer than five percent of dwelling 
heads were in their 60s or older. By 1870 the median age of dwelling heads had 
increased to only 38.3, with foreign born slightly older than natives (39.0 for foreign 
born and 36.0 for natives). 
By themselves, high fertility and youthfulness have little effect on persistence, 
migration, and community formation, except in two general ways. First, kids become 
adults. Childhood is not a perpetual state. Even so, many adults of 1860 were still 
living and heading households in 1900. Second, as Thomas Malthus understood, no 
population increases in size forever. Restraints must eventually be placed on natural 
growth, imposed by the population itself through birth control or imposed by the 
environment through some form of economic scarcity. 8 
'The median age of the United States population was 30.6 in 1984, Salt Lake Tribune, 21 May 1984. 
'Malthus identified two restrictions on growth-the Positive Check, those factors which tend to shorten 
life, and the Preventive Check. The preventive check limits the number of births in a population. It is 
divided into "moral" (or "prudential") restraint, vice, and misery. Among the vices which limit births are 
birth control, "corruption of morals with regard to sex, " and "unnatural passions." Malthus wrote, "Moral 
restraint . . . may be defined to be, abstinence from marriage, either for a time or permanently, from 
prudential considerations, with a strictly moral conduct towards the sex [sic] in the interval. And this is 
the only mode of keeping population on·a level with the means of subsistence, which is perfectly consistent 
with virtue and happiness. All other checks, whether of the preventive or the positive kind, though they 
may greatly vary in degree, resolve themselves into some form of vice or misery." D. V. Glass, ed., 
Introduction to Malthus (New York: lohn Wiley and Sons, 1953), p. 153. See Thomas Robert Malthus, 
An Essay on tlu! Principle a/Population, edited by Phillip Appleman (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 
1976). 
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The Pig and the Python 
These Malthusian principles must be combined with another characteristic of the 
early Cache population, one central to the demographic paradox shaping persistence and 
migrational patterns in the nineteenth century. The uneven age and sex distribution was 
more important than either the high fertility of the Cache population or its youthful-
ness. It was also more subtle, and in several ways, complex. 
Draw two imaginary arcs on both pyramids. Connect youngest cohorts to 
oldest, male and female, touching the comers of as many intermediate cohorts as 
possible with a sweeping smooth curved line. Then accept the following propositions: 
that correct ages were' reported to the census enumerator (not always); he always wrote 
ages and sexes correctly (he did not); I transcribed them all correctly (which I, alas, 
may not have done); the keypuncher accurately reproduced on cards the data from 
transcription sheets (she did an excellent job, but not perfect); and, finally, the machine 
read them correctly (the jury is still out). At least agree mistakes are mostly random, 
although some misreporting appears to exist for several age groups. 9 
Actual cohort groupings should touch the curved line if birth and death were the 
only factors influencing the population. Agreeing with these propositions, the smooth 
curve line represents a perfect age distribution for given levels of fertility and 
9JU.ndom and systematic bias are both present in record sets such as federal censuses. While no 
attempt has been made to control for either, the effects of "digital preference" are reduced through the use 
of five year cohorts. Age bias is discussed in Douglass C. Ewbank, Age Misreporting and Age-Selective 
Underenumeration: Sources, Patterns, and Consequences for Demographic Analysis, National Research 
Council Committee on Population and Demography, report no. 4 (Washington, D. C.: National Academy 
Press, 1981). 
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mortality.l0 Because several Cache age cohorts are not even close to the imaginary 
line, we begin to isolate demographic relationships between migration and settlement. 
Rather than a perfect fit between the imaginary arc and actual age groupings, 
we see a series of gaps and bulges forming a non-contiguous profile. The 1860 
population shows distinct clustering within different age groupings. For example, the 
number of men in the two groupings from age 20 to 29 were both larger than cohorts 
from age 10 to 19. This constricts the pyramid at the 15 to 19 year cohort, of course, 
while producing a bulge in the ages from 20 to 29. This bulge was still evident in 
1870, but for the cohort ten years older, the 35 to 39 age group.ll 
What caused these bulges? Age clustering was a common phenomena for initial 
populations in many frontier areas. Demographers would say they were evidence of 
age-selective mechanisms of in-migration. Young men of 20 had less to tie them to 
settled areas than men of 50, and more freedom to move than female counterparts, for 
example. For this reason the American West is often portrayed as a man's world, 
inhabited by young, unsettled adventurers seeking fortunes or good times. 12 
lOOemographers will note a debt to stable population theory. See The Concept of a Stable Popula-
tion: Application to the Study of Populations of Countries with Incomplete Demographic Statistics, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Studies, no. 39 (New York: United Nations, 
1968). 
"Historian David Gagan calls a similar bulge in the 1850 population profile of Peel County, Ontario, 
a "demographic aneurism." In Peel, the number of males aged 15-30 per 1000 acres of available land 
increased more than 40 percent between 1851 and 1861, see Hopeful Travellers: Families, Land, and Social 
Change in Mid-Victorian Peel County, Canada West (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), p. 4S. 
12Some scholars dispute the stereotype, arguing much of the West was inhabited by families. See Jack 
E. Eblen, "An Analysis of Nineteenth-Century Frontier Populations," Demography 2 (1965): 399-413. 
Also, historian David J. Wishart has found sex ratios to have been closely balanced on the Nebraska 
frontier. He has reproduced population pyramids for several counties to support his findings. See" Age 
and Sex Composition of the Population on the Nebraska Frontier, 1860-1880," Nebraska History S4 
(Spring 1973): 107-19. 
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The Mormon people of Cache did not fit this stereotype, primarily because men 
moved to the valley with wives and families. The sex ratio was only 102.3 males for 
every 100 Cache females in 1860, a rate which declined to 97.9 by 1870. The modest 
decline the first decade suggests the Cache frontier did favor men to a degree. By 1880 
the ratio increased slightly to 99.9, almost a perfect balance between males and 
females. 
Cache women of 1860 were also concentrated in several age cohorts, although 
none was as extreme as similar male bulges. Women were well represented in the 
cohort aged 50 to 54 and two cohorts of high fecundity, from 20 to 24 and 30 to 34. 
These women-(along with their husbands) were largely responsible for the high birth 
rate in 1860. 
The female distribution was different than the male by 1870, however. While 
uneven male concentrations continued in 1870, the bulges are largely missing from the 
1870 female profile. This suggests different factors were influencing distributions of 
men and women by 1870. Indeed, the well-being of men depended primarily on farm 
ownership. Men were economically tied by choice to their fields, but married women 
were economically tied to husbands. While farm ownership for men was closely 
associated with age, marriage for mature women was not. As will be discussed in 
chapter 5, polygamy tended to smooth female age distributions until after 1890 by 
expanding the range of economic options for women. 
A device sometimes used to explain the significance of age heaping in 
populations is the Parable of the Python and the Pig. After the grim python reaps his 
harvest, effecting the violent and untimely demise of the porker, he finds the delectable 
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morsel harder to digest than to kill. Not at all handy with knives, saws, axes, or other 
implements of butchering, the hapless serpent swallows the thing whole. Well now, 
the meal moves slowly from the python's mouth through the digestive system. No 
longer in a condition to care, the pig makes the final journey as unpleasant as possible 
for the snake, particularly at the beginning, before digestive enzymes reduce it to 
protoplasmic mush. Slowly moving toward the tail, its location in the digestive tract 
is always apparent because of the snake's bulging profile. The snake's discomfort is 
obvious to those watching this not so little drama. Unable to freely slither through 
confined spaces, the python alters its life style (lays low) until the pig is digested. The 
pig must be digested quickly, or, in its delicate condition, the serpent's own future 
could be abruptly altered by a predator. 13 
Relative Cohort Size 
Historical demographers have transformed this charming little parable into a 
formal theory with a stuffy name, relative cohort size. A major spokesman for the 
theory is Economist Richard Easterlin, whose book, Birth and Fortune: The Impact of 
Numbers on Personal Welfare, argues a person's lifelong economic well-being depends, 
13o'fhe pig in the python is defined as "a large cohort surrounded by small cohorts . . ." Population Ref-
erence Bureau Staff and Guest Experts, "U. S. Population: Where We Are; Where We're Going," 
Population Bulletin 37 (June 1982): 32. The parable is associated with the post-World War II baby boom. 
Demographer Leon F. Bouvier writes, "As it moves through life, this swollen generation creates a bulge 
in the U. S. population age distribution that demographers have likened variously to a goat (or a 
watermelon or a pig or an elephant) passing through a boa constrictor (or a python)." See" America's 
Baby Boom Generation: The Fateful Bulge," Population Bulletin 3S (April 1980): 3. The metaphor is also 
used by popular presses to explain the baby boom. For example, the last sentence in Walter Guzzardi, Jr., 
"Demography's Good News For The Eighties," Fortune (S November 1979): 106, reads, "The pig still 
moves through the python, and, having upset its digestion repeatedly, may do so again in new and 
unexpected ways." It appears in Newsweek magazine's special report, "A Portrait of America," (17 
January 1983): 20. 
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primarily, on the relative size of his or her generation. 14 Why? Because components 
of wealth and opportunity are less elastic than are numbers of people competing for 
them. Since World War II, for example, jobs in the United States have increased at 
a reasonably steady rate. As numbers of job seekers fluctuate in cycles, successful 
entry into labor markets at any given time depends on the relative number of 
competitors. 15 
Easterlin contends competition for goods and services begins at birth, shapes 
lives of individuals, and follows them through death. Large generations crowd delivery 
rooms in hospitals, strain kindergartens for space, flood colleges, and inundate job 
markets. Because employers fInd willing laborers for virtually any job, wages 
stagnate. Conversely, employers scramble for labor as small generations enter the 
market. Wages and benefIts are sweetened to attract workers. Entering the market 
with few competitors for jobs, members of small generations have been called 
"demographically lucky. ,,16 
In agricultural villages of nineteenth-century Utah, economic opportunity 
14Richard A. Easterlin, Birth and Fortune: The Impact of Numbers on Personal Welfare (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1980). His theories also appear in Population, Labor Force, and Long Swings in 
Economic Growth (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1968), and in "The American Baby 
Boom in Historical Perspective," American Economic Review 51 (December 1961): 869-911. 
15See Louise B. Russell, The Baby Boom Generation and the Economy (Washington, D.C.: The 
Brookings Institution, 1982); and Landon Y. Jones, Great Expectations: America and the Baby Boom 
Generation (New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1980). 
16Easterlin concluded chapter 2 of Birth and Fortune, pp. 31-2, quoting from H. Scott Gordon's 
presidential address to the Western Economic Association annual meeting in Anaheim, California, June, 
1977. The address was titled, "On Being Demographically Lucky: The Optimum Time to be Born." See 
also James P. Smith and Finis Welch, "No Time to be Young: The Economic Prospects for Large Cohorts 
in the United States," Population and Development Review 7 (March 1981): 71-83; Finis Welch, "Effect 
of Cohort Size on Earnings: The Baby Boom's Financial Bust, " Journal of Political Economy 87 (October 
1979): S65-S97; and Mark C. Berger, "The Effect of Cohort Size on Earnings Growth: A Reexamination 
of the Evidence," Journal of Political Economy 93 (June 1985): 561-63. 
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depended primarily on ownership of well-watered farms. A demographically lucky 
Mormon boy reached maturity before members of large bulges in the population 
pyramids became adults. He was lucky provided he reached maturity before his village 
was "full," that is, before all potential farm plots were taken by others. Yet, as will 
be developed in chapter 3, environmental constraints limited farm acreage in most 
Cache villages and, through the early 1880s, made large tracts of land unsuitable for 
farming. As a result of these limits, irrigated acreage increased more slowly than did 
the number of young adults needing farms. 
Call it relative cohort size or the parable of the pig and the python. By 
whichever name, it was the demographic foundation of village life primarily because 
new arrivals did not have equal access to the limited wealth in villages. They simply 
could not compete successfully with settlers already established on village farms. 
People seeking farms would have inundated the ecologically fragile communities if no 
controls over in-migration had existed. Yet, the spatial assimilation of new arrivals 
protected communities and families by isolating new settler from old. To explain how, 
we tum to the relationships between nativity and settlement processes. 
Nativity of Cache Mormons 
Mormonism was a particularly American religion. Heavenly messengers first 
contacted Joseph Smith in New York during a period of intense religious revival. The 
priesthood was restored in Pennsylvania, and early church headquarters was located in 
Kirtland, Ohio, and then Nauvoo, Illinois. One would suppose the religion drew most 
heavily from the United States for membership, with foreigners represented to a lesser 
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degree. 1? 
Census figures support the supposition, superficially. The Cache foreign born 
were only 37 percent of the population in both decades, and Cache fairly represents 
Utah territory during the period. Nearly 31.7 percent of Utah's people in 1860 were 
born abroad. The ratio increased to 35.4 percent by 1870, but the foreign portion 
dropped to only 30.6 percent by 1880. 18 
Early church migrational history is apparent when reviewing birth places of 
Cache residents in concert with their age distributions. The regions of early church 
history contributed fewer Cache settlers as distance increased eastward from Utah along 
the Mormon Trail, and median ages were progressively higher as well. 19 
As might be expected by 1860,54.8 percent of American born Utahns had been 
born in Utah. But with a median age of only 3.5, all were children.20 The next 
largest group (24.7 percent) had been born in the Midwest. 21 Most were in their late 
l'For background on the early centers, see Marvin S. Hill, C. Keith Rooker, and Larry T. Wimmer, 
The Kirtland Economy Revisited: A Market Critique of Sectarian Economics (provo, Utah: Brigham Young 
Universi», Press, 1977); Robert Bruce Flanders, Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi (Urbana: University 
of lliinois Press, 1965); Ronald E. Romig and John H. Siebert, "Jackson County, 1831-1833: A Look at 
the Development of Zion," Restoration Studies 3 (Independence: Herald House, 1986): 286-304; and 
Whitney R. Cross, The Burned Over District: The Social and Intellectual History of Enthusiastic Religion 
in Western New York, 1800-1850 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1950). See also Richard E. Bennett, 
Monnons at the Missouri, 1846-1852: And Should We Die . .. " (Norman: University of Oldahoma Press, 
1987). 
l'Table G, "Ethnic Characteristics of Utah, 1850-1970," in Richard D. Poll et al., Utah's History 
(provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1978), p. 691. 
19j)avid W. Galenson and Clayne L. Pope found similar relatio~hips between age and distance in 
"Economic and Geographic Mobility in the Farming Frontier: Evidence from Appanoose County, Iowa, 
1850-1870," Journal of Economic History 49 (September 1989): 635-55. 
~99 of the 2605 Cache residents in 1860 were Utah born. Thirteen more far westerners were 
Californians whose median age was 5.5. 
21Midwestern states contributed 405 people to Cache. Individually, 160 were from lliinois (median age, 
18.6); 92 from Iowa (median age, 11.9); 55 from Missouri (median age, 20.5); 53 from Ohio (median age, 
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teens and early twenties. The 160 residents from lllinois, Nauvoo primarily, had a 
median age of 18.6, for example, while those born in Iowa during the evacuation 
averaged only 11.9. The middle Atlantic states contributed nearly ten percent of the 
Cache native born, and most were in the late twenties and early thirties.22 Southerners 
were slightly older, but fewer in number (100 people, 6.1 percent of the native 
born).23 Fewer still, Cache residents born in New England were among the oldest. 24 
Of the 2605 Cache residents in 1860, 964 were foreign born. A plurality of 
these were English (n = 450: median age, 27.8). Following England in importance 
were Scotland (n = 150: median age, 24.5), Denmark (n = 100: median age, 28.0), 
and Wales (n = 98: median age, 27.5). Canada, the country of origin following 
Wales, was divided into Canada West (n = 37: median age, 27.5), New Brunswick 
(n = 4: median age, 48.5), and Canada East (n = 3: median age, 37.5). After Canada 
came Ireland (n = 31: median age, 40.1), the Isle of Man (n = 22: median age, 21.0), 
Switzerland (n = 8: median age, 22.0), and Norway (n = 11: median age, 24.5). 
While these countries were the birthplaces of most Cache foreign born, seven other 
J 
26.9); 23 from Indiana (median age, 30.5); 21 from Michigan (median age, 20.4); and a single person 
from Wisconsin (age 23). 
22160 were born in the middle Atlantic states. Most, 105, were born in New York (median age, 30.6); 
then 41 from Pennsylvania (median age, 25.5); 7 from Delaware (median age, 16.5); 5 from New Jersey 
(median age, 57.5); and two from Maryland (median age, 39.5). 
2lTwenth-eight southerners had been born in Tennessee (median age, 32.5); 26 in Kentucky (median 
age, 38.5); 12 in Virginia (median age, 30.5); 12 in Mississippi (median age, 20.5); 9 in North Carolina 
(median age, 46.5); 4 in South Carolina (median age, 52.5); 4 in Alabama (median age, 19.0); 4 in 
Louisana (median age, 14.0); and 1 in Georgia (age 36). 
240nly 64 Cache residents of 1860 had been born in the states of New England. The largest number, 
20, were from Massachusetts (median age, 32.8). An additional 16 had been born in Maine (median age, 
32.5); 13 in Connecticut (median age, 47.3); 12 in Vermont (median age, 30.5); and 3 in New Hampshire 
(median age, 26.5). 
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localities were represented. 25 
England led each decade, but Denmark replaced Scotland as second by 1870. 
Scotland dropped to the fourth major country of birth by 1880, displaced from third by 
Sweden which had been represented in 1860 by only nine people. The changing places 
of origin for valley people reflect successful missionary work in Europe and increasing 
numbers of Scandinavians. 26 
Tum again to the Cache population pyramids for 1860 and 1870. Numerical 
relationships between foreign and native born are clear by comparing shaded and 
non-shaded portions of each cohort. While nearly two-thirds of Cache's first settlers 
were native born, the cohort divisions show the figure largely misrepresents the 
numerical significance of foreign born. Indeed, over half of each adult age grouping 
were immigrants in 1860. By 1870 more than two-thirds of the adults were foreign. 
As late as 1880, the Cache population was primarily made up of foreign parents 
enumerated with Utah born children. 
Foreigners were even more pronounced among dwelling heads. Almost 
three-fourths of the 1617 dwellings represented in the 1870 census, 1185, were headed 
) 
by men born abroad (table 1). Dwellings increased to 2249 by 1880, and all but 18.3 
percent (n = 411) were headed by foreign immigrants or Utah born (n = 194) 
residents. 
25rfhe seven were Sweden (n = 9: median age, 27.3), Isle of Jersey (n = 9: median age, 22.5), Italy 
(n = 8: median age, 27.0), Germany (n = 6: median age, 32.0), Holland (n = 3: median age, 26.5), 
Prussia (n = 1: age 45), and born at sea (n = 2: median age, 6.5). The birth places of two Cache 
residents were not known. 
26In addition to William Mulder, Homeward to Zion: The Monnon Migration From Scandinavia, see 
Andrew Jenson, History of the Scandinavian Mission (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1927). 
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Table 1 
Birthplaces of Cache Dwelling Heads, 1860-1880 
[------ 1860 ---] [---- 1870 ---] [------ 1880 ------] 
Birthplace N Age % N Age % N Age % 
--
England 155 34.7 30.2 497 38.7 30.7 598 44.8 26.6 
Scotland 45 32.6 8.8 135 37.8 8.3 164 42.5 7.3 
Wales 28 37.5 5.5 72 40.2 4.5 112 47.0 5.0 
Canada 16 3.1 19 35.5 1.2 25 43.8 1.1 
Denmark 31 36.8 6.0 232 40.0 14.4 351 45.6 15.6 
Sweden 4 27.5 0.8 78 41.0 4.8 174 49.3 7.7 
Norway 5 36.5 0.9 46 38.5 2.8 87 42.9 3.9 
Switzerland 5 39.5 0.9 53 37.5 3.3 62 45.5 2.8 
Others 28 5.5 53 3.3 51 2.3 
All Foreign 317 35.2 61.8 1185 39.0 73.3 1624 45.0 72.2 
Utah 0 0.0 16 20.3 1.0 194 25.4 8.6 
Iowa 0 0.0 19 23.8 1.2 35 33.9 1.6 
lllinois 18 27.0 3.5 74 29.0 4.6 59 37.2 2.6 
Indiana 9 30.5 1.8 20 40.5 1.2 16 50.0 0.7 
Ohio 22 29.0 4.3 30 39.0 1.9 49 45.5 2.2 
Missouri 11 23 .7 2.1 27 30.5 1.7 27 36.3 1.2 
Tennessee 11 37.5 2.1 26 35.0 1.6 12 46.0 0.5 
Kentucky 15 40.5 2.9 16 41.0 1.0 13 52.3 0.6 
New York 47 34.5 9.2 75 42.1 4.6 79 49.3 3.5 
Pennsylvania 9 38.5 1.8 26 41.0 1.6 30 39.0 1.3 
Massachusetts 7 46.4 1.4 14 49.0 0.9 14 45.5 0.6 
Others 47 9.2 89 5.5 77 3.4 
All U.S. 196 33.6 38.2 432 36.0 26.7 605 36.1 26.9 
--
County Total 513 34.5 1617 38.3 2249 42.6 
Source: U. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1880. 
While foreign Saints were increasingly concentrating in Cache after 1860, the 
native born withered away. Cache received few easterners other than the initial settlers 
who had been part of the Exodus from Nauvoo and Winter Quarters. For example, 
only 265 more people with eastern birthplaces appeared in Cache by 1870 than were 
present in 1860. Also, the median age of people from several states increased by ten 
each decade through 1880, suggesting easterners arrived in the valley early and 
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remained, aging as their families grew. 1:7 
For example, male heads of households from New York numbered 46 in 1860, 
63 in 1870, and 79 in 1880. Their median ages increased by ten years each census, 
from 30.6 years in 1860 to 39.2 in 1870 and 49.2 in 1880. The modest increase in 
numbers was primarily due to New York born children reaching maturity and forming 
households. In conu:ast, the median age for English natives drifted from 27.8 to only 
31.9 between 1860 and 1870, while their number went from 450 to 1284. Dwelling 
heads from England increased from 155 in 1860 to 598 in 1880. Danes likewise 
expanded in number, from 100 in 1860 to 635 in 1870. Danish heads of households 
expanded from 31 in 1860 to 351 by 1880. 
Even though the portion of Cache residents from the United States declined 
through the century, the median age of native born heads of household did not increase 
as the population aged. As they began forming households in large number by 1880, 
the youthful Utah born held the median age of natives down. The numerical 
significance of Utah born children has always obscured the ethnic composition of the 
Mormon people. 
A Diverse People 
In their broad nativity and ethnic outlines, Cache residents were diverse, 
~issionary work in the eastern United States was more active than it was succe8Sful after the Saints 
reached Utah, to the pleasure of anti-Mormon gentiles. In a letter published by The True Latter Day Saints 
Herald 17 (15 February 1870): 114, W. W. Blair wrote, "I see by the Deseret News, that the two hundred 
or more, missionaries, sent from here to the States last fall, are likely to return, having accomplished 
scarcely anything beyond learning that the people in the states can treat them kindly, while they utterly 
detest their polygamy and other similar doctrines." David Buice reports on proselyting difficulties in 
"When the Saints Came Marching In: The Mormon Experience in Antebellum New Orleans, 1840-1855," 
Louisiana History 23 (Summer 1982): 221-23. 
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predominantly Western European peoples, transplanted to a land much different from 
where they had been raised. The paradox between the cultural pluralism of 
nineteenth-century Mormon adults and the cooperative ethnic homogeneity said to be 
central to Mormon villages creates a dilemma historians have not adequately addressed. 
Most have tended to only nod at pluralistic features of Mormonism's ethnic composi-
tion. The process by which immigrants were acculturated into mainstream Mormonism, 
or if they even were, is little understood. Nevertheless, historian Charles S. Peterson 
suggests Mormon lifestyles were not altogether new to British converts: 
Most of them came from the industrial cities of Great Britain during 
times of social upheaval. The Babylon from which they fled was urban. 
The Zion to which they came was rural. Few of them, it would seem, 
really wished it to be otherwise. As Englishmen they were no strangers 
to the impulses of imperialism, and the Mormon Kingdom that had been 
cut as a stone from the mountain and was rolling forth to flll the earth 
was in principle and sentiment familiar to them. Finally, they partook 
of the values of Victorian England and brought with them something of 
its sense of morality, its attitudes towards women, and its commitment 
to law and convention as well as something of its formality and pomp. 
While many were well educated they lacked the strong sense for an 
informed citizenship that actuated the native Americans. . . .28 
The Babylon from which European Mormons fled was not simply a metaphysical 
concept, nor was the Earthly Zion attracting them. Migration was a new deal for most, 
and they were willing to shed much old world cultural baggage. Few, however, under-
stood patterns of life in agricultural villages of Utah, and although Salt Lake City had 
become the center of their theological lives from baptism, few would remain there 
long. Salt Lake was a valve diverting a pulsating westward flowing stream of Mormon 
21Charles S. Peterson, Changing TImes: A View From Cache Valley, 1890-1915, 60th Faculty Honors 
Lecture (Logan: Utah State University, November, 1979), pp. 17-18. 
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immigrants to the north and SOUth.29 
Among those diverted north were many early settlers of Cache Valley. Charles 
Nibley was a young boy of eleven when his family relocated in Utah from Rhode 
Island. Converted to Mormonism in Scotland, the family had immigrated to Rhode 
Island and found work in the textile mills. Fearful that Charles's father and elder 
brother would become casualties of the Civil War military draft system then gearing up, 
Nibley's family moved west to join the Saints in Utah. Locating in Salt Lake City with 
missionaries they had known in Scotland, family members spent several days making 
decisions. About this, Charles Nibley later wrote: 
The great question now was, where shall we go? What shall we do? 
There were no mills or factories where the family could secure work 
such as they had been accustomed to in the east. Neither was there any 
coal mining, which my father would have been glad to work at. An 
entirely new mode of working and living had to be undertaken. But 
where to locate? That was the question. On inquiring concerning 
different Scotch families that had preceded us to this country, we were 
told that among others, the Stoddard family who had joined the Church 
and lived near our folks in the old country, had just recently gone to a 
new pioneer valley called Cache Valley. Of course we did not know 
whether Cache Valley was east or west or north or south. We did not 
know the elevation of the country or whether it would raise anything or 
J raise nothing, or whether the land was all alkali or was good land, but 
we were told there was land and water to be had in abundance, and that 
lumber and wood to bum could be had in the mountains nearby. And 
29'fhe "drive on" Brigham Young hooked to his famous "This is the place" might have been "don't 
stay here" if mouthed by the men who became bishops in Salt Lake City wards. Historian D. Gene Pace 
found bishops encouraging the poor in their wards to "relocate" in "country" villages where opportunities 
to make a living were more plentiful than in city wards "crowded" with poor. See "Social Welfare" and 
"Relocation" in "Community Leadership on the Mormon Frontier: Mormon Bishops and the Political, 
Economic, and Social Development of Utah Before Statehood, "(ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 
1983), pp. 263-76, 276-81. The nature of employment opportunities in Salt Lake. City is a subject which 
has been neglected by scholars. What evidence exists suggests wealth was so maldistributed that Brigham 
Young sometimes invented social welfare projects to employ people. See Larry W. Draper, "A 
Comparative Study of the Stratification of Real Wealth in the Salt Lake City First and Fourteenth Wards, 
1860 and 1870," (paper presented at the Twenty First Annual Meeting of the Mormon History Association, 
Salt Lake City, 3 May 1986). 
as the Stoddards and others had gone to Cache Valley why should not 
we go? We only knew that it was about another one hundred miles' 
travel which would take us five days. So after we had rested two or 
three days in the city we hooked up our three oxen and two cows and 
were off for Cache Valley. 30 
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Unnumbered immigrants spent their first days in Utah as did the Nibley family, 
taking stock of their new situation and making decisions. Nibley described the 
apprehensions of many new Utah immigrants. He also suggested why immigrants were 
unable to compete for land with earlier settlers after villages formed. The reason rests 
with two factors attracting the Nibley family to Cache. First, Cache was "a new 
pioneer valley," and second, settlers from their homeland were already there. As will 
be explained, these factors combined to restrict economic competition within villages 
by placing a premium on time of arrival. 
Settling "New" Valleys 
Community formation in valleys of Utah was rarely an individual affair. Lone 
I 
settlers could not dig irrigation ditches essential for survival. A community of people 
) 
had to exist before a village of houses and farms could be built. In this respect 
corporate communities of southern Utah and Arizona are most interesting. Because 
first settlers were sometime assigned by church leaders to join in corporate villages, 
informal sifting processes which cause people to draw together or apart began working 
only after initial settlement. Although some American born frontiersmen moved direct-
ly to corporate villages from the eastern United States, few foreign immigrants were 
30Charies Nibley, Reminiscences 1849-1931 (Salt Lake City: his family, 1934), pp. 23-24. [Emphasis 
is mine]. For draft avoidance as a factor in the family move to Utah, p. 16. 
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selected. Most remained in Salt Lake City for a time or found a niche for themselves 
in existing villages until a new valley opened for settlement. 31 
The William Wright family was one finding a niche. English immigrants, the 
Wrights had lived in Philadelphia for several years where William worked as a jeweler 
specializing in cane heads and thimbles. Arriving in Utah in 1859, the family was sent 
by relatives south to Alpine, a community largely inhabited by British immigrants, near 
Provo, in Utah County. Their countrymen welcomed them and gave them food and 
free use of an abandoned log cabin. While they enjoyed Alpine, Wright could not 
make a living without a farm of his own. Indeed, he soon discovered that the economic 
well-being of individual families rested on being among the first to reach a village 
during formation. Because prime lands were taken first, later settlers had to be content 
with increasingly marginal property, or none at all. Frustrated, the Wrights waited. 32 
Existing villages and Salt Lake were bulging with immigrants who, like the 
Wrights, could not become fully integrated in the communities without self-sustaining 
farms. Prior to the military invasion of Utah in the late 1850s, Peter Maughan and a 
small group from Tooele had settled the Cache fort which would become Wellsville. 
Brigham Young responded to the invasion by recalling outlying settlements and 
31Historian Joel E. Ricks wrote, ". . . Mormon immigrants tarried in the more populous places until 
the glowing reports of rich lands and streams of water tempted them to seek new homes," because they 
lacked knowledge of the countryside. Many, he said, "were best fitted to live in the larger cities where 
specialized industry would bring their services into demand .... " Forms and Methods of Early Monnon 
Settlement in Utah and the Surrounding Region, 1847 to 1877 (Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, 
1964), p. 75. 
32" Autobiography of Angus Taylor Wright," typed transcription from the holograph manuscript in 
possession of Wright's daughter, Mrs. Robert W. Griffiths,. Logan, Utah. Department of Special 
Collections and Archives, Merrill Library, Utah State University, 7 March 1969, pp. 5-6. For a biography 
of Wright's father, see Amos W. Bair, History of Richmond, Utah (Richmond, Utah: The Richmond 
Bicentennial Committee, 1976), pp. 201-5. 
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abandoning Salt Lake City. The "Move South" ended in compromise between Young 
and federal authorities. To set off a land rush to Cache, Young had only to nod when 
asked by Peter Maughan if he could return home. 33 Maughan returned to Cache, 
followed by hundreds of other families searching for a place under Zion's sun. The 
land rush to Cache Valley was an economic boom to the ever growing agricultural 
population of Utah. It drained off excess people from older communities and gave new 
immigrants somewhere to go where they could farm.34 
So, when Nibley wrote of "a new pioneer valley," he understood the importance 
of moving quickly. Only at initial village formation did natives and immigrants 
compete equally for land. Most following later found land had been preempted. 
Economists from Brigham Young University, J. R. Kearl, Clayne L. Pope, and 
Larry T. Wimmer, phrase the significance of early arrival differently. They found 
"time of entry into the economy was critical in the determination of a typical house-
33rfhe land rush to Cache Valley is discussed in Ricks, Forms and Methods, pp. 93-9. 
:WUtah's agricultural population increased throughout the nineteenth century for several reasons. 
Farming JWas often more profitable than other occupations. Writing from Spring Lake Villa, in Utah 
County, "Chips" complained in 1863, "I am forced to the conviction from 10 years' faithful service at my 
trade in this Territory, that the mechanic is not appreciated or encouraged, even to a limited degree. He 
can get little else but wheat for his labor, for which he has to pay $1.50 per bushel. If he should ask his 
employer for a little beef, pork or butter, he is told those are cash articles; and should he want a pair of 
shoes, or a shirt, or a bonnet for his wife, or a child's frock, these are cash articles. Now, what must he 
do? His labor, which takes his time and strength, does not bring cash, hence he cannot pay it for what he 
needs. Hi. only remedy is to let his wheat go at 75 cents or $1.00 per bushel, because circumstances 
compel him to get such things, so that he has to make a sacrifice of 50 per cent on his pay: this makes the 
mechanic begin to think he had better go into farming and raising stock and cash articles that he and his 
family may enjoy the good things of this life as well as the merchant, the farmer and the trader. These 
men have the good things, while the mechanic, who do their necessary odd jobs are put off with small pay 
of the poorest kind." The Farmer's Oracl~ 1 (Spring Lake Villa, Utah County, Utah, 15 Iuly 1863). 
The letter from "Chips" was a response to "Anglo-American" in the issue of30 Iune 1863, titled 
"Classification of Labor," who asked, "Why must every man tum a farmer, when they could benefit 
society much more by following their life-learned pursuits-the architect, the painter, the teacher, the 
blacksmith, the carpenter, the tailor, the layer of rock or adobies." He answered, "The reason why 
mechanics do not follow their profession, is, they cannot obtain pay for their labor." Men become 
farmers, he argues, " ... to get as good things as the farmers do." [Emphasis in original]. 
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hold's wealth position. Moreover we argue that neglecting time of entry will lead to 
an overestimate of the influence of birthplace or immigrant status on the level of 
ealth "35 w .... 
For early Utah settlers, time of entry of different nativity groups closely 
corresponded to migrational waves, first American born, then British, then Scandina-
viano Wealth distributions for nativity groups indicate the degree to which newcomers 
suffered by not being among the fust to enter the economy. Mean total wealth for 
American born Cache dwelling heads in 1870 averaged $747.94, but only $567.95 for 
foreign born. 36 Wealth figures for dwelling heads from nations contributing at least 
50 dwelling heads to Cache Valley by 1870 also show the importance of time of entry. 
Although exceptionally wealthy and truly impoverished individuals muddle the figures 
somewhat, as a group the most wealthy foreigners were from Scotland (mean total 
wealth, $603.56). Wales was next ($587.29), followed by England ($518.58), 
Denmark ($402.89), Switzerland ($391.98), and, finally, Sweden ($335.94). Roughly 
20 percent of each group reported no wealth, and . nearly 13 percent of each were 
) 
female headed households. 
To further emphasize time of entry as an important determinant of household 
wealth, the BYU economists show real wealth became increasingly maldistributed 
3jJ. R. Kearl, ClayneL. Pope, LarryT. Wimmer, "Household Wealth ina Settlement Economy: Utah, 
18S()'1870," Journal of Economic History 10 (September 1980): 478-9. For similar findings in other 
localities, see Donald F. Schaefer, "A Model of Migration and Wealth Accumulation: Farmers at the 
Antebellum Southern Frontier," Explorations in Economic History 24 (April 1987): 13()'S7; and Robert 
A. Burchell, "Opportunity and the Frontier: Wealth-Holding in Twenty-Six Northern Californian Counties 
1848-1880," Western Historical Quarterly 18 (April 1987): 177-96. 
36In COmparison, mean wealth for American born dwelling heads in 1860 was $994.12 and $676.12 
for foreign born. 
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between 1850 and 1870. They found gini coefficients, a standard measure of wealth 
inequality, for Utah dwellings rising from .69 in 1850 to .74 by 1870, where 0.0 repre-
sents perfect equality and 1.0 perfect inequality. Gini ratios for household wealth in 
Cache show similar changes, increasing from .365 in 1860 to .560 in 1870.37 These 
figures mean wealth was more evenly distributed in Cache households than in Utah 
generally, but both were becoming increasingly unequal as time passed. The net result 
was first settlers were often more prosperous than recent immigrants. 
Ethnic Sifting in Communities 
Nibley understood the importance of reaching newly forming Cache communities 
quickly. But he also knew his family knew nothing of farming. To learn, its members 
turned to people from their homeland. Like the Nibleys, other immigrants actively 
looked for a community of settlers whose old country culture they shared. The 
cumulative effect of the natural desire to be among people from home tended to give 
distinctive foreign orientations to Cache villages. While time of entry into the economy 
separated frrst settlers from those who followed, ethnic sifting reduced competition by 
isolating different nativity groups from each other. The changing distribution of varied 
nativity groups in valley communities demonstrates the uneven sifting processes 
characterizing Mormon immigration. 
3'Kearl, Pope, Wimmer, "Household Wealth," p. 485. See also, Lee Soltowand Dean L. May, "The 
Distribution of Mormon Wealth and Income in 1857," Explorations In Economic History 16 (1979): 
151~2. A study of inequality in California is Robert A. Burchell, "The Faded Dream: Inequality in 
Northern California in the 1860s and 18708, " Journal of American Studies 23 (August 1989): 215-34. Lee 
Soltow examined wealth distributions nationally in Men and Wealth in the United States 1850-1870 (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1975). For an analysis of the gini ratio and other measures 
of wealth distribution, see Paul D. Allison, "Measures of Inequality," American Sociological Review 43 
(December 1978): 865-80. Gini ratios for Cache towns are from Preliminary Demographic Data. 
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Unfortunately, the 1860 enumerator did not divide his federal census population 
schedule into specific communities as would enumerators in each succeeding decade. 
Yet, by comparing microfilm copies of the manuscript with other available sources, 
Utah State University Archivist A. J. Simmonds identified town boundaries from names 
entered on the 1860 population schedule. He also plotted the route taken by the census 
enumerator. Writing in 1976, Simmonds reported all but 48 of 2605 valley residents 
lived in ten different communities. 38 Reflecting the skill of a trained historian with 
an intuitive understanding of his people, Simmond' s work has been compared to the 
1870 census and few conflicts have been found. This study uses his community divi-
sions to identify patterns of national origin in the villages, and relate the patterns to 
basic demographic indicators. We find many pigs in many community pythons. 
According to Simmonds, the enumerator first counted the residents of 
Wellsville, the village at the mouth of the canyon linking Cache Valley to the Wasatch 
Front. With 574 inhabitants, Wellsville was the largest 1860 valley community. 
Wellsville's dwelling heads were fully 81.8 percent foreign, and English born headed 
50 of its 99 families. The twenty Scottish dwellings in Wellsville were almost 45 
percent of all Scottish families in the valley. Among these were the Stoddards, the 
]lA. J. Simmonds, "First Cache Census Paints Early View of Valley Camps," Looking Back, Logan 
Herald Journal, 6 February 1976. His town divisions were Wellsville-dwelling numbers 1618 (Samuel 
W. Obray) to 1717 (Orson MerriU); Hyrum-1718 (Alanson Allen) to 1744 (DavidOsbom); Millville-1745 
(Geo W. Pitkin) to 1754 (Martin Wood); Providence-1755 (Ino F. Madison) to 1787 (Henry L. Durfee); 
Logan-1788 (Joel Ricks) to 1908 (Eli Bell); Hyde Park-l909 (Wm Hyde) to 1920 (pattison D. Griffiths); 
Smithfield-1921 (Niels C. Neilson) to 1977 (Cacy P. Bowen); Richmond-1978 (Moroni Cole) to 2033 
(Marriner W. Merrill) and 2067 (Jno Winn) to 2084 (Geo Sant); Franklin-2034 (Jno Morrisson) to 2066 
(Bodney Keel) and 2118 (Enoch Broadbent) to 2145 (Joseph Chadwick); Mendon-2091 (Benj Gibson) to 
2117 (Albert Baker). The additional 48 people lived in dwellings from 2085 (Franklin Weaver) to 2090 
(Winslow Farr). They may have been attempting to settle Joseph north of Hyrum. See A. J. Simmonds, 
"The 'Almost Settlement' of Joseph," Looking Back, Logan Herald Journal, 7 Apri11991. 
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family which first attracted the Nibleys to Cache. 
Wellsville was the first Cache community settled. Males slightly outnumbered 
females in 1860, the sex ratio being 102.8 males per 100 females. Decreasing to 97.5 
by 1870, the lower sex ratio combined with high birth rates to increase the portion of 
people under age 15 from 52.4 percent in 1860 to 54.5 percent in 1870. By 1870 
foreign born dwelling heads also increased, to 85.0 percent. Although their number 
was still high by 1870, the portion of dwelling heads from England declined after 
1860. The portion of Scottish born increased.39 
From Wellsville the enumerator forded the Little Bear River and traveled east 
across the southern valley floor to Hyrum. Named for the brother of Joseph Smith 
murdered with the Prophet in Nauvoo, Hyrum was already a Scandinavian village. By 
the next decade, 1870, only 20 of its 150 dwelling heads were American born, and 
fully 67.3 percent were from Denmark (n = 63), Norway (n = 27), or Sweden 
(n = 11).40 
Eight communities visited were situated along bench lands forming the eastern 
boundary of the valley. After counting Hyrum's people the enumerator moved north 
through Millville, a small village of American born Saints named for its principal 
~ellsville had 99 dwellings in 1860, 153 in 1870, and 197 in 1880. Heads of foreign birth numbered 
81 in 1860, 130 in 1870, and 150 in 1880. The number born in England was SO in 1860 (61.7 percent 
of the foreign born), 61 in 1870 (46.9 percent of the foreign), and 67 in 1880 (44.7 percent of the foreign). 
Scottish increased from 20 in 1860 (24.7 percent of the foreign) to 44 in 1870 (33.8 percent of the 
foreign), and 53 in 1880 (35.3 percent of the foreign born heads). 
~An early history of Hyrum appears in Tullidge's Quarterly Magazine 1 (July 1881): 555-75. A settler 
named David Osborn suggested the name of the town, according to Tullidge. "In those early days it was 
intended to build the City of Joseph on what is now known as ' the College Farm, on a line due north of 
Hyrum, and Mr. Osborn thought that the name of Hyrum would be very appropriate for the adjoining 
city." See p. 555. 
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building and source of income. 41 
Providence was next, a village predominantly Swiss and German by 1870. Over 
twice as many 1870 Providence dwelling heads were born in Switzerland as in the 
United States, due largely to promotional work of a Swiss born early settler, John 
Theurer. He met immigrant wagon trains on arrival in Salt Lake City and enticed 
many Swiss settlers to Providence. 42 
The community next visited in 1860 soon became the valley's largest town, a 
business and commercial center, and by 1884, a temple city. Because Logan's river 
and canyon could support continued and sustained growth, Logan replaced Wellsville 
as the leading valley town. Logan's dwellings outnumbered Wellsville's by 1860, 109 
to 99, but its 533 people were fewer than Wellsville's 574. The largest numbers of 
Logan 1860 dwelling heads had been born in England (n = 23), Wales (n = 16), and 
New York (n = 10). By 1870 Logan's growing population had spread over a wider 
geographic area than in 1860, the Cache Valley equivalent to urban sprawl. Logan was 
divided into five wards by 1870, and each maintained its own ethnic, demographic, and 
economic profile. Many civic, business, and religious leaders resided in Logan's First 
Ward, and the poorest immigrants lived in the Fifth. Indeed, from the First Ward to 
Fifth, Logan wards were increasingly foreign and, in general, dwellings in each were 
progressively less wealthy. Dwelling heads of the First Ward were 58.5 percent 
410nly two of the ten Millville heads of households were foreign born, a man from Denmark and a . 
woman from Sweden. Of the American born, two were from Ohio and two from New York. The other 
four men came from Indiana, Missouri, Massachusetts, and Vermont. By 1870, 46 of the 81 dwelling 
heads were foreign, with 25 from England and 11 from Sweden. 
41.Providence and Her Peopk (providence, Utah: The Providence History Committee, 1974), pp. 11-12. 
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foreign; the Second, 76.8 percent foreign; the Third, 90.7 percent; the Fourth, 89.8; 
and the Fifth Ward was 98.5 percent foreign. Ethnically, people of the First and 
Second Wards were primarily English, the Third and Fourth were Danish, and the Fifth 
was mostly Scottish. Mean total wealth for dwellings declined from $1179 in the First, 
to $830 in the Second, then $754, $711, and only $272 in the Fifth Ward.43 
After counting Logan, the enumerator continued north to Hyde Park and then 
Smithfield. Smithfield completed, he moved to Richmond and then further north into 
what is now Idaho to count the people of Franklin. From Franklin he returned and 
finished Richmond's enumeration. 
William Wright moved his family to Richmond after failing to find a farm in the 
Utah valley town of Alpine.44 It proved a bad choice for the British cane head and 
thimble maker. Richmond had been settled by people raised on the American frontier, 
who had little use for British immigrants. "My father was only a poorly experienced, 
simple Englishman," Wright's son later wrote, "the butt of many of their practical 
jokes, and [he] was kept busy keeping up his end in. that 'he-man' country." 
) Try as he might to cut and haul logs for their fIrst cabin, for example, Wright 
just could not do it. Wanting to learn farming but knowing no one in a village whose 
people were primarily Americans raised for years on the frontier, the English craftsman 
43Swiss and German residents were so numerous in one ward between the world wars it was called 
"Little Berlin," and its main road, "Sauerkraut Avenue," wrote Jessie L. Embry, "Little Berlin: Swiss 
Saints of the Logan Tenth Ward," Utah Historical Quarterly 56 (Summer 1988): 222-35. See also A. J. 
Simmonds, "Cache Valley's German Newspaper," Looking Back, Logan Herald Journal, 12 April 1987. 
~right's son wrote, "The Utah valley was a beautiful place, but Daddy thought it already well filled 
and did not see an opportunity to secure a squatters farm there." The family moved to Richmond, 
"inasmuch as the water courses were well covered in the south part of the valley," from "Autobiography 
of Angus Taylor Wright," p. 6. 
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tricked a Southern born neighbor into trading building logs for an old rifle. 45 Out 
foxed by a "green Englishman," Vince Cooper, the new owner of a used, rusty rifle, 
became Wright's nemesis. The Wrights were alone among the Saints in Richmond. 
They eventually gave up farming. William Wright hoped to practice his trade 
in the city of Ogden. Contrasted with the experiences of Wright, Beason Lewis had 
little trouble settling into Richmond. Lewis had operated a Pony Express station on his 
ranch in Box Elder County before joining his nephew in Cache Valley. He was 
introduced to Mormonism through the Haun' s Mill Massacre, where his brother had 
been killed in a fit of anti-Mormon hysteria. Joining the Exodus to Utah from Nauvoo, 
Lewis was an .experienced frontiersman by the time he settled in Richmond.46 
Lewis, the Nibleys, Stoddards, and Wrights all spoke English and shared a 
common faith. Yet each came to Cache for different reasons, and, during settlement, 
each made different personal compromises. Leveling processes which defeated Wright 
~right wanted to arrange a trade for a log stable belonging to Vince Cooper. "He took inventory 
of all of his probable attractive belongings, coming finally to his only fire-arm, a muzzle loading rifle. 
1 never knew where he obtained it and had never known of him firing it, but 1 suppose he had at some time 
or other for he seemed to lack the proper confidence in it. He took the gun and cleaned it most thoroughly 
inside and out. He oiled it and shined every part; and the lock and the hammer and expecially [sic] the 
inside of the barrel. After making it shine like new he put in a medium charge of powder; carefully cut 
a small, smooth, fine piece of buck-skin for wadding and finally put into place a carefully selected, 
perfectly found new bullet all of which was rammed home to a perfect seat inside the barrel. Then with 
a right new cap on the lock under the hammer he put it over his shoulder and walked leisurely down the 
street with the apparent intention of passing Cooper's but not a glance in that direction." 
The trap was set, and Vince Cooper liked the looks of the musket. After firing it he was willing 
to swap. "'I feel 1 am doing wrong,' Daddy replied, 'but I dislike to disappoint you and besides if we ever 
have trouble with the Indians, the gun will be much more effective in your hands than in mine. So with 
that thought in mind, which I can explain to the bishop, 1 will give you the gun for that log stable'. to 
which he pointed after an apparent thoughtful decision." Cooper agreed and Wright quickly removed the 
logs. Later, Cooper said to Wright, "Billie what the hell did you do to that old rifle? 1 havent [sic] been 
able to hit the broad-side of a barn since that first shot and my friends are laughing at me for being 
outtraded by a 'green Englishman'," Autobiography of Angus Taylor Wright, pp. 10-12. 
~ A biography of Lewis appears in Bair, History of Richmond, pp. 180-84. 
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tempered the Nibleys and Stoddards, and Beason Lewis became a respected member 
of his community. Choosing a village, each family also in a sense accepted the leveling 
processes to which it would be exposed. Because the time element in the rush for land 
during settlement was critical, many chose unwisely. William Wright discovered that 
vast cultural differences separated American born frontiersmen from urban English 
jewelers specializing in cane heads and thimbles. 
When settlers were unsatisfied in villages they first reached, they could move. 
Sifting processes between 1860 and 1870 made ethnic enclaves of villages. Among the 
villages settled by mid-1860, American born dwelling heads were only predominant in 
Richmond. Hyrum was largely Scandinavian, Providence, Swiss. While the Logan 
Fifth Ward was primarily Scottish, a minority in Wellsville was of sufficient size to 
earn the village the nickname "Scotch town. ,,47 
Sifting continued as new communities were formed. Clarkston had been settled 
on the central valley west side and had already split by 1870, over a water dispute. 
Dissidents formed Newton. In 1870 the principal place of birth for dwelling heads in 
I 
both was England, followed by Denmark. During the next decade, however, 
Clarkston's English born dwelling heads declined from 44.4 percent to only 26.6 
percent. The Scottish increased by 1880 to 22.8 percent, up from 14.8 percent in 
1870. The Danish portion remained nearly the same in both decades (14.8 percent in 
1870, 13.9 in 1880). In Newton, English born dwelling heads decreased from 34.1 
percent to only 25.9 percent, while the portion of Danes climbed from 21.9 percent in 
"'Nibley, Reminiscences, p. 35. 
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1870 to a high 42.6 percent by 1880.48 
Besides Clarkston and Newton, five other communities appeared on the 1870 
census which had not been counted in 1860. Settled in mid-1860, Paradise should have 
been enumerated on the early census. Located south of Hyrum, Paradise was primarily 
English and Welsh in both 1870 and 1880, and the portion of foreign born dwelling 
heads increased from 75.4 to 78.7 percent by 1880. The tiny community of Bridgeport 
did not survive until 1880, but all of its 1870 dwelling heads were American born. 
Three Cache villages settled between 1860 and 1870 were located in the 
northern portion of the valley which became part of Idaho after the 1872 boundary 
survey. Oxford, Clifton, and Weston appeared in the 1870 census for Utah, and, like 
Franklin, the Idaho census for 1880. American born dwelling heads led in Oxford and 
Clifton in 1870, and Danes in Weston. England was the second most common birth 
place for dwelling heads in all three. 
Similarly, four new communities were counted on the Utah portion of the Cache 
Valley, 1880 census. Significant majorities of dwelling heads in both Petersboro and 
Benson were foreign born, 81.8 and 62.1 percent, respectively. Most were Danish in 
Petersboro, while Welsh predominated in Benson. The other two villages, Lewiston 
and Trenton, shared the distinction of being the first Cache communities where the 
largest number of dwelling heads were primarily Utah born. This, of course, was 
largely due to the timing of their settlement and the age distributions of children in 
established villages. 
"'Only three of Clarkston's 27 dwelling heads in 1870 were American born, a number which increased 
to 20 of 79 in 1880. In Newton, 10 of 41 dwelling heads in 1870 were American, but only 7 of 54 in 
1880. 
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While Mormon communities were ecclesiastically linked through central church 
leadership, diversity made the Cache complex of villages a powerful tool for cultural 
accommodation. Rapid settlement during the land' rush and the tendency of earliest 
settlers to take for themselves the most promising lands fixed each community with 
specific ethnic identities. First settlers were joined by relatives from Wasatch Front 
communities and new immigrants, attracted either by kinship or common ethnic 
backgrounds. By attracting kinfolk and, to a lesser degree, natives from the old world 
homes of early settlers, villages were largely isolated from continuing migration to the 
valley. For this reason villages developed demographically as if there were no 
migration. And that is why new settlers did not obliterate by 1870 bulges on the 1860 
Cache population pyriunid. 
Many Pigs, Many Pythons 
Even with its bulges and constrictions, the age-sex profile of the combined 1860 
population was more regular than similar profiles for any Cache town (figure 3). By 
masking discontinuities particular to few towns, the larger combined pyramid 
emphasizes those common to many. Not only were the village pythons digesting pigs, 
the location of the bulges was among the same age cohorts in eight of ten.49 In these, 
the largest adult bar represents males born between 1836 and 1840, the fifth bar above 
the base. In the other two, Wellsville and Richmond, the sixth bar was largest, 
signaling slightly older adult populations. 
Large adult male cohorts in each town were punctuated by younger, smaller 
49f'ranklin, Smithfield, Hyde Park, Logan, Providence, Millville, Hyrum, and Mendon. 
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Smithfield 
Mendon Wel1sville Hyrum 
Fig. 3. People on the land: Cache Valley in 1860 
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cohorts. The fourth is considerably constricted in five of the eight towns where the 
fifth bar was largest. 50 In two others, Franklin and Millville, the constriction appears 
mainly among males aged 10 through 14. Hyde Park was the only one of the eight 
where a constriction appeared in a cohort younger than age 10. In the two towns with 
older adult populations, the largest bars were also set off by smaller, younger cohorts. 
The fifth bar was constricted in Wellsville, and the third and fourth were equally small 
in Richmond. Nevertheless, the pig is clearly visible in each town profile. Taking the 
1860 town pyramids as a group, males in each profile alternated between bulges and 
constrictions at generational intervals. 
Kinship between adult dwelling heads was primarily responsible for such age 
clustering. Extensive familial bonds were a distinctive characteristic of migration from 
the Wasatch Front in the late 1850s. As historian Gordon Irving found in his study of 
Union, a small village just south of Salt Lake City, it was a migration of complete 
families. Union was home to roughly 250 souls in 1857. Within eight years, 
three-quarters of the families had left the village. While most moved south to Sanpete 
County or St. George, several families pressed north to Plain City in Box Elder County 
) 
and Smithfield in Cache Valley. Irving found 
all the Union property holders who had landowning sons under the age 
of thirty left the community along with their adult offspring, even though 
in most cases the fathers had sufficient resources to provide for them-
selves. In a patriarchal society like Union, an important component of 
personal property was apparently having sufficient land to share with 
one's adult sons. 51 
5OSmithfield, Logan, Providence, Hyrum, and Mendon. 
51Gordon Irving, "Land, Families, and PopUlation Turnover in Union, Utah, 1849-1900: First 
Approximations of Nineteenth-Century Mormon Social Patterns," (paper presented at the Seventeenth 
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Irving has thus uncovered a Mormon frontier variation of the "Bequest Model" 
which for economist Richard Easterlin explains declining farm family fertility in settled 
northern states during much the same period. Easterlin says family limitation followed 
parental interest in the value of inheritances to be given each child. Parents wanted 
children to begin adulthood at equal or higher economic levels than they had enjoyed. 
As rural regions grow in population, farmers knew, property values and costs of estab-
lishing children with farms or professions increase. Parents projected their future 
economic condition and adjusted family size accordingly. 52 
Generalizing for other Wasatch Front towns from tiny Union during the same 
period, Mormon families attempted to protect future security of individual members by 
building, says Irving, "a permanent base for their extended families. ,,53 Mormons 
were as interested in inheritances for children as were their settled counterparts. But 
unlike northern farm families, Mormons in the late 1850s did not have to limit their 
children, they could expand family wealth by moving to the frontier. 
'Cache Valley was the agricultural frontier's northern edge in 1859. Migrating 
helped build Zion, but it was also a strategy to protect inheritances of future genera-
Annual Meeting of the Mormon History Association, Ogden, Utah, 8 May 1982). 
52"fhe "Bequest Model" postulates that farmers wanted to provide children inheritances equal to those 
they had received from their own parents. Unwilling to allow the status of children to fall below their 
own, farmers judged their prospects for increased wealth and picked family sizes accordingly. See Richard 
A. Easterlin, "Population Change and Farm Settlement in the Northern United States," Journal of 
Economic History 36 (March 1976): 45-75. 
53In his 1974 Ph.D. dissertation for the University of Nebraska, "Settlement Processes in the Mormon 
Core Area 1847-1890," Geographer Wayne L. Wahlquist suggests the generalization is reasonable. He 
found an apparent anomaly in land tenure patterns in Wasatch Front towns. Individuals whose names had 
appeared as farmers on lists prior to 1860 generally could not be found living in the same town by the 1860 
census, although others with the same surname were found. Wahlquist theorized that first settlers moved 
to new places, "leaving their farms and homes in the hands of their children. Second generation settlers 
may not have been as willing to put up with frontier conditions as their parents," p. 228. 
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tions. Villages were built by settlers from such Wasatch Front towns as Bountiful, 
Farmington, Millcreek, Tooele, and Gordon Irving's Union. With spouses and 
children, they moved to Cache villages and their ages and sexes combined to form the 
distinctive gaps and bulges on the pyramids. Consistent profIles between Cache towns 
could have been predicted for a people intent on building private kingdoms of fami! y 
property to support kin for generations. 
Had migration to the towns continued, growth would have blunted the 
discontinuities. It didn't. First families built kingdoms raising children in relative 
isolation because valley newcomers segregated themselves in ethnic islands. Without 
significant in-migration, the principle component of growth was the children born each 
decade thereafter. 
Eight demographic characteristics of early Cache townspeople are listed in 
table 2. Combined figures for towns appearing in both years point to the mechanisms 
by which village growth set patterns of future migration and settlement. 
The number of dwellings housing growing populations increased in each town. 
Three Urnes more people lived in wgan in 1870 than 1860, and wgan matched the 
county growth. Some towns increased at higher rates. Hyrum, for example, grew 
from 125 people in 1860 to 708 by 1870, and dwellings increased from 27 to 150. 
Dwelling heads in eight towns, including Hyrum, were more likely to be foreign born 
in 1870, and Franklin equalled its figure for 1860. Only Mendon had a growing 
portion of American born dwelling heads. 
While people and dwellings increased, and percentages of dwelling heads born 
abroad rose, males decreased relative to females in eight towns. Only Richmond and 
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Table 2 
Cache Valley Demographic Pronle 
1860: [----------------- Population Profile ---------------] [---- Dwelling Heads ----] 
Community Sex Median Birth Under 
Names N Ratio Ages Rates Age 15 N Ages Foreign 
Wellsville 574 102.8 13.4 52.3 52.4% 99 34.3 81.8% 
Hyrum 125 108.3 16.2 40.0 48.8% 27 31.3 59.3% 
Millville 50 117.4 18.5 0.0 44.0% 10 35.5 20.0% 
Providence 178 95.6 13.5 61.8 52.8% 33 35.7 51.5% 
Logan 533 117.6 17.5 46.9 45.8% 109 37.3 65.1% 
Hyde Park 55 96.4 19.2 90.9 41.8% 12 30.5 58.3% 
Smithfield 254 109.9 19.1 29.6 40.6% 57 31.5 52.6% 
Richmond 384 80.3 13.0 72.9 52.6% 74 34.0 41.9% 
Franklin 288 92.0 16.9 48.6 47.2% 61 37.8 67.2% 
Mendon 116 132.0 16.5 51.7 48.3% 25 30.5 72.0% 
"Joseph" 48 100.0 13.0 62.5 58.3% 6 29.0 50.0% 
Cache Total 2605 102.3 15.9 51.4 48.8% 513 34.5 61.8% 
1870: [----------- Population Profile ------] [- Dwelling Heads ---] 
Community Sex Median Birth Under 
Names N Ratio Ages Rates Age 15 N Ages Foreign 
Wellsville 885 97.5 13.2 45.2 54.5% 153 37.1 85.0% 
Hyrum 708 95.0 16.0 48.0 48.4% 150 41.0 86.7% 
Millville 402 98.0 15.4 52.2 48.5% 81 35.5 56.8% 
Providence 481 91.6 12.9 60.3 52.6% 96 38.8 84.4% 
Logan 1757 100.8 14.0 47.8 50.9% 352 * 83.2% 
Hyde Park 343 84.4 13.4 52.5 53.1% 76 36.0 75.0% 
Smithfield 744 93.8 14.4 47.0 51.1% 146 36.6 66.4% 
Richmond 817 98.8 12.8 46.5 55.9% 149 38.2 47.7% 
Franklin 558 98.6 13.2 57.3 54.1% 106 39.6 67.0% 
Mendon 345 106.6 15.4 31.9 49.3% 67 37.8 65.7% 
Paradise 346 108.4 12.7 63.6 54.3% 69 39.8 75.4% 
Bridgeport 29 70.6 6.7 69.0 58.6% 6 32.5 0.0% 
Oxford 149 81.7 11.9 26.8 59.1% 29 36.4 34.5% 
Clifton 82 95.2 12.0 61.0 57.3% 17 33.5 35.3% 
Weston 235 117.6 15.9 46.8 48.5% 52 40.2 80.8% 
Newton 195 91.2 12.8 30.8 54.4% 41 35.5 75.6% 
Clarkston 153 112.5 12.1 52.3 58.2% 27 37.8 88.9% 
Cache Total 8229 97.9 13.9 48.6 52.4% 1617 38.3 73.3% 
·Logan had been divided into five wards by 1870. The median age for dwelling heads in the First 
Ward in 1870 was 38.6; Second, 39.2; Third, 39.7; Fourth, 41.5; and Fifth, 39.5. 
Source: U. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1870. 
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Franklin reported higher 1870 sex ratios than 1860, but the figures were unusually low 
in 1860 (80.3 and 92.0, respectively). 
With sex ratios tipping to favor females, the portions of the population under age 
15 increased in eight of the towns and decreased only slightly in two. High birth rates 
which declined somewhat through the decade increased the percentage of youths. These 
changes drove down median ages in every town. Half the 1870 county population was 
younger than 13.9, and residents of half the 1860 towns were even younger by 1870. 
While the whole population was growing younger, however, adults were 
growing older. Median ages of dwelling heads increased in nine towns and stayed the 
same in only one, Millville. Such patterns formed large bulges of children born 
between 1860 and 1870 in each town profile and emphasized differences between 
generations. Instead of smoothing the profiles as would have happened with continuing 
in-migration, then, population growth because of high birth rates adqed bulges. 
Evidence from the ten towns of 1860 and the seventeen of 1870 defines Mormon 
agricultural villages as platforms for demographic . change. 54 Much of the written 
history of Mormon internal migration and community settlement has dealt with faith, 
determination, leadership, and, above all, organization. Yet as we shall see, the pig 
and the python was a continual drama and most residents of Mormon agricultural 
villages were actors. The age-sex profile of each community followed the pattern of 
erratic male and reasonably smooth female distributions. How did the patterns change 
as the decades passed? And more important, how did the bulges contribute to 
S4See Dean L. May, "The Making of Saints: The Mormon Town as a Setting for the Study of Cultural 
Change," Utah Historical Quarterly 45 (Winter 1977): 75-92. 
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persistence and migration? To answer these questions, we tum to the stage on which 
the drama was performed. 
Perhaps no village in the Mormon Kingdom reflects the demographic importance 
of relative cohort size more clearly than did the last community the census enumerator 
visited in 1860, Mendon. 
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CHAPTERm 
POPULATION SATURATION AND THE HOURGLASS 
ON THE LAND 
Different generations of village residents placed uneven demands on community 
resources by the relative size of their numbers. The most critical demands were those 
of young adult men who needed to move from childhood homes, begin farming, and 
form families. 1 Yet because of the age distributions, large numbers would reach 
maturity at exactly the wrong time, precisely when the villages, because of their 
structure, were least likely to have available farm sites. Physical relationships between 
village, fields, and water supply severely limited community expansion for second and 
third generations. While some villages were less restrictive, most made reaching 
adulthood a critical transition for young men, forcing many to seriously consider 
moving to places of greater opportunity. 
The Hourglass on the Land 
Mendon was situated much like an hourglass on the land, its structural form 
placed inescapable physical limits on community growth. 2 Like other Cache towns 
IDavid Gagan discusses the age of adult independence in Peel County, Ontario, in Hopeful Travellers: 
Families, Land, and Social Change in Mid-Victorian Peel County, Canada West (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1981), pp. 86-94. Also see Gordon Irving, "Coming of Age in a Western Farm 
Community: Union, Utah, 1900-1910," in New Views o/Monnon History: A Collection o/Essays in Honor 
0/ Leonard J. Arrington, edited by Davis Bitton and Maureen Ursenbach Beecher (Salt Lake City: Univer-
sity of Utah Press, 1987). 
2fiistorian Charles S. Peterson coined the hourglass metaphor in his office at Utah State University, 
as he and I discussed (and debated) relationships between the physical elements which made up Mormon 
villages: hinterland, water supply, elevation, gravity, village position, slope, and farm location. 
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lacking adequate, continuous drainage from a single canyon, Mendon's water was 
collected from springs fanning out along steep inclines of nearby mountains. 
Occupying a natural depression between converging heights on the Wellsville Range, 
Mendon functioned as a valve through which collected water was channeled. Fanning 
out again east below town, the terrain extended through village fields and haying 
commons into the marshes and bottoms of the Little Bear River. 
With this hourglass layout settlers could conserve and utilize resources with 
precision. The straight forward character of its fan-like watershed, its channeling of 
water through town lots and gardens, and its redistribution into another fan of fields 
below made the village a self-contained eco-system.3 As such, Mendon was a 
symbolic statement which defined the function of the village. Above all else, the 
Mormon village was a hydraulic system. While few villages demonstrate Mendon's 
clear-cut physical relationships, they characteristically stood valve-like between 
lTwo' traditional studies of village settlement are Lowry Nelson, The Mormon Village, A Pattern and 
Technique of Land Settlement (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1952); and Joel Edward Ricks, 
Fonns and Methods of Early Monnon Settlement in Utah and the Surrounding Region, 1847 to 1877 
(Logan: Utah State University Press, 1964). Challenging the interpretations of traditional works are 
younger scholars including Dean L. May and Wayne L. Wahlquist. May's "People on the Mormon 
Frontier: Kanab's Families of 1874," Journal of Family History 1 (1976): 169-92, successfully began 
applying the methods of the new social history to Mormon studies. Wahlquist's "Settlement Processes in 
the Mormon Core Area 1847-1890," (ph.D. dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1974) follows the 
tradition of important studies in Mormonism staying unpublished for too long a time. Some of his material 
appears u "Population Growth in the Mormon Core Area: 1847-90," in The Mormon Role in the 
Settlemelll of tM West, edited by Richard H. Jackson (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 
1978); and, with Craig Rainey, Historical Settlement and Population Patterns Along tM Wasatch Front 
(Bountiful, Utah: Wasatch Front Regional Council, 1976). Scholars joining May and Wahlquist in 
rethinking village patterns include Michael Scott Raber, whose "Family Life and Rural Society in Spring 
City, Utah: The Basis of Order in a Changing Agrarian Landscape," in Community Development in the 
American West: Past and Present Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Frontiers, edited by Jessie L. Embry 
and Howard A. Christy (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, 1985) is based on his Yale Ph.D. 
dissertation, "Religious Polity and Local Production: The Origins of a Mormon Town, " (1978); also, Larry 
M. Logue, A Sennon in the Desert: Belief and Behavior in Early St. George, Utah (Urbana and Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 1988). Wahlquist's" A Review of Mormon Settlement Literature," Utah 
Historical Quarterly 45 (Winter 1977): 4-21, is now dated but remains a workable survey of past research. 
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collection fans of watersheds above and the redistribution spread of fields below. 
Building the hydraulic system of the hourglass was a stroke of rare engineering genius 
on the part of pioneer settlers, but it left few prospects for expansion. 
Living in the nucleated, rectangular residential core of Mendon, positioned 
between the water collection fan and the fan of fields, the people enjoyed advantages 
of both rural and urban living.4 But because continuity of the rural component and the 
urban component each depended on e~stence of the other, farms surrounding the 
village restricted spatial growth at the population core (figure 4). Adding blocks and 
town lots would have reduced farm acreage because farm expansion potential was 
limited. South of Mendon's farms were the lands of Wellsville, and to the west were 
the Wellsville Mountains. The Little Bear river formed a natural boundary to the east, 
beyond which was a formidable barrier to Mendon's growth, the large estate of 
Brigham Young called the Church Farm. It was divided only after his death into 
"expansion communities" of Young Ward and College Ward. In the 1860s and 1870s 
Mendo!l could not appropriate land to the north due to insufficient irrigation water. As 
farming technology changed, her people spread to the neighboring dry-farm district of 
Petersboro and thus continued a rural expansion pattern which for her people turned to 
the land rather than to transportation, commerce, manufacturing, or the professions. 
The hourglass configuration of the village hydraulic system represents the basic 
"Historian Earl Pomeroy wrote, "Zion, as the Saints tried to build it, brought rural ways into the city 
and gave an urban shape to agriculture," in his 1M Pacific Slope: A History of California, Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho, Utah, and Nevada (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965), p. 129. Similarly, Brigham 
Young University Professor Edward A. Geary wrote of the "distinctive urban ruralness" of Salt Lake City, 
in "For the Strength of the Hills: Imagining Mormon Country, " in After 150 Years: 1M Latter-day Saints 
in Sesquicentennial Perspective, edited by Thomas G. Alexander and Jessie L. Embry (Provo, 
Utah: Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 1983), p. 88. 
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Fig. 4. The Mendon Hourglass 
USDA-ASCS Aerial Photography Field Office, Salt Lake City, NHAP-81-107-10L. 
Drawing by Noel Carmack. 
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form of Mormon land use in the Great Basin because effective use of gravity for 
irrigation requires both elevation and drainage. Settlers looked first for streams whose 
fingers reached high into nearby mountains, providing regular and well-defined 
channels for melting snow. Trees and topological folds on mountain landscapes shield 
and shade snow from the summer sun. With snow melt thus restricted, water flows late 
into crop seasons but serious spring flooding is reduced. Essential elements for 
efficient village sites merged at mouths of canyons on bench lands and mountain flood 
plains. S 
Most Utah villages were settled on eastern valley boundaries, on benches at the 
feet of western slopes. Facing the morning sun, Mendon is an exception, as is 
Wellsville. Nevertheless, Mendon is perhaps the best example of a basic hourglass 
village in the valley, while Wellsville represents an important type of variation. 
The hourglass confined the growth of a people whose age concentrations in both 
1860 and 1870 were more pronounced than the combined valley population. Indeed, 
Mendon's people were grouped in three distinct age clusters in 1860. Each cluster 
repreS,ents different generations of townspeople (figures 5 and 6). 
People of the oldest population cluster had been adults in Nauvoo, and battled 
natural elements during the Exodus. The second group represented the majority of 
1860 dwelling heads. Many had experienced the repeated uprooting of early church 
history as children in the Midwest. As adults facing the open Utah frontier, they 
wanted to give their children the order and security their own fathers had been unable 
5George Thomas, The Developmem of Institutions undo Irrigation: With Special Reference to Early 
Utah Conditions (New York:: The Macmillan Company, 1920), pp. 1-8. 
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to provide. The Mendon they built was a peaceful refuge secure from a Gentile world, 
where their families could freely practice their religion and provide earthly bodies for 
spirit children of God. So well did the town they built meet their goals, after long, 
successful lives most members of this generational group were buried in soil near the 
village that was home. 
The youngest cluster on the 1860 pyramid represents the children born to 
settling adults. Reaching maturity in the early 1880s, these children had to make 
decisions which changed the demographic character of Mendon, decisions which helped 
extend and solidify the Mormon village as a lasting community type in the Great Basin 
West. 
Thus, Mendon's population was clustered in three age groupings, while its 
water, gravity, and land-use system may be visualized as an hourglass. Combined, 
these characteristics common to Mormo~ villages formed the basis of interaction 
between people and land which by 1883 fIxed directions of demographic change, in-
eluding patterns of persistence, inheritance, and migration. In his study of eighteenth-
) 
century New Hampshire towns, historian Darrett B. Rutman suggests why. 
Population Saturation 
Rutman was interested in refIning relationships between population growth and 
limited land supply. He presented a chart illustrating a defmition of demographic 
growth; namely, growth is the sum of births plus in-migration minus deaths and 
out-migration. He modifIed the chart, however, to include two mechanisms 
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"triggering" residential mobility. 6 Population density and attitudes toward migration 
both respond to fluctuations within the local economy. When population density 
adversely affects economic well-being, residents are forced (or motivated) to alter their 
conduct. Some move elsewhere after reevaluating their economic positions, decreasing 
competition for resources. 
Attitudes toward migration determine which people move and what patterns they 
follow after leaving. Rutman says, 
The economy being male- and adult-dominated, the system being 
governed by the relationship of density and economic opportunity, only 
the adult male is truly excess, and yet when he leaves he takes more than 
himself away. Indeed, the outflow of relatively few young, adult males 
can remove a significant portion of a town's youth, leaving what remains 
relatively older and, as a group, incapable of sustaining the prevailing 
level of natural increase. 
Rutman's model has interesting implications for polygamous villages of 
nineteenth-century Utah. Because childbearing potential of young women depended less 
on availability of young spouses in Utah than in New Hampshire, rates of natural 
increase were not destined to fall with out-migration of young men. Relationships 
between migration, marital patterns, age, and fertility will be developed in chapter 5. 
It is sufficient to say here that because many young Mormon men aspired to become 
independent farmers, they were at least as much excess in their villages following 
settlement as New Hampshire men were in theirs. In both, when some group had to 
leave, it almost had to be young men. 
Even so, Rutman's primary trigger, population density, is a poor indicator of 
6Darrett B. Rutman, "People in Process: The New Hampshire Towns of the Eighteenth Century," 
Journal of Urban History 1 (May 1975): 268-92. The study also appears in Family and Kin in Urban 
Communities, 17~1930, edited by Tamara K. Hareven (New York: New Viewpoints, 1977), pp. 16-37. 
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economic well-being within Mormon communities.' Family subsistence in hourglass 
villages depended primarily on crop production. Crop production, in tum, depended 
on irrigation water--and secondarily, on luck, farm location, ownership of work animals 
and farm implements--and less upon numbers of acres owned. Many acres of valley 
land were unsuitable for farming without water for irrigation. 
A more precise measure of well-being than population density would relate the 
numbers of farms to irrigation systems. Unfortunately, no adequate record of people 
per gallons of available water exists for 1860, or 1900 for that matter. 
Rutman's model needs expanding to apply in the Great Basin. Population 
density measures the ecological balance between numbers of people and levels of 
economic opportunity. Balance between people and resources is called "carrying 
capacity" by anthropologists. According to Ezra B. W. Zubrow, villages maintain a 
"dynamic equilibrium" by altering population size to match changing economic 
conditions. 8 Safety valves of out-migration and declining fertility shift when the 
equilibrium is upset by too many people. The safety valves protect communities from 
overpOpulation. When economic opportunity exceeds the number of people, 
in-migration and increasing birth rates restore balance. 
In this context the Mormon Great Basin frontier may be described as the process 
'7R.utman considers optimum acreage for subsistence farming to be roughly 60 acres. Thus, the ideal 
popUlation density for agricultural villages in colonial New Hampshire ranged between 48 and 72 persons 
per square mile. Most towns he studied fell within the range. Those outside this density range offered 
residents economic opportunities beyond farming. 
'Ezra B. W. Zubrow, "Carrying Capacity and Dynamic Equilibrium in the Prehistoric Southwest," 
American Antiquity 36 (April 1971): 127-38. See also "Carrying Capacity and Population Pressure," in 
Fekri A. Hassan, Demographic Archaeology (New York: Academic Press, 1981), pp. 161-75; and 
Stephen B. Brush, "The Concept of Carrying Capacity for Systems of Shifting Cultivation," American 
Anthropologist 77 (December 1975): 799-811. 
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leading to a dynamic equilibrium between resources and population within diverse 
localities. The point at which an ecological niche first reaches carrying capacity can 
be called "initial saturation." Prior to saturation communities are essentially frontiers. 
Demographically, they follow widespread frontier patterns of rapid in-migration, de-
elining age of marriage, and high birth rates. After saturation is reached, however, 
different processes take control. 9 
Saturation is more easily sensed than measured. In Mendon, the number of 
dwellings and the population increased each decade until 1880, when both just stopped. 
Mendon's land and economic base had become saturated at between 90 and 100 
dwellings by 1880. The community would not begin again to grow until economic or 
technological changes led to increased levels of opportunity. 
In other villages, where spatial relationships with land were more complex, 
numbers of dwellings and populations continued to increase. In Sanpete County, for 
example, Spring City grew in size each decade from 243 souls in 1860 to 1235 by 
1900. While such growth gives no hint of saturation, after 1880 the average age of 
first marriage for women, which had been declining following settlement, turned 
sharply upward. In addition, the 1880 census recorded a shift in the occupational 
structure of residents. Fewer than one percent of adults reporting occupations in 
1870 or 1900 were engaged as miners, teamsters, or railroad workers. In 1880, 
however, 12.5 percent reported such occupations. These patterns were adjustments to 
~istorian Walter Nugent describes the frontier patterns in Structures of American Social History 
(BlOOmington: Indiana University Press, 1981), pp. 47-53, 64-86. See also the pattern of change in John 
Sharpless, "Population Redistribution in the American Past: Empirical Generalizations and Theoretical 
Perspectives," Social Science Quarterly 61 (December 1980): 405. 
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saturation, a shift from a world of frontier opportunity to one of settled limits.lo 
Saturation is not overpopulation. Overpopulation is a Malthusian condition 
where numbers of people surpass food supplies, and the Four Horsemen of War, 
Famine, Pestilence, and Death thunder to restore balance through human suffering.ll 
Overpopulation follows saturation only if the triggers fail to right the ecological balance 
between people and resources. While each Cache town reached saturation, none 
experienced overpopUlation. They did not because the triggers effectively controlled 
growth. 
An ecological mix between available water, forces of gravity, and the passion 
of Mormon families to own their own small farms, the point of saturation was fixed 
when the hourglass itself was formed. The hourglass set the point, but when the 
community would reach it was primarily determined by the relative sizes of age cohorts 
in the initial population. 
Altering Saturation's .Point 
Little could be done to alter the point of saturation save to diversify village 
economic systems beyond subsistence crop agriculture, if possible, or make farming 
methods more efficient. Economic diversification implied occupational specialization 
l~ichael Scott Raber, "Average Age at First Marriage, 1850-1920," and "Percentage of Adults Listed 
in Selected Occupations," in "Religious Polity and Local Production: The Origins of a Mormon Town, " 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1978), pp. 343, 436-7. See also Cindy Rice, "Spring City: A Look 
at a Nineteenth-Century Mormon Village," Utah Historical Quarterly 43 (Summer 1975): 260-77. 
llSymptoms of overpopUlation include subdivision of farms, fragmentation, rent and price changes, 
landlessness, emigration (both temporary and permanent), vagrancy, pauperism, and banditry. See figure 
6 in David B. Grigg, Population Growth and Agrarian Change: An Historical Perspective (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 45. Grigg covers similar material in 1M Dynamics of Agricultural 
Change: The Historical Experience (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982). 
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beyond row agriculture, and improving farm efficiency implied schooling, education, 
technology and science. 
A common method of altering village saturation points through adjustments in 
the economic base was to raise livestock for export or to supply what became a growing 
dairy industry. 12 By herding livestock in nearby mountains, family economies did not 
depend solely on fixed land and water bases imposed by the hourglass. Although 
Mendon did not develop large cattle herds or sheep flocks, some people could remain 
apart from the hourglass subsistence economy by raising fine horses during the 
mid-1880s. 13 
The second type of adaptation which could alter the point of saturation was 
technological. Technology influenced Cache settlement behavior prior to 1900 in three 
ways. First, Utah farmers searched for ways to increase crop yields on available land. 
Many became members of the Deseret Agricultural and Manufacturing Society, hoping 
to learn improved farming techniques. Established in the mid-1850s, the Society 
sponsored fairs to educate farmers, experiment with farming methods, and distribute 
new strains of seeds. 14 
12paul R. Willie, "History of Dairying in Cache Valley," in CacM Valley: Essays on Her Past and 
Peop~, edited by Douglas D. Alder (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1976): 45~3; and A. Reece 
SUDlIDerI, "Milch Cows in Cache Valley: Socioeconomic Goals of Mormonism and The Evolution From 
Subsistence to Commercial Agriculture," (Master's thesis, Utah State University, 1989). 
\3Chades S. Peterson and Linda E. Speth found, for example, that in the 1900 town of Draper, in the 
Salt Lake valley, 39 of 257 employed people were stockmen or sheepherders. Seventeen of these lived 
in parental households and worked for wages. See" A History of the Wasatch-Cache National Forest," 
(Utah State University, 1980), p. 181. Also, Charles S. Peterson, "Grazina in Utah: A Historical Perspec-
tive," Utah Historical Quarterly 57 (Fall 1989): 300-319; and Peterson's "Imprint of Agricultural Systems 
on the Utah Landscape," in 1M Mormon Ro~ in the Settlemenl of the West, edited by Richard H. Jackson 
(Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1978). 
14See Leonard J. Arrington, "The Deseret Agricultural And Manufacturing Society in Pioneer Utah, " 
Utah Historical Quarterly 24 (April 1956): 165-70. 
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In addition to increasing crop yields, settlers improved water distribution 
systems by building and expanding irrigation canals. Canals constructed before 1880 
tended to augment water collection fans of established village hourglasses. Two periods 
during the 1860s saw major building. 
Five different canals were begun in 1860, totaling 36 miles when completed. 
Then, in 1864, nearly 42 additional miles were built, two-thirds of which diverted 
portions of the Logan river to neighboring communities, including Hyde Park, 
Smithfield, and Providence. After 1864, however, only six miles were added, in 1865, 
and ten in 1867. The nine miles built in 1871 to serve Clarkston and Newton ended 
new canal construction until the early 1880s. 1s 
While early canals primarily improved on hourglass collection fans, those built 
between 1880 and 1910 opened new lands on the valley west side north of Mendon for 
settlement. 16 Canals and reservoirs constructed between 1880 and 1910 coincided with 
a period historian Leonard Arrington has called the "Golden Age" of Cache Valley.17 
Irrigat~ acreage nearly doubled. Only after Mendon "and other Cache communities sat-
urated their land and economic bases with people, however, were additional valley 
UIoel E. Ricks published "Major Canals Constructed In Cache Valley, 1856-1956," in The History of 
a Valky, Cache Valley, Utah-Idaho (Logan: Cache Valley Centennial Commission, 1956), pp. 447-48. 
The table gives dates, mileage, company, and service areas of the canals, alo g with a map of canal 
networks. 
16 A. I. Simmonds considers the history of Cornish and Trenton in On tM Big Range: A Centennial 
History of Cornish and Trenton, Cache Cou1Jly, Utah 1870-1970 (Logan: Utah State University Press, 
1970). He stresses the importance of irrigation in "Water for the Big Range," Utah Historical Quar-
terly 39 (Summer 1971): 224-37. 
l'Leonard I. Arrington and Linda Wilcox, "From Subsistence to Golden Age: Cache Valley 
Agriculture, 1859-1900," Utah Historical Quarterly 57 (Fall 1989): 340-69; and Arrington, "Transition 
To The Modem Era 1880-1910," in Ricks, History of a Valley, pp. 205-39. 
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lands opened for agriculture. 
The third technological change which would influence the point of natural 
saturation eventually became a major vehicle for transforming agriculture in the arid 
West--dry-farming. 18 Yet for dry-farming to have lasting impact, farmers had to 
figure out how to grow crops without water, no small task. 
Hourglass Variations 
Economic diversification and improved farming methods, the major strategies 
through which village saturation points could be altered, increased numbers of people 
supported on fixed land bases of hourglass villages. Both allocated limited resources 
more efficiently. While Cache communities established by the first census were 
hourglass agricultural villages, several controlled natural resources unavailable to 
Mendon. The additional resources tended to expand usable land bases of these villages. 
Logan, for example, was twice blessed. Its river flowed year round with 
sufficient water to irrigate Logan fields. Excess water was sent through canals to 
I 
communities from Richmond in the north to Providence in the south. In addition, the 
canyon through which the river flowed was a storehouse of timber, grass, and minerals, 
which provided work, building materials, and recreational retreats for a growing 
population. 19 
"John E. Lamborn, "The History of the Development of Dry-Fanning in Utah and Southern Idaho, tt 
(Master's thesis, Utah State University, 1978); Peterson's "Imprint of Agricultural Systems, tt and John A. 
Widtsoe, Dry Farming: A System of Agriculture for CounJries Under A Low Rainfall (New York: 
Macmillan, 1919). 
19See Linda Thatcher, "The Many Resources of Logan Canyon, tt &ehiW! History 9 (1983): 14-17. 
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Like Logan, Hyrum was strategically located. Exploitation of resources in the 
Blacksmith Fork canyon became an important economic boom to Hyrum families, 
overshadowing constraints imposed by limited farm acreage. Only after the canyon was 
virtually played out in the early 1880s were fortunes of Hyrum's people tied primarily 
to the fields. Then, her people discovered they had exceeded the point of balance for 
a purely agricultural economic base. Many had to leave Hyrum to find work. 20 
Perhaps the most interesting variation to the basic hourglass was just south of 
Mendon, in Wellsville. Wellsville shared hourglass relationships to the land in several 
respects. The elevations of Mendon and Wellsville are similar, as are the quality of 
farm lands. Both communities stand between mountains fanning above and farm lands 
fanning below town. Domestic water for both percolates from higher springs west of 
town. 
The age and sex profile of Wellsville's population was much like Mendon's in 
1860 and 1870 (figures 7 and 8). Although Wellsville's larger size blunted generational 
variations somewhat, males were similarly concentrated in distinct age groups. In both 
communities, for example, the 1860 male bulging of the cohort aged 25 through 29 
reappeared in the 35 through 39 age cohort a decade later. Each community had 
additional bulges in 1870 for the 25 through 29 age group. Boys who would be looking 
for farms by 1880 were well represented in the 10 through 14 age groups in 1870 for 
both villages. Women were somewhat more evenly distributed in Wellsville than in 
Mendon. 
~ishop Ola Liljenquist reported on the work done in Blacksmith Fork Canyon by the Hyrum Co-op 
and United Order in Tullidg~'s Quarterly Magazine 1 (July 1881): 557-75. Ioel Ricks wrote of residents 
lOOking for work outside Hyrum after canyon resources were depleted, History of a Valley, p. 201. 
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Yet unlike Mendon, Wellsville's hourglass was augmented by water flowing 
from the east, from the Little Bear River below the population core. This altered 
relationships between the rural and urban components in Wellsville. Expansion in one 
did not diminish the other until all available lands were under cultivation. Wellsville 
people could carve farm acreage from unimproved lands nearby without threatening the 
population core. 
This distinction is critical for understanding the demographic variations which 
developed between the two towns after 1880, because of its impact on potential expan-
sion. While the water source for fields was wholly within Mendon's hourglass, water 
for a portion of Wellsville'S fields flowed from the Little Bear river. While Wellsville 
offers an example of ·but one type of variation to the basic hourglass, all variations 
tended either to increase expansion potential or delay when the point of saturation 
would be reached. 
The demographic evolution of Wellsville and Mendon followed similar patterns 
through 1880. Yet after 1880, as we shall discover in the following pages, residents 
) 
of the towns increasingly responded to local levels of economic opportunity. With 
expansion lands nearby which would eventually be brought under cultivation, Wellsville 
could absorb young people progressing through the life cycle. Mendon, on the other 
hand, would experience pulsing as each generation reached maturity because of the 
built-in age harmonic. Generational pulsing would dominate life cycle transitions in 
Mendon until its people were relieved of the constraints on village expansion imposed 
by the hourglass. 
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Reaching Maturity in Wellsville and Mendon 
The number of children in Cache villages had been increasing geometrically due 
to high birth rates for the first decades after settlement. Crop yields improved only 
arithmetically, and dry-farming technology was an infant in 1880. Because Mendon 
had already tapped virtually all sources of water, the point of saturation implicit in its 
hourglass was reached by 1880. With its age-sex profile, Mendon's people reached the 
limits of the town's agricultural base by the time members of the youngest cluster of 
1860 began looking for farms. For Mendon, Rutman's triggering mechanisms became 
fully operational. Wellsville squeezed the triggers less quickly, however, even with 
similarly large portions of children reaching maturity by 1880. By increasing the 
number of community farms, Wellsville absorbed many elder children of its first 
settlers. 
Economic prospects for members of the same birth cohort were different at 
maturity in the towns because of each village's potential for expansion. The irony is 
prospects would have been nearly identical had any of three conditions been different. 
Had Mormon farms been larger, subdivision could have provided land for farms. Or, 
if parents were older, death would have freed family farms sooner rather than later. 
Or, third, if families were smaller, eldest sons would have likely inherited farms, 
eventually. Yet, these three factors linked economic opportunity for sons at maturity 
to local environmental conditions, and luck, as will become clear. 21 
21James A. Henretta writes of colonial America, "High fertility and low mortality threatened each 
generation of children with a loss of class status; the unencumbered inheritance of a freehold estate was 
the exception, not the rule," in "Families and Farms: Mentalile in Pre-Industrial America," William and 
Mary Quarterly 35 (January 1978): 22. 
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Small farms. Farmland was grouped in three classes of real property by the 
United States Census--improved land, unimproved land, and woodland. The three 
added to a mean of 202.6 acres per farm nationally in .1850, of which 78.0 were 
improved (table 3). Because land in farms expanded less rapidly in the sixty years 
between 1850 and 1910 than the number of new farms, total acreage per farm declined, 
to 138.1 by 1910. Improved acreage hovered between 70 and 80 per farm each decade. 
The Utah experience was different. Encouraged to maintain small individually 
owned farm plots, Mormons followed the saying, "A little farm well tilled. "22 
Throughout Utah farms were tiny. The 926 farms listed in 1850 averaged only 17.6 
improved acres. Decade by decade, however, and unlike American farms generally, 
both improved and total acreage increased. By 1910, Utah averaged 18.6 more total 
acres and only 12.1 fewer improved acres per farm than the national average. 
Impressions from such averages are that village farms were small when formed 
but increased in size ther~r. Truth is more complex. Utah agriculture expanded 
during the century so that by 1910 three land use systems--village, homestead, and dry 
farm--coexisted. No system expanded at the expense of another. 23 
Homesteads of 160 acres shaped American agriculture. By 1880, 42.3 percent 
22" A little Farm Well Tilled, " Deseret News, 16 Nov. 1854, reported on experiments by two Salt Lake 
City Second Ward farmers, George Goddard and Bishop Isaac Hill, who increased productivity through 
intensive labor. Goddard produced 375 bushels of potatoes, 35 bushels of beets, 10 bushels of carrots, 8 
112 bushels of onions, 150 squashes, along with com, peas, melons, and beans. All of this grown, it was 
reported, on one acre of heavily manured, spaded ground. Equally impressive, Hill produced on a half 
acre 100 bushels of potatoes, 25 of carrots and parsnips, 50 squashes, 150 cabbages, 45 bushels of onions, 
peas and beans, and 30 bushels of beets. 
23Charles S. Peterson, "Imprint of Agricultural Systems on.the Utah Landscape," in 11u! Mormon Role 
in the Settlemenl of the West, edited by Richard H. Iackson (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University 
Press, 1978), pp. 91-1(>6, and his "The Valley of the Bear River and the Movement of Culture Between 
Utah and Idaho," Utah Historical Qual1erly 47 (Spring 1979): 194-214. 
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Table 3 
Mean Size and Value of Fanns, United States and Utah, 1850-1910 
[------------------------ {]~ ~aJ1llS -----------------------] [--------- {]. s. ~ aJ1llS ----] 
[--- Mean Acres ---] [--------- Value ] [-- Mean Acres --] ~arm 
Year Improved Total ~arm Land Animals Improved Total Value 
1850 17.6 50.6 $1,018 $337 $591 78.0 202.6 $2,739 
1860 21.2 24.7 851 367 417 79.8 199.2 3,904 
1870 24.2 30.2 772 375 350 71.0 153.3 3,363 
1880 44.0 69.4 2,045 1,483 463 71.0 133.7 3,038 
1890 52.1 125.9 3,754 2,701 943 78.3 136.5 3,523 
1900 53.2 212.4 3,878 2,619 1,108 72.2 146.2 3,563 
1910 63.1 156.7 6,957 5,423 1,328 75.2 138.1 6,444 
Source: Thirteenth census of the United States: 1910, Abstract of tM Census, with Supplement for 
Utah (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of the Census, 1913), p. 599, and vol. V, Agriculture 1909 and 
1910, General Report and Analysis, 1914, p. S1. 
of the nation's farms fell between 100 and 500 acres (table 4). Most farmers in Utah's 
hourglass villages owned in 1880 fewer than 50 acres. Between 1880 and 1910 the 
percentage of 20 to 49 acre farms decreased (from 39.0 to 25.6 percent), but the 
portion of smaller village farms (1-19 acres) increased, the portion of homestead farms 
increased, and large farms of 500 and more acres increased. 
Mendon and Wellsville farms in 1860 followed territorial patterns. Mendon's 
contained a mean of 24.4 improved acres, while Wellsville farms were slightly larger 
(26.6 acres). More farmers held 20 acres than any other size, and the largest farms had 
only 100 acres (table 5). 
New farms near Wellsville could be carved from unimproved lands because of 
access to water from the Little Bear. Not so in Mendon. A perceptive long term 
Mendon resident, Isaac Sorensen, suggested his neighbors understood their dilemma. 
Villages were "ordered" to consolidate in 1866, he wrote, because" ... the Indians 
seemed really determined for war." He did not identify who gave the order, but 
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Table 4 
Farm Acreage, United States and Utah, 1850-1910 
United States [-- Improved % -] [------ All Farm Land % -----------] 
Farm Sizes 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 
1-19 11.10 17.80 9.80 9.10 11.70 13.20 
20-49 31.50 31.90 19.50 19.80 21.90 22.20 
50-99 31.10 28.40 25.80 24.60 23.80 22.60 
100-499 24.90 21.20 42.30 44.00 39.90 39.20 
500-999 1.04 0.59 1.89 1.85 1.80 2.00 
1000 + 0.27 0.14 0.71 0.69 0.80 0.80 
Utah [- Improved % -] All Farm Land % ------] 
Farm Sizes 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 
1-19 55.00 50.00 18.50 18.90 21.70 21.60 
20-49 37.60 41.10 39.00 33.80 27.10 25.60 
50-99 5.30 6.40 21.80 19.90 19.30 19.20 
100-499 2.00 2.20 20.30 25.90 28.70 29.30 
500-999 0.06 0.02 0.38 0.96 1.89 2.54 
1000 + 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.38 1.28 1.79 
Source: Tenth Census (1880): Productions of Agricullure, p. 27; Eleventh Census (1890): Statistics of 
Agricullure, p. 118; Twelfth Census (1900): Agrii:UlIure, p. 2; Thirteenth Census (1910): Agriculture, 
p.72. 
smaller settlements were to be absorbed by larger. Nevertheless, Mendon settlers were 
left to respond. Townspeople gathered. Describing the meeting, Sorensen wrote, 
"eacq one expressed his willingness rather than to leave Mendon entirely, to give up 
part of their land and water to admit of [sic] more settlers coming in .... "24 
The willingness of Mendon residents to share land and water with newcomers 
was a generous gesture but appears more magnanimous than it was. Early settlers paid 
nothing for farm lands or city lots. Settlers in most towns selected, or were assigned, 
portions at settlement. Since the federal government did not begin distributing public 
1Alsaac Sorensen, "History of Mendon," handwritten manuscript located in Special Collections and 
Archives, Merrill Library, Utah State University, p. 34; Isaac Sorensen'9 History 0/ M,1Ulo1l: A Pioneer 
Chronick of a Mormon SettlerMnt, edited by Doran 1. Baker, Charles S. Peterson, and Gene A. Ware 
(Logan: Cache County Historical Preservation Commission; Utah State Historical Society, 1988), p. 49-50. 
Table S 
Improved Acreage in 1860 Cache, 
VVeUS~e, ~endon 
Farm [------- Numbers of Farms ---] 
Acres Wellsville Mendon Valley 
5-9 5 
10-14 10 3 111 
15-19 7 1 20 
20-24 21 7 124 
25-29 7 4 19 
30-34 13 1 18 
35-39 3 
40-44 8 11 
45-49 
50-54 2 3 
55-59 1 
60-64 1 1 
100 2 1 4 
Total 71 17 320 
Source: u. S. Census agriculture schedule, Cache 
County, Utah, 1860. 
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lands in Utah until 1869, settlers were 
squatters on the public domain. None 
held property titles. 25 
Costing nothing, land in the 
1860s was of little cash value to prag-
matic Mormon farmers. Intrinsic worth 
rested with its potential to provide 
family sustenance. Not until after 
initial distribution, and in some cases 
redistributions, were dollar values 
placed on real property through buying 
and selling. 26 
To absorb settlers in the 1860s, 
farmers could part with unimproved land. Five of the 17 Mendon farmers each owned 
10 u~mproved acres, and four owned 20. Giving up this land in the face of Indian 
threats would have been better than moving from Mendon to clear unimproved lands 
the people of Wellsville would generously have provided them. Eighteen Wellsville 
2SLawrence L. Linford, "Establishing and Maintaining Land Ownership in Utah Prior to 1869," Utah 
Historical QlUlnerly 42 (Spring 1974): 126-43. 
26Some scholars say Mormons legalized their land use pattern in the federal rectangular land survey 
system. Fanners occupying land under the Mormon system selected representatives to gain land office title 
to quarter-sections. With clear title, property was deeded to prior owners under the Mormon system. See 
Milton R. Hunter, Brigham Young: the Colonizer (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1940), p. 146-48; 
Gustive O. Larson, "Land Contest in Early Utah," Utah Historical QlUlnerly 29 (October 1961): 324; and 
Lawrence B. Lee, "The Homestead Act: Vision and Reality," Utah Historical Quanerly 30 (Summer 
1962): 230. The theory needs testing to establish the extent of the practice. It suggests a remarkable 
willingness to subvert the intent of federal land laws. 
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farmers listed in 1860 owned unimproved acres.v 
Solving a short-term problem, giving up unimproved land contributed to one of 
longer duration. Farmers would logically have saved unimproved property for use by 
sons at maturity. Giving it to new settlers borrowed from the future, in effect taking 
it from children. But families in the 1860s had to deal with the immediate world of 
Indians and irrigation ditches. Worry about inheritances was necessarily deferred. But 
most were young, they could wait. 
Parental age and longevity. While farm sizes made reaching maturity a 
difficult transition for sons, so did parental youthfulness and longevity. Median ages 
of Mendon dwelling heads was only 30.5 in 1860, while Wellsville'S people, averaging 
34.3, were somewhat older. 28 
Most dwelling heads of 1860 would die after the tum of the century, long after 
oldest children had reached maturity. Of 37 adult males born in 1850 or earlier and 
buried in Mendon's city cemetery through 1910, the mean age at death was 66.0. 
Mendon's women who survived childbearing lived longer than males; their mean age 
at death was 68.2. While these figures are not intended to detail nineteenth-century 
Utah mortality, they illustrate that long life characterized Mormons in Utah communi-
27Census schedule 4, "Productions of Agriculture," Cache County, Utah, 1860. I am grateful to 
Wayne Wahlquist in the Department of Geography at Weber State University in Ogden for locating and 
making available this important source. A microfilm copy is now in Special Collections and Archives, 
Merrill Library, Utah State University. 
21Corresponding median ages for all townspeople were 16.5 in Mendon, and 13.4 in Wellsville. By 
1870 the median age for Mendon people was 15.4, and 37.8 for dwelling heads. Wellsville's 1870 median 
age was 13.2, and for dwelling heads, 37.1. Place of birth and occupational tables from Preliminary 
Demographic Dala. 
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ties. 29 
Cache was not unusual for Utah. Examining age of wives for 16,412 couples 
married one time only, G. P. Mineau, L. L. Bean, and M. Skolnick found median ages 
at family termination to be 64.75, with a mean of 62.63 for seven female cohorts born 
from 1800 to 1869. Family termination is a cold demographic term used to describe 
the time in the family cycle when marriages are dissolved by death.30 
In Mendon and Wellsville, the largest portion of dwelling heads in 1860 were 
between the ages of 20 and 29 (table 6). Nearly half of Mendon's fit that age category, 
and a third of Wellsville's. This age cohort dominated the numbers of dwellings in 
both towns through the 1880 census. 
By 1900, however, the age of the leading numerical groups changed between the 
communities. Of dwelling heads in 1900, 30 percent were aged 60 or over in Mendon, 
but only 21 percent in Wellsville. The oldest group was largest in Mendon, the same 
group which had been large~t 40 years before. Wellsville broke the pattern in 1900, 
the lcirgest group being between 30 and 39. In Wellsville, young men were establishing 
their own homes. 
~eodoo City Sexton Records, Mendon, Utah. Cyd Hawkins, a graduate student at Utah State 
University, shared her photocopies of this manuscript with me. Few scholars have examined mortality in 
Utah's history. Exceptions are Catherine Hofer Levison, Donald W. Hastings, and Jerry N. Harrison, 
"The Epidemologic Transition in a Frontier Town-Manti, Utah: 1849-1977," American Journal of Physical 
Anthropology 56 (September 1981): 83-93; and Katherine A. Lynch, Geraldine P. Mineau, Douglas L. 
Anderton, "Estimates of Infant Mortality on the Western Frontier: The Use of Genealogical Data," 
Historical Methods 18 (Fall 1985): 155-64. See also Larry M. Logue's intriguing chapter on mortality and 
his discussion of malaria in women's deaths, in A Sermon in the Desert: Belief and Behavior in Early St. 
George, Utah (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), pp. 93-114. 
»fable 5, "Family life cycle by woman's birth cohort, 18~9," in G. P. Mineau, L. L. Bean, and 
M. Skolnick, "Mormon Demographic History II: The Family Life Cycle and Natural Fertility," Populalion 
Studies 33 (November 1979): 439. 
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Table 6 
Age Distribution or Heads or Households, 
Wellsville and Mendon, Utah, 1860-1900 
[----- Wellsville -----] [----- Mendon ------] 
House-
hold Head 1860 1870 1880 1900 1860 1870 1880 1900 
Age 
20-29 34% 26% 23% 15% 48% 28% 23% 12% 
30-39 26% 33% 24% 27% 28% 30% 21% 18% 
40-49 23% 17% 28% 22% 8% 19% 24% 26% 
50-59 13% 14% 11 % 16% 12% 9% 20% 15% 
60+ 3% 10% 14% 21% 4% 13% 13% 30% 
Dwellings 99 153 197 247 25 67 97 94 
Source: u. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1900. 
Two addition~ patterns are reflected in table 6. Portions of dwelling heads in 
youngest age groups dropped each decade in both communities. While the percentage 
for Mendon was higher than for Wellsville in 1860, it dropped lower by 1900. Fewer 
young people were establishing Mendon households than in Wellsville. In addition, the 
size of the oldest group increased more rapidly in Mendon than in Wellsville. 
) 
Family size. Parental age and longevity would have presented little problem for 
mature children seeking farms, they could have simply waited. Unluckily for them, 
however, Mormon families were large, and ages of children were widely spread. The 
once-married couples of Mineau, Bean, and Skolnick produced a median of 8.64 
children during their childbearing years, a mean of 7.94. Utah women averaged a few 
months over age 61 when their youngest children married. 31 
Mendon women whose childbearing had ended by 1900 averaged nine children 
31Table 5 in Mineau, Bean, and Skolnick, "Mormon Demographic History II," p. 439. 
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each. For all Mendon women listed in 1900, including those still bearing children, the 
mean number of children born was 6.9. 
Large families crowded Cache dwellings (table 1). The mean size of Wellsville 
dwellings were high and tended to be constant in both 1860 and 1870, but turned 
upward by 1880 as new couples moved into homes of parents. By 1900, mean dwelling 
size in each category was lower than similar figures for 1860. 
The problem young men faced because of family size on reaching maturity was 
further complicated because of polygamy. First wives were generally close in age to 
husbands. Plural wives, however, tended to be younger, sometimes much younger. 32 
Mendon's Charles Bird was age 57 in 1860, for example. The census reported six sons 
living with him, Kelsey, Bradford, Charles, William, Martin, and George. Their ages 
ranged from 24 down to 10. Four had married and were living in separate Mendon 
households by 1870. In the dwelling next to Charles Bird in 1860 lived his 24-year-old 
plural wife, Sarah, and her small children. Children of first wives often reached 
maturity before children of plural wives were born.33 
Youths born in the 1860s would reach maturity in the 1880s. Thus, families had 
until then to plan before inheritances became an immediate problem. But young family 
members throughout Utah faced the constraints of small farms, many sisters and 
brothers, and youthful parents living long lives. Together, these factors formed a 
32 Age differences between husbands and plural wives will be examined in Chapter 5. 
33Family group sheets for Charles Bird (1803) and Mary Ann Kennedy, and Sarah Ann Dunsdon. 
Also, Susan Easton Black, Membership of The Church of Jesus Christ ofLalter-day Saints, 183~1848, 50 
vols. (Provo, Utah: Religious Studies Center, Department of Church History, Brigham Young University, 
1989), 5:450-55. The Bird households were dwelling numbers 2093 and 2094 on the 1860 population 
schedule. 
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Table 7 
Mean Dwelling Size by Age of Dwelling Heads 
[------- Wellsville ---] [--- Mendon -----] Valley 
Age of Head 1860 1870 1880 1900 1860 1870 1880 1900 1880 
-- -- --
20-29 4.3 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.9 3.7 4.1 3.3 3.9 
30-39 6.0 6.5 6.2 5.5 4.9 5.9 6.0 5.4 6.1 
40-49 7.3 8.6 8.4 7.1 4.0 6.4 7.8 7.0 7.5 
50-59 7.0 5.3 6.4 6.7 6.7 6.3 5.4 7.9 5.9 
60+ 6.0 3.5 4.6 3.8 7.0 4.0 4.0 4.3 5.3 
--
Mean Size 5.8 5.8 6.1 5.4 4.6 5.1 5.6 5.6 5.6 
Source: U. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1900. 
pattern of dependency which made parental assistance to mature children impossible. 
Rare were they who could pass family farms to children, retire, and withdraw to 
Church theological centers to serve as genealogy or temple workers as many elderly 
Mormons do today. 34 Farmers could not transfer farm property to their mature 
children; they had to provide for younger family members still at home. 
Changing patterns within the age structure and increasing numbers of people 
living in dwellings headed by older residents reflected the dynamics of change in the 
communities. Ever larger portions of the populations were living in dwellings headed 
by people old enough to have mature sons (table 8). In both villages, the number of 
34M011DOII8 mark life cycle phases through which individuals pass with rites of transition for the 
faithful. Pre-existeat individuals gain mortal bodies at birth. Infants are blessed by members of the 
Melchizedek priesthood. Baptized at eight, children are confirmed church members and endowed with 
rights to call upon the Holy Ghost for comfort, strength, and knowledge, depending on faith. Boys are 
ordained deacons in the lower, Aaronic priesthood at age twelve, and to additional offices as they pass 
through their teens. At age 19, boys are called on church missions. Before leaving, they become members 
of the adult priesthood, and, as elders, participate in temple ceremonies. They return as men from 
missions. Women are adults at marriage, joining husbands in temple ceremonies. The status of unmarried 
mature females is unclear. Faithful Mormons are called again on missions after retirin, from the world 
of work, but this service is often in behalf of those who have died. Retirement years are thus spent on 
activities Mormons consider the most important spiritual work of life. Death is the final mortal transition, 
retumina in faith and soul to the Father. 
Table 8 
Portion of Residents in Houses 
Headed by People 40 and Older 
Year 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1900 
Wellsville 
47% 
44% 
61% 
63% 
Mendon 
30% 
46% 
61% 
76% 
Source: u. S. Census population schedules, 
Cache County, Utah, 1860-1900. 
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people living in households with heads aged 
40 or higher increased to 61 percent in 
1880. In Wellsville, the portion was nearly 
level between 1880 and 1900. In Mendon, 
it continued to increase. 
Underlying the pattern of dependency 
was the limited expansion potential of the 
hourglass village. Mendon had a finite number of potential households. Adults who 
arrived early stayed in Mendon. More important, they retained property which under 
other conditions would have become homes for a younger generation. Lacking the 
hourglass structure of Mendon, and with expansion property nearby, Wellsville could 
continue to expand and eventually build farms for a younger generation. A young man 
in Wellsville had to wait to get a farm near home, but he could. In Mendon, prospects 
were limited. In Mendon, pressure to move became intense. 
The Decision to Move 
Residents of Cache villages were a tenacious people; they wanted to stay and 
rarely moved if they had the choice. But youths confronted the same Malthusian 
dilemma which had for centuries plagued communities in Europe. As village 
populations grew, more and more people were forced to look elsewhere because limited 
land and water resources were unable to accommodate growing populations. European 
villages institutionalized scarcity by elaborate inheritance structures which evolved to 
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protect communities and families from the most serious consequences of scarce 
resources. Two such structures, dominant in different parts of Europe, were the "stem 
family" and the "joint family. "35 These structures defined traditions regulating 
retirement and property inheritance. In stem families, one child inherited family 
property and provided for parents in old age while brothers and sisters sought fortunes 
elsewhere. Children of joint family structures, on the other hand, inherited and held 
property jointly, all having shares in family businesses. 
Inheritance traditions were less structured in colonial America, where population 
pressures for land did not appear until many years after initial settlement.36 In Utah, 
scarcity was a problem by the second generation. Traditional solutions such as stem 
or joint family arrangements did not exist. Each family, each individual, had to make 
hard decisions to protect individual and family security. Although some were less 
affected by pressures from increasing populations, moving became the strategy of 
choice for many who found ~onomic opportunity within the village impossible. 
Mature children in 1880 understood the limits of Mendon's hourglass. The 
3'The standard work on the stem family is Lutz K. Burlcner, "The Stem Family and the Developmental 
Cycle of the Peasant Household: An Eighteenth Century Example," American Historical Review 77 (April 
1972): 398-418. For a summary, see his "The European Peasant Life Cycle: The Stem Family and the 
Joint Family," in Historical Change in Population, Family, and Community, World Conference on 
Records, vol. 12, series 210 (Salt Lake City: Corporation of the President of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints, 1980). Robert Wheaton examines joint family structure in "Family and Kinship in 
Western Europe: The Problem of the Joint Family Household," Jou17UJl of Interdisciplinary History 5 
(Spring 1975): 601-28. See also George C. Homans, "Partible Inheritance of Land," in English Villages 
of the Thirteenth Century (New York: Russell and Russell, 1960), pp. 119-20. 
36In Four Generalions: Population, Land and Family in Colonial Andover, Massachusens (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 1970), Phillip Greven discovered three generations had passed before 
the press for land made migration an important family strategy. See also, Darrett B. Rutman, "Assessing 
the Little Communities of Early America," William and Mary Quarterly 43 (April 1986): 163-78; Gregory 
H. Nobles, "The New England Town: The Past Fifteen Years," Jou17UJl of Social History 19 (Fall 1985): 
131-38; and Jack P. Greene and J. R. Pole, eds., Colonial British America: Essays in the New History of 
the Early Modern Era (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984). 
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generating force behind family strategies adopted by children of early settlers was a 
realization that competitive and economic advantages enjoyed by their fathers could be 
transferred to but few of them. Those not so blessed had to decide if their interests 
were best served by staying in family homes where patterns of growth, of aging, and 
of dependency tilted the competitive balance for resources against them, or whether 
they should move from the village of their youth to find places of greater opportunity. 
Death and migration were the only demographic forces working to shrink 
concentrations of people in specific age groupings. They do to populations what 
enzymes do to snakes. They smooth the profile. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PERSISTENCE AND MIGRATION 
In the hydraulic villages of Great Basin Mormondom, historical change was the 
product of people, on land, through time--the interaction between demographic 
discontinuities of birth, family formation, life, and work--on a shifting economic base. 
The independent variable in this formula was the free choice of people collectively 
responding to limited options. Patterns resulting from free choice were the identifying 
marks, or fingerprints, of specific localities. The dyes to read the prints are persistence 
and migration. 
Generalizing from studies of nineteenth-century community persistence in the 
United States and Canada, historian Harvey I. Graff wrote, 
Population turnover was apparently so common and frequent that 
students now grant that only a minority of individuals persisted in one 
place over even one decade. Studies in this period, despite methodolog-
ical and conceptual weaknesses, demonstrate, typically, a geographic 
persistence rate of about one-third, to two-fifths, between censuses, with 
) some variation by class, status, wealth, ethnicity, age and sex. 1 
Early studies by University of Utah historian Dean May and Weber State 
geographer Wayne Wahlquist found persistence to be as low for Mormons as for other 
American groups. 2 May, for example, found only 32 of 82 families who settled Kanab 
IHarvey J. Graff, 1M Literacy Myth: Literacy and Social Structure in the Nineteenth-Century City 
(New York: Academic Press, 1979), pp. 121-22. Emphasis is GraWs. One of the many studies finding 
low persistence in American localities is D. Aidan McQuillan, "The Mobility of Immigrants and 
Americans: A Comparison of Farmers on the Kansas Frontier," Agricultural History 53 (July 1979): 
576-96. McQuillan found high residential mobility for every sample group he examined, regardless of 
decade. See his Prevailing Over T~: Ethnic Adjustment on the Kansas Prairies, 1875-1925 (Lincoln and 
London: University of Nebraska Press, 1990), pp. 102-8, 212-16. 
ZOean L. May, "People on the Mormon Frontier: Kanab's Families of 1874," Journal of Family 
History 1 (1976): 169-92; and Wayne L. Wahlquist, "Settlement Processes in the Mormon Core Area 
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in 1874 remained after six years. An additional 58 percent had left by 1880 for villages 
further south, relocating in Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico, and elsewhere in the 
Southwest. Wahlquist was interested in land tenure patterns in Utah's population core. 
He compared persistence between 1852-53 Mormon bishops' statistical reports and 
agricultural census schedules for farmers in the Wasatch Front towns of Brigham City, 
Kaysville, and Springville. He found fewer than one-third still cultivating the same 
fields by 1860. 
May and Wahlquist described what were fundamentally regional differences in 
persistence in Utah communities. May wrote, "Apparently, just 20 years after Brigham 
Young's sovthern Utah colonization mission had begun, a distinctive group of 
'southern' Mormons -had been established, confining its movements and contacts 
primarily to areas in the Southwest, with other significant contact only in the Wasatch 
Front area of Utah. "3 For May, a regional natural habitat was defined by migrational 
patterns of southern Mormons. 
) 
May reported high mobility among the first settlers of a single isolated village, 
Kanab. For a second study, he examined population turnover in towns of different 
regions, and found significant variations in mobility based on time, region, and life 
cycle position.4 These patterns of mobility were based on the family reconstitution 
1847-1890," (ph.D. dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1974), pp. 223-8, 261-4, 287-9, and 307-8. See 
also Wahlquist and Craig Rainey, Historical Settlement and Population Patterns Along the Wasatch Front 
(Bountiful, Utah: Wasatch Front Regional Council, 1976). 
3May, "People on the Mormon Frontier," p. 183. 
4Dean L. May, '''Once I Lived in Cottonwood:' Population Stability in Utah Mormon Towns, 
1850-1910," (paper presented at the 1978 meeting of the Social Science History Association in Columbus, 
Ohio). An abbreviated version is Dean L. May, Lee L. Bean, and Mark H. Skolnick, "The Stability 
Ratio: An Index of Community Cohesiveness in Nineteenth-Century Mormon Towns, " in Generations and 
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forms collected for the Mormon Historical Demography Project at the University of 
Utah. 5 The file contains vital statistical information for members of thousands of 
nineteenth-century Mormon families. Data for individuals were sorted into cohorts by 
shared initial vital event, including birth and marriage, along with the localities in 
which events happened. 
Stability ratios represent the number of individuals per thousand, within 
designated geographical ranges, sharing initial events who also shared terminal events. 
Continuous lifetime stability measures people per thousand born in a locality who also 
died there, having no vital event occurring outside the locality. Similarly, youth 
stability measures people born in an area who stayed through marriage and the first 
birth. Adult stability measures mobility through child-bearing years. Continuous life-
time, youth, and adult stability ratios are reproduced from May's study in table 9. 
May calculated stability ratios for Wasatch Front towns, northern valleys, and 
for southern towns. Single communities in two regions also became subjects, Lehi for 
the Wasatch Front and Hyrum for the northern valleys. The southern Utah towns of 
Toquerville, Washington, and Kanab were combined to evaluate comparably sized 
populations. Salt Lake City was treated separately because it would distort figures for 
smaller Wasatch Front towns. 
Significant regional and age-related differences characterized the population. 
Still, May found Utah Mormons "remarkably" stable. For every 1000 persons born 
Change: ~nealogical Perspectivu in Social History, edited by Robert M. Taylor, Jr. and Ralph J. 
Crandall (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1986), pp. 141-58. 
'Lee L. Bean, Dean L. May, Mark Skolnick, "The Mormon Historical Demography Project," 
Historical Methods 11 (Winter 1978): 45-53. 
Geographic Area 
Lehi 
Hyrum 
Southern Towns 
Salt Lake City 
Wasatch Front 
Northern Valley 
Southern 
Utah 
Table 9 
Stability Ratios in Nineteenth-Century Utah 
[---- Types of Stability -----] 
Lifetime Youth Adult 
206 
233 
118 
305 
484 
321 
285 
671 
476 
491 
321 
554 
767 
664 
570 
911 
614 
658 
516 
643 
769 
675 
640 
867 
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Source: Dean L. May, "Once I Lived in Cottonwood, " paper read at Social Science History Associa-
tion, Columbus, Ohio, 1978. 
in Utah whose date and place of death are known, fully 671 also died in Utah, and 91.1 
percent remained from birth until births of their first children. Only slightly fewer, 
86.7 percent, remained in Utah as adults throughout childbearing years. 
Stability was higher in Salt Lake City than other communities studied, and 
remained high until after 1890. Population turnover in Lehi was higher than in Hyrum, 
but both followed similar patterns as time progressed. Each experienced high stability 
which lasted several decades, only to gradually decline after 1880. 
The southern pattern was reversed. Large numbers of people moved from 
communities soon after settlement but fewer as years progressed. Stability increased 
until by century's end southerners were somewhat more likely to remain than were 
people in Hyrum or Lehi. Regardless of community, however, people developed and 
retained specific regional attachments, thus confirming May's earlier characterization 
of distinctive groups of "southern" Mormons. 
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Wellsville and Mendon Persistence 
Along with Wahlquist's "core" and May's "southern" Mormons, Cache 
persistence patterns indicate distinctive groups of "northern" Mormons also existed, and 
together these three comprised important agricultural populations in nineteenth-century 
Mormon Utah. Unlike May's stability ratios, which are based on the geographical 
continuity of vital events, Cache persistence was calculated from census lists and 
compared to family group sheets collected for residents. The persistence rate is the 
product of the number of people listed in a locality on one list divided into totals for 
the same people located on the schedule from the next decade. 6 
Wellsville an.d Mendon persistence from 1860 to 1900 is summarized in the two 
parts of table 10. Part 1 shows survival of dwelling heads within each community from 
reference years to the next census year, along with percentages claimed by death, those 
whose status changed from dwelling head to dwelling member, and portions which did 
not appear in succeeding censuses. 
For example, 60.1 percent of Wellsville's 1870 dwelling heads retained their 
status until 1880, 5.9 percent had died, 5.2 percent became non-heads, fewer than 1 
percent skipped 1880 but appeared again in 1900, and 28.1 were not enumerated after 
1870 on a Wellsville census.7 Persistence calculated for recurring dwelling heads only 
yields a 1870 to 1880 rate of 60.1 percent. With deaths factored out and accounting 
6James. C. Malin pioneered the study of persistence as early as 1935 in his "The Turnover of Farm 
Population in Kansas," Kansas Historical QutJrterly 4 (November 1935): 339-72. 
'Randolph B. Campbell discusses methodological difficulties when heads of households skipped 
decades, in "Population Persistence and Social Change in Nineteenth-Century Texas: Harrison County, 
1850-1880," Journal of Southun History 48 (May 1982): 185-204. 
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Table 10 
Persistence Rates for Wellsville and Mendon, 1860-1900 
Percentage by Town by Period 
Part 1 [--- Wellsville ---] [---- Mendon ---] 
1860 1870 1880 1860 1870 1880 
Next Censal Status of to to to to to to 
Current Dwelling Head 1870 1880 1900 1870 1880 1900 
Still dwelling heads 38.4 60.1 35.0 60.0 59.7 27.8 
Dead 4.0 5.9 20.3 8.0 6.0 20.6 
Non-dwelling heads 2.0 5.2 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 
Skipped next decade 1.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 
Not again appearing 54.6 28.1 43.7 28.0 31.3 50.5 
Number of Dwellings 99 153 197 25 67 97 
Overall Persistence 43.2 70.1 45.2 69.6 66.7 36.4 
Percentage by Town by Period 
Part 2 [--- Wellsville Mendon ------] 
1870 1880 1890 1870 1880 1890 
Previous Censal Status of from from from from from from 
Current Dwelling Head 1860 1870 1880 1860 1870 1880 
Had been dwelling heads 24.8 47.2 28.3 22.4 39.2 30.9 
Had been sons 9.2 15.2 30.0 9.0 17.5 16.0 
Had been wives 3.3 5.1 6.9 3.0 1.0 9.6 
Had other status 1.3 2.5 4.1 3.0 1.0 1.1 
Not ~resent previously 61.4 30.0 30.8 62.7 41.2 42.6 
Number of Dwellings 153 197 247 67 97 94 
Overall Persistence 38.6 70.0 69.2 37.3 58.8 57.5 
Source: U. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1900. 
for people who became non-dwelling heads, however, the rate increases to 70.1 
percent. 
Part two of the table reverses the process. It identifies previous censal status 
of current dwelling heads for each subject year. Of Wellsville's 197 dwelling heads in 
1880, for example, 47.2 percent had been dwelling heads in 1870, 15.2 percent had 
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been sons, 5.1 percent wives, 2.5 had lived in Wellsville dwellings with status other 
than sons or wives, and 30.0 percent had not been present. Thus, at least 70.0 percent 
of the 1880 dwelling heads had been Wellsville residents in 1870, either as dwelling 
heads, wives, sons, or with some other status. 
Compared to villages studied by Wahlquist and May, Cache persistence was 
high, and much higher than rates summarized by historian Graff for many American 
communities. 8 Indeed, two-thirds of Mendon dwelling heads remained in the village 
from each census through 1880. Although death claimed about 20 percent between 
1880 and 1900, 30.9 percent of the 1900 dwelling heads had been dwelling heads in 
1880. All told, 57.5 percent of Mendon's 1900 dwelling heads had lived in the 
community for at least 20 years. 
Rates were lower in Wellsville than in Mendon during the first decade. Even 
so, many of those who moved from Wellsville that first decade remained in Cache 
Valley, relocating in other communities. Wellsville followed the Mendon pattern more 
closely after 1870, with persistence tending even higher. 
) 
With high persistence, population turnover was low, although because of 
mortality one was not the inverse of the other. The portion of dwelling heads not 
present in previous decades dropped from about 60 percent the first decade in both 
'In his chapter, "Citizens and Strangers," Don Harrison Doyle finds occupational class, property 
ownership, age, kinship connections, and marital status all influencing persistence rates. The Social Order 
of a Fromier Community, Jacksonville, Illinois 1825-70 (Urbana: University of Dlinois Press, 1978), pp. 
261-71. Likewise, David W. Galenson and Clayne L. Pope report wealth status was the influential factor, 
in "Economic and Geographic Mobility in the Farming Frontier: Evidence from Appanoose County, Iowa, 
1850-1870," Journal of Economic History 49 (September 1989): 641-5. For a survey of issues in I11ral 
persistence, see Hal S. Barron, "Rediscovering the Majority: The New Rural History of the 
Nineteenth-Century North," Historical Methods 19 (Fall 1986): 144, 151 n.12; also, Donald H. Parkerson, 
"How Mobile Were Nineteenth-Century Americans?" Historical Methods IS (Summer 1982): 99-109. 
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communities and remained constant in each until century's end. Only 30 percent of 
Wellsville's dwelling heads after 1870 had lived in the community for fewer than ten 
years, and slightly over 40 percent for Mendon. 
These figures only suggest actual population turnover because kinship did much 
to shape patterns of persistence and migration. While relationships between 
in-migration and kinship are difficult to document without complete family histories for 
town residents, evaluating surnames of people moving to Wellsville and Mendon 
suggests extensive kinship ties. 
Two settling Mendon families, the Sorensens and the Willies, had grown quite 
large by 1900. Some members of both families first appeared as Mendon dwelling 
heads in 1900. For example, of the eleven Sorensens recorded on census lists as 
heading households between 1860 and 1900, two appeared first in 1900. In the Willie 
family, one dwelling was headed by a woman not present earlier. These dwelling heads 
were all counted as new arrivals in the persistence table for 1900, but such people 
clearly located in Mendon because of the presence of other family members. 
Of 94 Mendon dwelling heads in 1900, only 14 introduced surnames to the 
community which had not appeared in 1880. Explaining the appearance of these people 
is more difficult. Even so, evidence suggests kinship may have influenced the 
relocation of several. For example, after leaving Salt Lake County, Leander Neri 
Butler and his family moved to Mendon by 1900. Eleven people resided in Butler's 
Mendon household. These included Butler, his wife, three children (one son had been 
born in Mendon in February 1900), his sister, the sister of his wife with her three 
daughters, and the mother of Butler's wife and sister-in-law. While the reason for 
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Butler's move to Mendon is unclear, his family shared kinship with other Mendon 
residents. Butler's sister-in-law was married to Abraham Samuel Sorensen, a member 
of a pioneer Mendon family. The Butlers stayed briefly, returning to Salt Lake County 
by 1904.9 
Similarly, many new 1900 Wellsville residents were related to others in the 
village. While 30.8 percent (n = 76) of Wellsville's 247 dwelling heads of 1900 had 
not lived in the community in 1880, only 24 had unique surnames. Even if none of 
these people were related to other Wellsville families, it means no more than ten 
percent of dwelling heads were attracted to Wellsville between 1880 and 1900 for 
reasons unrelated to kinship. 
Large portions of the household heads remained sufficiently long to have been 
counted by at least two census enumerators, yet persistence figures suggest a more 
mobile younger generation. Thirty percent of Wellsville's 1900 dwelling heads had 
appeared earlier as sons, almost twice the portion for Mendon. Age distributions for 
village people meant that oldest children in both communities reached maturity in the 
early 1880s, after Mendon's land base was already saturated. Saturation restricted new 
farm formation. Also, because parents were generally younger in Mendon than in 
Wellsville, establishing households through inheritance required a longer wait in 
9Srigham Young wanted Butler to move to Mendon, family tradition bas it, so Butler traded land in 
the Salt Lake valley and moved to Mendon. He was slow to respond to the call, if the story is true. 
Brigham Young died nearly twenty years before Butler moved to Mendon. See "Eva B. Israelsen, Her 
People, Her Valley," typescript of oral interview conducted by John A. Peterson at Utah State University 
in 1980. Butler's household was dwelling number 193 on the 1900 manuscript census. He was born in 
1866 and married in 1893. Children were born in 1894 and 1896 in Salt Lake County, another in Mendon 
in 1900, then twins born in 1904 in Salt Lake County, and a last child was born in Salt Lake County in 
1908. Butler was buried in Murray, Salt Lake County, in 1918. See family group sheets for Leander Neri 
Butler (b. 1866) and Sally Haphzabah (Effie) Wagstaff; for William Wagstaff (b. 1807) and Matilda Emily 
Limb; and for Abraham Sorensen (b. 1837) and Mary Jensen. 
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Mendon than in Wellsville. Family fields could not be subdivided. Responding to 
these factors, eldest children of early Mendon families tended to move from the village, 
leaving younger brothers to inherit family land after the deaths of their parents. Those 
in Wellsville tended to stay. Remarkably, only two miles apart, these communities dev-
eloped nearly opposite patterns of landed inheritance. Oldest children inherited land 
in Wellsville, youngest in Mendon. 10 
Northern Waves of Out-Migration 
An early bishop of Mendon, Andrew Shumway moved his plural families to 
Franklin in northern Cache Valley. His father, Charles, moved south, migrating 
eventually to the Little Colorado region of Arizona. ll By relocating in northern Cache 
towns or new settlements in Idaho, more Mendon neighbors followed the lead of 
Andrew than that of his father. Data are available for 175 nineteenth-century nuclear 
Mendon families. Of these families, 75 husbands died in Mendon. Of the families 
moving out, fully 95 percent relocated within a fan extending north from Salt Lake 
City. Only five families traveled to communities south of Salt Lake City . 
10Jn colonial Massachusetts, residents often "preferred to bequeath the family homestead to the youngest 
son-ultimoJaUture-both because this would allow elder siblings to leave the farm at an early age and 
because the youngest son often came to maturity just as the parents were ready to retire. In either case, 
the transmission of property was designed to link one generation with the next, and both with 'family 
land'," writes lames A. Henretta in "Families and Farms: M~ntalitl in Pre-Industrial America," William 
and Mary Quarterly 35 (lanuary 1978): 27. For other examples, Mark Friedberger, "The Farm Family 
and the Inheritance Process: Evidence From the Com Belt, 1870-1950," Agricultural History 57 (January 
1983): 1-13; Carole Shamrnas, Marylynn Salmon, and Michel Dahlin, Inheritance in America From 
Colonial 1ima to t~ Pres~nt (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1987); and Harry 
K. Schwarzweller, James S. Brown, and 1. J. Mangalam, MOlUllain Families in Transition (University 
Park: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1971), pp. 27, 31-2. 
llKenneth W. Godfrey, Charles Shumway, A PioMer's Lif~ (provo, Utah: 1. Grant Stevenson, 1974). 
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Twenty-eight were distributed among other Cache towns, with the largest number 
settling in Petersboro (eight) and Logan (five).12 
Nearly a quarter of relocating Mendon children demonstrated a preference for 
the triangle of villages two hundred miles north of Mendon near the Henry's Fork of 
Idaho's Snake River--Rexburg, Sugar City, St. Anthony, and more particularly, Teton 
City. Teton City became home to more Mendon families than any other community. 13 
The spatial direction of family and individual relocation suggests a pattern 
sociologists call "chain migration" --migration influenced largely by kinsh~p.14 Cache 
Valley was a link in many northern family chains. Driven from Wasatch Front 
communities by populations that strained agriCUltural land and water bases, settlers were 
attracted to fertile Cache fields opened for settlement in the late 1850s, a decade after 
Salt Lake City was founded. Pushed from the Wasatch Front, Cache settlers claimed 
prime farmlands for themselves and built towns with hourglass configurations similar 
to Mendon. Following early settlers to the northern valley were primarily kinfolk and, 
l2Migrational patterns are determined by comparing children's birth places from family group sheets. 
13For settlement of the Upper Snake see Ronald R. Boyce, "The Monnon Invasion and Settlement of 
the Upper Snake River Plain in the 1880s: The Case of Lewisville, Idaho," Pacific Northwest Quarterly 
78 (January-April 1987): 50-8; Davis Bitton, "Peopling the Upper Snake: The Second Wave of Mormon 
Settlement in Idaho," IdJJho Yesterdays 23 (Summer 1979): 47-52; and Peter J. Valora, "A Historical 
Geography of Agriculture in the Upper Snake River Valley, Idaho," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Colorado, 1986). 
'''Chain migration appears in Walter D. Kamphoefner, 1M Westfalians: From Germany to Missouri 
(princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987); and Robert C. Ostergren, A Community Transplanted: The 
TransAtlantic Experience of a Swedish Immigrant Settlement in tM Upper Middle West (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1988). See also Herald Runblom and Hans Norman, From Sweden To 
America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1976). An early example is James S. Brown, Harry 
K. Schwarzweller, and Joseph J. Mangalm, "Kentucky Mountain Migration and the Stem-family: An 
American Variation on a Theme by LePlay," Rural Sociology 28 (March 1963): 48~9. Brown does not 
describe the stem-family known to historians and demographers, see Peter Laslett and Richard Wall, eds., 
Household and Family in Past nme (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), pp. 22-3. 
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as explained in chapter 2, immigrants from Europe looking to settle with people from 
their homelands. Older Cache residents provided "homes of haven" for new arrivals, 
helping them secure farm property and giving then much needed information about 
successful farming techniques in the new land. U 
A generation later the chain of migration linking the Wasatch Front and Cache 
Valley reached into Idaho. Young adult men were evicted from Mendon by economic 
uncertainty as surely as parents had been pushed from Wasatch Front communities after 
the Utah War in the late 1850s. Neither were "called" migrations. Indeed, Mendon 
was saturated in the early 1880s, it could sustain no more people. Neither were 
random migrations. Like parents before them, young families moved to frontiers 
further north. Northern frontiers were closer to family homes in Mendon than were 
southern frontiers. And like their parents, the children of Mendon did not move in a 
constant stream. Rather, young adults in the 1880s began the ftrst of at least two 
successive generational waves of migration at quarter century intervals. The waves 
~ed as members of large cohorts reached maturity. 
The rIrSt Mendon out-migration: early 18805. Adult children of early Mendon 
families traveled 200 miles north to the Henry's Fork of the rich Snake River valley in 
Idaho to build their villages, bypassing marginal lands along the way. Mendon 
chronologist Isaac Sorensen wrote, 
Since 1880 or 81 many of the people left Mendon, to settle in Snake 
River which was at that time being settled, among those was lohn 
Donaldson who had acted as councilor to Bp [Bishop] Hughes since 
I~J. R. Kearl, Clayne L. Pope, and Larry T. Wimmer discuss information as a contributing factor in 
wealth accumulation in "Household Wealth in a Settlement Economy: Utah, 1850-1870," Journal of 
Economic History 40 (September 1980): 480. 
1877. Also Walter & John Paul with their families, and quite a number 
of others to the amount of 20 or 25 families. All settling in Snake 
River. 16 
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Demonstrating much the same enthusiasm parents had shown a quarter century 
earlier in Cache Valley, young settlers of Teton City, St. Anthony, and other villages 
of the Upper Snake rebuilt Mendons of their childhood--idealized Mormon villages 
protecting residents from a Gentile world. This directed, controlled, generational 
enthusiasm is a key to the continuity of village settlement patterns. U sing Mendon as 
model, settlers of Teton built mirror images of their Cache homes in the Snake River 
Valley. 
Some historians have argued physical similarities between villages proves (or at 
least suggests)· church leaders imposed a structural plan on settlers. 17 Because of 
generational ties between Mendon and Teton, however, the villages would have been 
much the same had they been ignored by church leaders. Youthful experiences burned 
deeply into the souls of children both village culture and Mormon theology. The 
hourglass of Mendon was part of their culture. 
The second Mendon out-migration: early 19005. Mormons migrating during 
the early 1880s built second-generation hourglass villages. A quarter century after them 
a new generation of children reached maturity around 1900 and began scattering 
through northern Cache Valley and Idaho. They were responding to a new variable in 
16Isaac Sorensen, "History of Mendon," handwritten manuscript located in Special Collections and 
Archives, Merrill Library, Utah State University, p. 64; Isaac Sorensen's Risto" 0/ Mendon: A Pioneer 
Chronick of a Mormon Sdt~lIl, edited by Doran 1. Baker, Charles S. Peterson, and Gene A. Ware 
(Logan: Cache County Historical Preservation Commission; Utah State Historical Society, 1988), p. 100. 
l'Richard V. Francaviglia, 1M Mormon lAndscape: Existence, Creation, and Perception of a Unique 
Image in the American West (New York: AMS Press, 1978). 
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the equation, one which would ultimately free many Mormons from the irrigation 
ditch. This variable was dry-farming, perhaps the most important technological change 
influencing community settlement for late nineteenth-century Mormons. 18 
Mendon's Isaac Sorensen hoped migration to Idaho's south central valley of 
Bannock in 1909 would follow a village settlement pattern similar to the outmigration 
of the early 1880s. With undisguised pride he wrote, "Quite a few mostly young men 
went to Bannock this year and homesteded [sic] land so it seemed like Mendon was 
going to found another settlement, they had already done much towards settling Teton 
and Hollbrook [sic]. "19 
Yet Mendon did not found a new village at Bannock. After 1890 dry-farming 
technology reduced the dependency of Mormon farmers on irrigation, thereby reducing 
the primary economic advantage of the hourglass structure. Dry-farmers could live on 
the land itself, rather than in towns. Sorensen, a product of the physical Gathering in 
Mormon villages, lamented the new pattern of dispersal--it fractured the Mormon 
affinity for Gathering at the village level. Scornful of dry-farming in 1902, he wrote, 
) 
"Quite a few of Mendon people had taken up farms or ranches in CurIeu Bannock and 
Pocatello Valleys, but so far they had not been very profitable, with the drouth, frost 
and so on the crops seldom amounted to very much. ,,20 
1'lohn A. Widtsoe, Dry Fanning: A System 0/ Agriculture/or Countries Under A Low Rain/all (New 
York: Macmillan, 1919). lohn E. Lamborn, "The History of the Development of Dry Farming in Utah 
and Southern Idaho," (Master's thesis, Department of History and Geography, USU, 1978). See also, 
Marshall Bowen, "The Desert Homestead as a Non-Farm Residence, " Nevada Historical Quanerly 31 (Fall 
1988): 198-211. 
19Soren.sen, "History of Mendon," p. 135; Isaac Sorensen's History, p. 225. 
»SOrensen, "History of Mendon," p. lll; Isaac Sorensen's History, p. 179. 
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Young adults followed the natural impulses of population saturation on reaching 
maturity in home villages. They surveyed their economic prospects and moved or 
stayed according to that material potential. Those who moved reduced competition for 
scarce resources among those who stayed in home villages, settling for themselves the 
dilemma of how to create independent households on the land. The out-migrational 
waves contributed to Mormon cultural diversity in two ways. First, regional special-
ization increased with each wave, streng~ening ties of kinship between northern 
communities while diffusing similar ties between already geographically separated north 
and south. Second, young Mormons modified the farming values and practices formed 
in childhood to adapt to increasingly specialized environments. Western landscapes 
required diverse cultural responses. 
Generational Settlement Patterns 
The Mormon world was, above all, a world of hydraulic villages. Mormons 
began building them the day in 1847 they reached the saline lake, and villages increased 
in number yearly thereafter. Attempts to establish new towns were quantitative marks 
on a historical ledger of their behavior. The ledger has been published several times, 
most recently as a table, "Utah Settlements with Mormon Ward or Branch, " by Weber 
State College in the Atlas of Utah. 21 Figure 9 graphs from the ledger the number of 
2lDean C. Greer, Klaus D. Gurgel, Wayne L. Wahlquist, Howard A. Christy, Gary B. Peterson, Atlas 
of Utah (Ogden, Utah: Weber State College, 1981), pp. 90-1. The table includes names of settlements in 
each county, approximate founding dates, settlement classifications, along with second dates for towns 
abandoned and later resettled. Different versions appear in Andrew Jenson, Encyclopedic History of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Publishing Company, 1941); 
Milton R. Hunter, Brigham Young: 1M Colonizer (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1940); pp. 361-7; 
and Russell R. Rich, Ensign to the Nations: A History of the Church From 1846 to the Present (Provo, 
Utah: Brigham Young University), pp. 629-32. 
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1910 1920 1930 
settlement attempts yearly between 1847 and 1930. The graph is sufficiently intriguing 
to invite interpretation. 
The smooth, curving trend line looks much like a saddle. Settlement activity 
in Utah was pronounced in the early decades, and the new century dawned with a 
renewal of community formation following two decades of little activity. While some 
historians have seen the decline during the 1880s and 1890s as a lack of interest in 
expansion by leaders after Brigham Young, the recovery after 1900 undermines the 
interpretation. 
The year of Brigham Young's death stood tall. Never again were as many Utah 
towns formed as in 1877. But did enthusiasm for settlement die with him? If so, why 
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did a long three years elapse before the corpse stiffened? In 1881, only two attempts 
were made to settle new Utah towns, one fewer than in 1866. Between those years, 
however, 104 Utah towns were established, and others in surrounding territories, 
mostly in Arizona. While the number of attempts during the period pointed upward, 
the pattern broke during 1880, three years after Young's death. Had the trend 
continued, more like 14 villages would have been settled in 1880, rather than the eight 
which were. 22 The trend suggests a settlement period began in 1866 and ended in 
1880, and the pattern characterizing the period was most prominent in 1877. 
Utah's people made twelve attempts in 1877 to build new towns. Like the 
period it represents (1866-1880), settlement in 1877 occurred mostly south of the 
Wasatch Front, in central Utah. Eight of the twelve towns were located in the central 
counties of Emery (n = 3), Carbon (n = 2), Sanpete (n = 2), and Sevier (n = 1).23 
Two more were formed in Uintah County in eastern Utah (Ashley and Jensen), and one 
in the Wasatch Front county of Davis (Syracuse). Of all to be said of settlement in 
1877, it was clearly a year of expansion south of Salt Lake. Garden City, in Rich 
County, was the single Utah town settled in 1877 north of the Wasatch Front. The 
southern orientation was even more pronounced with the towns established along the 
Little Colorado river in Arizona, which do not appear on the graph. 
Extending similar logic to the rest of the graph, settlement periods were clusters 
22Jhe eight towns settled in 1880 were Spring Glen in Carbon County; Cleveland (Tebbs) in Garfield; 
Bluff and Montezuma in San Juan; Glines in Uintah; Lake Shore in Utah; Torrey in Wayne; and Washakie 
in Box Elder. Cleveland (Tebbs) and Montezuma were eventually abandoned. 
D-fhe towns in Emery County of 1877 were Castle Dale, Ferron, and Orangeville; in Carbon, Price 
and Wellington; Sanpete saw Dover (which was later abandoned) and Freedom; Finally, Austin was settled 
in Sevier County. 
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of activity bounded by little activity, beginning , obviously, with 1847. Years thereafter 
with as little activity as 1847 ended periods, provided at least five years had elapsed. 
Thus, the first settlement period began in 1847 and ended in 1865. The second 
extended from 1866 through 1880, and the third, 1881 through 1902. The fourth 
period lasted from 1903 to 1922, although the communities formed as late as 1930 have 
been included for convenience. 24 
Settlement peaked in each period. The first (1847-1865) peaked twice, in 1851 
and 1859. Accordingly, period one divided into two phases, 1847-1858, and 
1859-1865. In period two (1866-1880), 1877 dominated. The year 1883 stood out in 
period three (1881-1902), and period four (1903-1922) also had two peak years, 1906 
and 1918. In . this context, the measurable behavior of nineteenth-century Mormons 
defmed settlement periods. 
Migration from outside Utah did not cause the patterns of the four periods, with 
one exception. Historian Richard L. Jensen has produced a graph of Latter-day Saint 
migration from Europe each year between 1840 and 1887 (figure 10). The graph shows 
what appear to be dampened oscillations after 1852 converging by the 1880s on a mean 
of about 1740 immigrants yearly.25 No year in Utah saw fewer immigrants than 1850, 
with one exception, and each year of low migration after that exceptional year of 1858 
brought more people than the previous low year. Also, no year had greater migration 
than 1855, and each year of high migration thereafter brought progressively fewer 
~e appendix lists the settlement attempts in Utah counties for each settlement period. 
2,5"Latter-day Saint Emigrants From Europe, 1840- 1887," graph 3 in Richard L. Jensen, "Steaming 
Through: Arrangements for Mormon Emigration From Europe, 1869-1887," Journm o/Mormon History 9 
(1982): 20. 
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Fig. 10. Latter-day Saint emigrants from Europe, 1840-1887 
Adapted from Richard L. Jensen, "Steaming Through: Arrangements for Mormon 
Emigration From Europe, 1869-1887," Journal of Mormon History 9 (1982): 20. 
immigrants than the previous high. Yearly variations during the 1870s and 1880s were 
less extreme but followed a similar pattern, a happy consequence Jensen has attributed 
to the increasing use of steamship passage by Mormon immigrants. 
The point is, with one exception, no relationship existed between the number of 
immigrants to Utah and yearly settlement attempts. The rush of settlement between 
1847 and 1851 was peopled by evacuees from Nauvoo, joined by their foreign co-
religionists ,who migrated between 1840 and 1851. The next year, however, 1852, 
began six years of sustained high migration from Europe. Nearly 4600 sailed in 1855 
alone, double the number in any year between 1840 and 1852. 
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Saints who gathered from Europe in the years between 1852 and 1857 coiled a 
spring, pressing themselves into Salt Lake City and the farm villages established before 
1853. The largest numbers arrived when circumstances prevented new town forma-
tion. Unsettling events of the mid-1850s--drought, poor harvests, Indian deprivations, 
the massacre at Mountain Meadows, an invading federal army--restricted new 
community formation. 26 Most corporate communities which have so fascinated 
historians were established during this aberrant time of little settlement activity. 
In 1858 migration from Europe plummeted lower than in 1850. Occupied by 
a federal army, Utah was in crisis in 1858. It was a year of dislocation and population 
pressure for people in existing villages. 
The spring snapped in 1859 with improving weather conditions and, more 
important, an accommodation with federal authorities. Suppressed since 1852, demand 
for farms expressed itself in one great burst of town building in 1859. Temporarily put 
up in early settled villages, many foreign born were free for the first time to search for 
permanent homes. 
The two phases of the initial settlement period (1847 -1865) segregated an 
increasingly diverse population into two geographical regions, north and south. While 
the towns of 1851 were formed largely by Nauvoo evacuees, those of 1859 were built 
by foreign majorities. Seven of seventeen towns in 1851 were located in counties along 
the Wasatch Front. Brigham City was located at the northern end of the Wasatch 
26Norman F. Furniss, The Mormon Conflict 1850-1859 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960). 
for example, and Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows Massacre (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1962). See also Clifford L. Stott, Search for Sanctuary: Brigham Young and the White Mountain 
Expedition (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1984). 
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Front. The remaining nine were all south of Salt Lake--giving a distinct southern 
orientation to the 1851 pealc.1:7 After the Utah War split the period into two phases--
one southern, one northern--Cache in 1859 saw more settlement than any other Utah 
county. The northern Cache town of Franklin, in Idaho, reinforced the northern phase 
(1859-1865), as did the Bear Lake villages of Idaho by 1864. None of the Idaho towns 
appear on the graph. 
The first period of settlement ended in 1865 with people leading quiet lives and 
producing babies in the Salt Lake City wards, as were those who diverted flowing water 
for villages along the Wasatch Front. Regional baby booms that began in 1851 had 
already altered age profiles of southern villagers. In the northern villages settled during 
the second phase of the first period, births by 1865 had largely replaced in-migration 
as the principle component of growth. Age profiles of residents in Cache villages had 
begun to change as the first period ended. 
The second settlement period began in 1866, without the burst of activity that 
characterized the initial years of the first period's two phases. Settlement early in the 
second period was largely situational, and lacked the clear southerly pattern which 
developed in the 1870s. The tracks of the national railroad joined in Box Elder County 
in 1969 and sparked new settlement. Water conditions improved in Cache Valley, 
opening lands for the people alienated by religious backbiting in Logan during the early 
n Along the Wasatch Front, South Weber was settled in Davis County; Herriman and Midvale in Salt 
Lake; Farr West, Pleasant View, Taylor, and West Weber in Weber County. In the south, Cedar City, 
Enoch, and Parowan were established in Iron County; Mona and Nephi in Juab County; Fillmore in 
Millard County; and, in Utah County, were Salem (pond Town), Spanish Fork, and Santaquin. Santaquin 
was temporarily abandoned but resettled in 1856. 
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1870s.21 
Two structures giving motive to the second settlement period, however, were 
the expansive age profiles of southerners and the restrictive hourglass configurations of 
their villages. Youth born in the church in Nauvoo had largely settled with their 
parents in southern villages during the initial phase of the first period. They reached 
adulthood as the second period began, in villages which could not expand. In addition, 
the first children of southern village baby booms began merging to maturity with 
Nauvoo youth in the mid-1870s. They all needed farms and water. 
The southern wave accelerated as children came of age and sought new sites. 
They settled -throughout the south, particularly in the counties of Sevier (n = 11), 
Garfield (n = 8), Sanpete (n = 6), Emery (n = 6), Wayne (n = 5), Carbon (n = 5), 
Kane (n = 4), and Millard (n = 4). The southern wave peaked in 1877 in Arizona and 
splashed eastward into dry Uintah, where six towns were established. 29 
Much settlement during the third period (1881-1902) was northern, beyond 
Utah's pale, as illustrated by Mendon's first wave of out-migration. The towns built 
by Cache youth near the Henry's Fork of the Upper Snake River in Idaho by the year 
1883 do not appear on the settlement graph. Because of these towns, the 1883 peak 
was bolder than on the graph, and the peak was clearly northern. 30 
21A. J. Simmonds, The Gentik Comes to Cache Valley: A Study o/the Logan Apostasies 0/1874 and 
the Establishment o/the Non-Mormon Churches in Cache Valley: 1873-1913 (Logan: Utah State University 
Press, 1976). 
29Jn addition to Ashley and Jensen in 1877, the towns settled in Uintah during the period were Maeser 
(Miller), Naples, and Vernal in 1878, and Glines in 1880. 
lOOf the seven communities appearing on the graph for 1883, three were in Wayne County, Cainville, 
Giles (which was later abandoned), and Hanksville; two were in Juab County, Eureka and Wellington; one 
was in Garfield County, Henrieville; and one in Summit County--Grass Creek. 
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The third settlement period closed in 1902, and a year passed before Utah 
residents began building their villages of the fourth period (1903-1930). Visualizing 
the nineteenth-century towns which are not represented on the settlement graph is 
difficult enough. For the purposes of this study, the fourth period is a quagmire of 
missing data, because the graph ignores Mormon expansion from Canada to Mexico, 
and from California to Colorado and Wyoming, except for the towns settled in Utah. 
The patterns of expansion which were working in the nineteenth century were 
not obscured by the incomplete data for the early twentieth century. Generational 
waves expanded Zion to the north and to the south at overlapping quarter-century 
intervals. Southern villages settled in the early 1850s expanded farther south in the late 
1870s. North~rn villages settled in the late 1850s expanded farther north in the early 
1880s. The generational patterns of expansion continued after the tum of the century, 
as youth continued to mature and seek homes of their own on distant frontiers. 
Few of those who moved from Wellsville or Mendon completely severed village 
ties. Continuing bonds were expressed by various means. People traveled regularly 
between new towns and home, drawing strength from past associations. Among those 
leaving, Andrew Shumway and his wife named a son for Mendon shortly before 
moving north to Franklin. After an absence of eighteen years, Charles Shumway, 
Andrew's father, looked for a secure haven of safety where his pregnant fourth wife 
could give birth without harassment from federal marshals. He sent her from Arizona 
back to Mendon, knowing she would be cared for. 31 And as adults rebuilding 
llSee family group sheets for Andrew Purley Shumway (1833) and Ann Mary Christensen; Charles 
Shumway (1806) and Elizabeth Jardine. Andrew and Ann's son, Charles Mendon Shumway, was born 
1S July 1872. Elizabeth, Charles Shumway'S fourth wife, gave birth to 16 children, seven in Wellsville 
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childhood Mendons, Idaho settlers in Snake River would repeat familiar experiences of 
youth. These people were acting out unconscious commitments to remember times 
past. In effect, they renewed ties with home. 
For those remaining in Wellsville and Mendon, remembering was not enough. 
Out-migration in the early 1880s and 1900s did not alter the lay of villages on the 
land. Yet persisting residents preserved village bases for their families while coping 
with the pressures of family growth. How they were able to maintain their village 
sanctuary is the subject of the next chapter. 
and Mendon before moving south, and another seven in Kane County, Utah, and Navajo County, Arizona. 
The last of these was born 13 January 1889 in Johnson, Kane County. Her last two children were born 
22 July 1892 in Mendon. One of her children was stillborn, and eight died in infancy. 
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CHAFfER V 
PRESERVING mE BASE-ALTERING FAMILY AND FERTILITY 
To stay or not to stay? That was the question Mormon youths had to ask on 
reaching maturity. Answering by action, young adults made choices which changed 
Wellsville and Mendon by 1900. With 45 percent of its dwelling heads at least age 50, 
and nearly a third over 60, the young Mendon of 1860 had become aged by 1900. The 
youthful enthusiasm of settlement had been transferred to Teton, and replaced by the 
mellow conservatism of maturity. Because Wellsville youth could establish households 
near home, its population, slightly older than Mendon's in 1860, had become con-
siderably younger by 1900. 
Preserving the family base after saturation was not without cost. Establishing 
on the northern frontier generational extensions of earlier settled villages immediately 
altered age distributions of adults remaining in the old home town. Many of Mendon's 
young settled villages of Idaho's Upper Snake by 1883. Both Wellsville and Mendon 
lost others to dry-farming by 1910. Migration was primarily a decision of men seeking 
farms to support brides. It tended to preserve the quality of life in home villages by 
reducing competition for resources as youths reached maturity. 
Likewise, unnumbered private compromises to preserve and cope were made by 
those who stayed home. Family structure in both villages became more complex as 
children who risked staying remained with parents until new farms could be carved 
from marginal land nearby. Increasing dwelling complexity was a decision of families. 
Finally, young women made choices which helped extend the reach of Zion while 
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preserving the family base. Added together, residents made compromises which 
streamlined the age structure of village people. By altering family structure, birth 
rates, and marital patterns, they maintained the sanctuary of the Mormon village into 
the twentieth century. 1 
Changing Family Structure 
Families in Mormon Utah of the nineteenth century were not static. Although 
husbands, wives, and children represented family norms and numbers of members 
sometimes stayed the same, people aged and, by aging, placed different duties, obliga-
tions, and rewards on the family itself. Children old enough to work became producers 
and were less consumptive of parental services. This, in turn, increased supplies of 
family labor as children worked alongside parents, reducing the work load of other 
members. An adult in the northern Cache village of Richmond, Goudy Hogan lived 
as a child north of Salt Lake, in Davis County. His father took ill one harvest season 
and was unable to bring in the wheat. We do not' know if the Hogan family owned 
even a sickle that year, but Goudy and his sister walked to their family field with 
butcher knives in hand. Father ill, mother dead, the two hacked away at the crop on 
their knees, blistered hands clutching dull knives. Child labor replaced adult in the 
Hogan household that year, as it so often did in farm strategies of northern Utah villagers. 2 
IAmong the few studies centering on post-saturation agricultural towns in the United States are Hal S. 
Barron, Those Who Stayed Behind: Rural Society in Nineteenth Century New England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984); and Gordon Irving for a Mormon town, "After the Pioneers: The 
Experience of Young Men in Union, Utah, 1875-1920," (Master's thesis, University of Utah, 1987). 
2J)iary of Goudy Hogan, Joel E. Ricks Transcriptions, vol. 3, Special Collections and Archives, Utah 
State University, p. 16. A short biography of Hogan appears in Amos W. Bair, History o/Richmond, Utah 
(Richmond, Utah: The Richmond Bicentennial Committee, 1976), pp. 209-12. Tamara K. Hareven 
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As they aged, simple nuclear families contracted with death and out-migration 
or expanded to include more children, grandparents, spouses of children, 
grand-children, or boarders. In Mormon households the parade of family members 
passing frequently included plural wives and whatever kin they happened to bring to 
new marriage unions. 
While structural changes often reflected social customs, as with polygamy, they 
also show that the family itself protected individual members from vacillations in the 
local economy. With families sharing limited good during hard times and providing at 
least minimum living requirements for members, individuals could think more of long-
term personal options. By buffering individuals, changes in structure protected villages 
from influences which would have otherwise contributed to community instability. The 
harder the times, the more protective the family became. 3 
Changing family structure in Wellsville and Mendon suggest, however, families 
in some communities responded more quickly to pressure on individual members than 
those in others. The evolving complexity of dwellings in both villages from 1860 
through 1900 is presented in table 11, which includes a profile of 1880 Cache dwellings 
for comparison. Each category summarizes dwelling types, indicating changing degrees 
of complexity each census year. 
It should be noted that Simple dwellings represent nuclear households, whether 
outlines the changing role of the family as members advance in age, "The Life Course and Aging in 
Historical Perspective," in Life Course: Integrative Theories and Exemplary Populations, edited by 
Kurt W. Back (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1980), pp. 9-25. 
J Among peasants in fourteenth and fifteenth century England, Barbara A. Hanawalt found the family 
to be ". . . a remarkably flexible institution, permitting the pursuit of a variety of options while retaining 
the integrity of the unit," in The Des 1haJ Bound: Peasant FamiUes in Medieval England (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 3. 
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Table 11 
Dwelling Structure, Percentages by Category and Year 
[----- Wellsville ] [ Mendon ] Valley 
Category 1860 1870 1880 1900 1860 1870 1880 1900 1880 
Simple 77.0 81.1 79.6 83.8 92.0 85.1 85.9 77.4 77.3 
Solitaries 1.0 4.5 2.5 4.5 0.0 6.0 4.0 8.6 5.1 
Multiple 5.0 3.3 11.7 8.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 9.7 9.6 
Ext Lateral 2.0 0.7 1.0 1.2 4.0 1.5 1.0 4.3 2.6 
Plural * 6.0 4.6 4.6 0.4 0.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 4.1 
Undefined 9.0 5.9 0.0 0.8 4.0 4.5 4.0 1.1 1.4 
Number 100. 153.0 196.0 247.0 25.0 67.0 99.0 93.0 2247.0 
*Only dwellings with co-resident wives are included, these by no means imply the full extent of 
Cache polygamy. 
Source: U. S. Census population schedules, Cache County, Utah, 1860-1900. 
husbands with wife and children, or women alone with young children. No more than 
two family generations resided in simple dwellings. Solitaries lived alone or with 
unrelated individuals. The Multiple category includes two or more married couples in 
single dwellings, with or without children. Kinship linkages between separate nuclear 
units are not defined. Most Multiple dwellings appear to have contained vertically 
extended families, either upward (with parents of dwelling heads or spouses), or 
downward (with married children and spouses). However, the term extended is avoided 
because it implies fixed structure over several generations, an implication not 
intended.4 The next category, Extended Laterally, covers horizontally extended fami-
lies, with linkages to brothers and sisters, or aunts and uncles. The Plural grouping 
only includes dwellings with co-resident polygamous wives, disregarding other degrees 
of complexity. Most plurally married couples were dispersed through other categories 
"For time as a factor in defining extended households, see George Peter Murdock, "Composite Forms 
of the Family," Social Structure (New York: Macmillan, 1960), pp. 23-40, esp. p. 33. 
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and are not identified in the table. Some households in each category contained 
boarders . .s 
Simple nuclear families predominated in Wellsville and Mendon dwellings 
during the period, and in Cache dwellings of 1880. More surprising, however, was the 
lack of significant variation in Mendon before 1900. Nearly 12 percent of the 1880 
Wellsville and a tenth of all Cache dwellings contained at least two married couples, 
levels which were not approached in Mendon until 1900. 
In Wellsville, families were deliberately making room in dwellings for married 
children in 1880, and would suffer temporary crowding to hold children in the village 
until they could find their own farms. Both sons and daughters married and moved in 
with parents to wait. Expanding and contracting to absorb short-term fluctuations in 
community labor demands and property availability, Wellsville families insulated 
mature children from the consequences of scarce resources, thus making it easier for 
them to locate permanently in the old home town. As a result, young Wellsville 
families remained concentrated within the regional confines of southern Cache Valley, 
preserving and enlarging the family base. 
j 
Mendon's spatial growth before 1900 was restricted by geography and water 
supply. Family structure within the village was less elastic. From the perspective of 
Mendon families in 1880, increasing dwelling size and complexity could serve little 
!lJdeagraphs were drawn for Wellsville and Mendon dwellings, following the pattern of Peter Laslett 
and Richard Wall, eds., Hous~hold and Family in Past TrIM (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1912), pp. 41-2. Dwellings were categorized to show degrees of complexity. For the 1880 Cache 
dwellings, a program was written to group dwellings by distributions of individual members. For example, 
5525 people lived in 809 dwellings headed by a couple with sons and daughters. The mean age for 
husbands beading these households was 42.1 years. The second most common form was couples with sons 
(213 dwellings, with 809 people), followed by couples only (184 dwellings, with 378 people). See "Year 
1880 Dwelling Structure," Pr~liminary Demographic Data. 
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purpose. Why wait for what may never come, more useful farm land? Even after 
many of the young adults in the 1880s moved to the Snake River valley, however, 
changes in farming technology began expanding the range of potential farm sites. 
Young adults reaching maturity around 1900 responded to local economic changes by 
staying in parental households until they could establish new farms nearby. As a result, 
Mendon household structure became more complex than it had been before. 
Before technology increased local opportunity, young adults had no choice but 
to respond to the structural discontinuities of relative cohort size in Mendon after 
saturation. While the population's overall size remained static, its structure expanded 
and contracted as aging generations confronted sharp environmental restrictions on 
spatial growth . . Mendon families became diffused over a wider geographic range than 
Wellsville families because of choices made in response to these limits. This con-
tributed to an aging within the village itself, with persisting adults growing older. 
Declining Fertility 
) The eighteenth-century New Hampshire towns of historian Darrett Rutman 
mentioned in chapter 3 also aged. They aged for three reasons. Landholders and 
wives grew older, young men moved out, and because they took much of the towns' 
reproductive capacity with them, fewer children were born. Fertility likewise declined 
in Cache by the end of the nineteenth century, but the fact that men were migrating was 
not the primary cause. Indeed, evidence suggests that while overall fertility declined, 
birth rates may have turned up in Utah villages during the periods men moved out, due 
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to choices made by women who stayed in home villages.6 
Fertility levels among Mormons hovered above other American groups in the 
nineteenth century, a pattern which continues today. 7 Even so, the depressing 
influences on Mormon births of the trek and hardships of initial settlement are apparent 
in table 12. While women of childbearing ages produced more children than the 
national average in 1850, proportionately fewer were born in the year preceding the 
census. 8 Then, following the burst of new community formation after the Utah War, 
by 1860 the ratio of children to women climbed to an all time high, as did the number 
of births per thousand population. 
The crude birth rate settled down by 1870 to 40.9, a level high by today's 
standards but only 2.6 births per thousand above the national average in 1870. What 
is interesting is the birth rate stuck at that level through 1890, skipping up slightly in 
1880. While Utah perched on its high plateau for 30 years, decade by decade 
American rates stepped down, widening the birth gap between Utah and the nation. 
With only 2.6 more Utah births per thousand in 1870, the gap spread to 6.7 in 1880, 
6 A precise and detailed statement on declining frontier fertility based on cohort analysis by participants 
in the Mormon Historical Demography Project is Lee L. Bean, Geraldine P. Mineau, and Douglas L. 
Anderton, Fertility Chang~ on tM American Frontier: Adaptalion and Innovalion (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1990). See also Mineau, Bean, and Anderton, "Migration and Fertility: Behavioral 
Change on the American Frontier," Journal of Family History 14 (1989): 43-61. 
'Judith C. Spicer and Susan O. Gustavus, "Mormon Fertility Through Half a Century: Another Test 
of the Americanization Hypothesis," Social Biology 21 (Spring 1974): 70-76; and Judith Lee Cox Spicer, 
"Fertility Change in Utah: 1960-1975," (ph.D. dissertation, University of Utah, 1981). 
'Crude birth rates are calculated by dividing the number of children born within a year by the total 
population, per thousand. The rates are sometimes influenced by factors unrelated to fertility. Large 
portions of elderly adults drive rates down, for example. Child/woman ratios are more precise measures, 
comparing women of childbearing ages (16-49) to children under age five. See Henry S. Shryock and 
Jacob S. Siegel, The Mdhods and MaleriaLr of Demography, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1973), 2:469-71, 2:500-5. 
Year 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
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Table 12 
Comparitive Fertility Indicators, 1850-1900 
United States, Utah, Wellsville, and Mendon 
[-------- ChildlW oman Ratio ----] 
U.S. Utah Wellsville Mendon 
627 846 n/a n/a 
613 1097 1308 1217 
562 927 1198 1000 
537 848 927 1017 
473 692 nJa nla 
509 651 618 561 
[--- Crude Birth Rate ----------] 
U.S. Utah Wellsville Mendon 
43.3 38.0 nJa nla 
41.4 50.1 52.3 51.7 
38.3 40.9 46.8 31.9 
35.2 41.9 45.3 47.7 
31.5 40.9 nJa nla 
30.1 34.8 35.4 22.8 
Source: M. Skolnick et ale "Mormon Demographic History 1. Nuptiality and Fertility of 
Once--Married Couples," Population Studies 32 (March 1978): 13. Lowry Nelson, "Population," in 
Utah--Resources and Activities, p. 215. U. S. Census popUlation schedules, Cache County, Utah, 
1860-1900. 
and further to 9.4 by 1890. Then splat, after 1890 Utah jumped, or was pushed, off 
its precipice. The gap between Utah and the United States snapped to only 4.7 births 
per thousand by 1900, down from the 1890 high of 9.4.9 
The story gets even more interesting. While the birth rate gap separating Utah 
from the United States was widening until 1900, the gap in numbers of children born 
per woman was narrowing. Child/woman ratios declined in both through the century, 
but the rate of decline was greater in Utah. In 1860, Utah women of childbearing ages 
(16-49) cared for 484 more young children (age 0-4) per thousand than similarly aged 
women nationally. By 1900 the gap was down to 142. However, the decline in Utah 
lurched from high to low to high by decade. The child/woman ratio fell -170 between 
9Coale and Zelnik have refined the U.S. birth rates. Their figure for 1860 is 41.8 (making the gap 
between Utah and the U.S. 8.3); for 1870, 37.1 (gap of 3.8); 1880, 33.6 (gap of 8.3); 1890, 31.2 (gap 
of 9.7); 1900, 28.5 (gap of 6.3). See "Total Population, Number of Births, and Birth Rates for the White 
Population, 1855-1960," in Ansley 1. Coale and Melvin Zelnik, New Estimates of Fertility and Population 
in the United States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), pp. 21-3. 
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1860 and 1870, then only -79 by 1880. The decline was high again between 1880 and 
1890 (-156), but relatively low between 1890 and 1900 (-41). 
These numbers expOse two contradictions which are important for understanding 
the impact of women's choices on settlement patterns. While Utah women were having 
fewer babies each decade than women before them, the number of births increased as 
the population increased. One would think when fertility per woman goes down birth 
rates go down, because the birth rate is a measure of fertility. Are these screwball 
numbers? Not necessarily: if the portion of women entering the reproductive pool 
increased at a rate which matched the portion of men leaving, then birth rates would 
have held constant with the growing population, even though women were having fewer 
children than women previously. That is exactly what happened with polygamy, as we 
shall see. 
The second contradiction introduced this treatment of fertility. Men and women, 
the young beget the young--except in nineteenth-century Utah. The peak years of 
population saturation in Utah villages were 1851, 1859, 1877, and 1883. During those 
years young men left home and established new villages on northern and southern 
frontiers. The rate of decline in child/woman ratios paused during the census years 
most closely corresponding to the peak settlement years, 1860 and 1880, and crude 
birth rates did not decline. Portions of children to women were lowest in the decades 
of little settlement activity, 1870 and 1890. These figures suggest out-migration of 
young men had positive effects on fertility in home villages. 
Too much could be made of this trend without more data. However, Mendon 
child/woman ratios were consistently high through 1880, but ratios for both villages 
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were lower than Utah averages in 1900. Mendon's Sorensen could tell the difference 
by 1892. "Sunday school work was still doing well," he wrote, "although not much 
increase in number of pupils." 10 In Mendon's outpost on the Snake river, Teton 
sunday school must have been booming. Because many Mendon children of the 1860s 
raised their children after 1880 in Teton, its 1900 child/woman ratios were higher than 
Mendon's for the same year. Teton's ratio of 865 was closer to Mendon's of 1880 than 
1900. 11 
Fertility declined steeply in Wellsville by 1900, but Wellsville women produced 
proportionately fewer children each decade after 1860. With fertility dropping more 
gradually in Wellsville, residents may have been unaware of declining numbers of 
children. 12 
Clearly, frontier experiences delayed the decline of Mormon fertility. Young 
women began baby booms within eighteen months of village formation. The booms of 
the first two peak settlement years, 1851 and 1859, caused high fertility to be recorded 
lorsaac Sorensen, "History of Mendon," handwritten manuscript located in Special Collections and 
Archives, Merrill Library, Utah State University, p. 76; Isaac Sorensen's History 0/ Mendon: A Pioneer 
Chronic~ of a Mormon Settlement, edited by Doran J. Baker, Charles S. Peterson, and Gene A. Ware 
(Logan: Cache County Historical Preservation Commission; Utah State Historical Society, 1988), p. 121. 
llTeton fertility rates were calculated from the 1900 population census schedule for Fremont County, 
Idaho. Teton Sunday School began in June, 1884, with 7 officers and 10 pupils, and increased to 19 
officers and 256 pupils by 1900. Mendon Sunday School had 25 officers in 1900, and only 217 pupils. 
Jubi~e History of Latter-Day Saints Sunday School: 1849-1899 (Salt Lake City: Deseret Sunday School 
Union, 1900), pp. 133, 184-5. 
l~e combined figures mask variations in fertility between three geographic areas comprising the 1900 
community. The new Wellsville Precinct reported the highest fertility levels of the three, with a 
child/woman ratio of 722 and a crude birth rate of 50.4. The Precinct was largely made up of individual 
homesteads lying within Wellsville's jurisdiction. Residents of Wellsville City, the village, had the next 
highest child/woman ratio, 628, a birth rate of 37.4 per thousand. Of the three clusters comprising 
Wellsville, only Mt. Sterling families reported lower child/woman ratios (447) than Mendon. See the 1900 
population census schedule for Wellsville's sub-divisions. 
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in 1860. Then as new villages formed on the frontier a generation later, new booms 
began. In addition, women born during the initial booms who remained in home 
villages were having babies. These women produced echos of the initial booms, and 
children of the echos would reach maturity and need farms in the decade the Manifesto 
ended the public practice of plural marriage. 
Fertility has been declining throughout Western society since the beginning of 
the Industrial Revolution. 13 Timing has led some students to link industrialization with 
urbanization as cause and fertility changes as effect. Unfortunately, this relationship 
does not identify the mechanisms by which fertility dropped in the agricultural United 
States.·· 
Examining American fertility patterns between 1800 and 1860, Yasukichi 
Yasuba added a Turnerian element to the industrialization formula. A protege of 
economist Simon Kuznets, Yasuba found "Fertility tended to be higher in places where 
it was easier to obtain new land nearby and . . . lower in places where there was less 
free or cheap land. Over time, as the difficulty of obtaining new land within the settled 
areas lncreased with the growth of the population, fertility was reduced."15 
13See Michael W. Flinn for fertility patterns in Europe, 1M European Demographic System, 1500-1820 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981); and Ansley J. Coale and Susan Cotts Watkins, 008., 
1M D~cliM of Fertility in Europe (princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). Many scholars are 
attemptina to understand declining patterns of American fertility, among them is Maris A. Vinovskis, 
"Socioeconomic Determinants of Inters.tate Fertility Differentials in the United States in 1850 and 1860," 
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 6 (Winter 1976): 375-96. 
14Historians are moving beyond the urbanization/industrialization formula to explain fertility changes, 
including Maris A. Vinovskis, "Historical Perspectives on Rural Development and Human Fertility in 
Nineteenth-Century America," in Rural Development and Human Fertility, edited by Wayne A. Schutjer 
and C. Shannon Stokes (New York: Macmillan, 1984), pp. 77-96. 
I'Yasukichi Yasuba, Birth Rales oftM Whit~ PopulaJion in tM United Stales, 1800-1860: An Economic 
Study (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1962), p. 22. Concentrating on farm families only, 
other scholars have modified Yasuba's Tumerian relationship into one of local demand for farms. Gary 
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Yasuba was not the first to link fertility to land availability. Two hundred years 
earlier no less a spokesman for the American experience than Benjamin Franklin 
described similar relationships. On Franklin, fertility, and the frontier, historian 
James H. Hutson wrote, "The frontier's ardent champions have credited it with 
producing everything vital to America except fecundity; for Franklin this was its 
principal function. "16 
Marriage 
Quite an assortment of Turnerians these--Yasuba, Franklin, and Mendon's Isaac 
Sorensen--yet each identified the link between fertility and frontier lands. Yasuba 
called it a "change in marriage customs." And Franklin, wrote Hutson, 
considered it axiomatic that the number of marriages in any society was 
determined by the economic opportunities that society afforded. In old, 
settled countries like those in Europe, he observed that "all trades, 
farms, and offices and employments are full and many people refrained 
from marrying till they see an opening in which they can settle them-
selves, with reasonable prospect of maintaining a family." Often such 
openings never came, or they came so late that marriages produced few, 
if any, children. Things were different in America, Franklin declared, 
because of the limitless supply of good, cheap land in the West. There 
any able-bodied man could get a homestead which would repay moderate 
Laidig and associates, for example, have studied antebellum Pennsylvania for correlations between fertility 
and demand for farmsites, along with seven socioeconomic and demographic factors-settlement ratios, sex 
ratios, female illiteracy, portions foreign born, percent urban, distance from urban centers, and portions 
of young adult women. Demand measures the ratio of young men to farmers who die within the period. 
They found that for 1850, " ... the greater the excess demand for farmsites, the lower the child-woman 
ratio." Relationships were somewhat less strong by 1860. Gary L. Laidig, Wayne A. Schutjer, and C. 
Shannon Stokes, "Agricultural Variation and Human Fertility in Antebellum Pennsylvania, " Journal of 
Family History 6 (Summer 1981): 195-204. The study confirms Yasuba's link between fertility and 
agricultural opportunity, although demand for land alone does not explain all fertility change in rural 
Pennsylvania. 
16James H. Hutson, "Benjamin Franklin and the West," Western Historical Quarttrly 4 (October 1973): 
427. 
labor with "subsistence and something to spare." Thus, there was no 
hesitation about marriage in America. People took the vows early and 
produced flocks of children whose futures, with the broad expanses of 
western lands beckoning, looked as bright as their own. 17 
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The pattern Franklin described functioned in Cache communities until the 
1880s. Before saturation decreased the number of new farms formed, adults married 
young (table 13).18 The majority of adult residents in each age group married prior 
to the census visit of ,1880, except for men aged 20 to 24. While only a third of this 
youngest group of men were husbands, over 70 percent of similarly aged women were 
wives. Of 1932 Cache women of childbearing age in 1880, fully 1702, or 88.1 
percent, we~e married. Fewer than two percent over the age of 30 remained 
single. Others were without husbands due to widowhood and divorce}9 Nearly 
three-quarters of all men were husbands. Corresponding figures show slightly higher 
portions married for Wellsville adults, and slightly lower for Mendon. 
With out-migration in the early 1880s, however, Sorensen observed Mendon's 
population became fixed at about 600 people. "The population seemingly increased 
1 'Hutson , "Franklin and the West," p. 426. 
l~e census of 1880 was the first to specify marital status of each individual listed. 
19Jncreasing evidence suggests Utah was a nineteenth-century divorce mill. The only analyses of 
Mol1DOll divorce, however, are Eugene E. Campbell and Bruce L. Campbell, "Divorce Among Mormon 
Polygamists: Extent and Explanations," Utah Historical Quarterly 48 (Winter 1978): 4-23; Richard I. 
Aaron, "Mormon Divorce and the Statute of 1852: Questions for Divorce in the 1980's," Journal of 
Contemporary Law 8 (1982): 5-45; Carol Cornwall Madsen, "'At Their Peril': Utah Law and the Case of 
Plural Wives, 1850-1900," Western Historical Quarterly 21 (November 1990): 425-43; and "Divorce and 
Divorce Mills in the American West," in Glenda Riley, Divorce: An American Tradition (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991), pp. 85-107, particularly pp. 95-8. Utah divorce laws are included in 
George E. Howard, A History of MatrimoniallnstitUlions, 3 vols, (1904, reprint, New York: Humanities 
Press, 1964), 3: 131-3. See also Carroll D. Wright, A Report on Marriage and Divorce in the United 
States, 1867-1886, Report of the Commissioner of Labor (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 
1891). Early Cache probate records, located in Special Collections and Archives, Utah State University, 
document a surprising number of divorces. 
Age 
Group 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
Total 
Table 13 
Percentages Married, Males and Females Aged 20 to 49 
Cache County, Wellsville, and Mendon, Utah, 1880 
Cache County Wellsville Mendon 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
94.1 88.3 100.0 88.9 100.0 87.5 
96.8 92.7 92.3 94.7 92.3 100.0 
93.9 96.0 96.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 
87.8 94.8 80.0 96.9 100.0 100.0 
77.9 88.7 81.6 87.8 60.9 90.0 
32.6 76.0 35.0 80.0 20.0 70.4 
74.6 88.1 78.0 89.8 69.4 86.9 
Source: u. S. Census population schedule, Cache County, Utah, 1880. 
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slow in Mendon. The reason being removal to other places, Marriages were not as fre-
quent as should have been. There was at this time [1896] quite a number of unmarried 
men and women quite advanced in years. ,,20 
Sorensen's pithy two line summary of Mendon demographic history identifies 
factors limiting village growth. Unable to establish households after 1880, many young 
adults married, moved north, and built new Mendons. Others, reaching maturity by 
the late 1890s married and relocated on northern Cache Valley or southern Idaho 
dry-farms. Still others remained in the village. Rather than leave their family base, 
many were willing to delay forming families of their own. 
They were willing to delay marriage, but not forgo it. Few Mormons 
considered remaining single through life an option. All individuals had shared the 
physical presence of a loving Father in a pre-existent world, Mormons believed, and 
were born on earth to gain mortal bodies for their eternal spirits. Although salvation 
»Isaac Sorensen, "History of Mendon," p. 89; Isaac Sorensen's History, p. 142. 
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is assured by Christ's Atonement, exaltation comes only to faithful Saints sealed in 
marriage to spouses. Exalted Saints return Home to His presence. Emphasizing human 
perfectability, a principle Mormons call "Eternal Progression," the theology is 
essentially conservative. The purpose of life is to return in faith to the Father. Ideally, 
all aspects of life are guided by this plan, so eventual marriage is imperative for faithful 
Mormons. 21 Sorensen was alarmed to see young adults delaying marriage--it was 
critical for their exaltation. 
Nevertheless, Sorensen's observation on the tendency of young adults after 1880 
to delay marriage is confirmed by 1900 figures for Wellsville and Mendon (table 14). 
Fewer than half of Mendon's men between ages 20 and 50 were husbands in 
1900, due primarily to large numbers of single men under 30. Men in Wellsville 
between 20 and 24 were twice as likely to be married as were similarly aged men in 
Mendon, but pressures to remain single were obvious even there. Wellsville men of 
the next older age group, those between 25 and 29, more closely reflected 1880 
percentages, but Mendon men of that age tended to remain single. Differences between 
) 
the towns suggest pressure to remain single was felt first by younger men, but 
eventually altered marriage patterns of men progressively older.n 
A similar tendency among women was largely responsible for fertility changes 
between 1880 and 1900. Nearly three-quarters of women under age 25 were married 
21See lames E. Talmage, The House oftM Lord: A Study of Holy Sanctuaries, Ancient and Modern 
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 1968); Articles of Faith (Salt Lake City: The Church of lesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1966); Jesus tM Christ (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company, 1962). Also, 
Bruce R. McConkie, Monnon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1966). 
22Sociologist Nancy S. Landale found that, for men, " ... the influence of economic opportunity on 
marriage status appears to decline with age," in" Agricultural Opportunity and Marriage: The United States 
at the Tum of the Century," Demography 26 (May 1989): 211-12. 
Age 
Group 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
Total 
Table 14 
Percentages Married, Males and Females Aged 20 to 49 
Wellsville, Mendon, Utah, and Teton, Idaho, 1900 
Wellsville Mendon Teton 
Male Female Male Female Male 
94.1 76.7 75.0 100.0 92.9 
86.9 90.9 92.3 71.4 100.0 
75.0 91.4 77.8 91.7 92.6 
93.5 79.5 66.7 76.9 73.0 
75.0 79.5 38.1 54.5 63.3 
22.4 48.1 10.7 25.0 25.0 
65.3 74.5 47.7 62.1 71.9 
Female 
100.0 
87.5 
94.7 
96.0 
90.9 
57.1 
84.7 
Source: u. S. Census population schedule, Cache County, Utah, and Fremont County, 
Idaho, 1900. 
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in 1880, and these numbers contributed to large percentages of all women who were 
married. By 1900, however, less than half of Wellsville's women between 19 and 25 
had married, and only one-quarter of Mendon's. The decline in marriage among young 
women lowered the figures for all women by 1900 from nearly 90 percent in both 
towns to less than three-quarters in Wellsville, and fewer that two-thirds in Mendon. 
) 
With fewer women married, fewer children were born, although both communities 
experienced slight increases in numbers of illegitimate births.23 Due to the more 
unfavorable balance ~tween single and married women, birth rates fell further in 
Mendon than in Wellsville. 
By contrast, Teton birth rates reflected higher percentages of adults living with 
spouses. Although young Teton women of 1900 were slightly less likely to be married 
than were 1880 Mendon women of the same ages, the Teton marriage profJle was more . 
DOnly three women by 1900 in Wellsville and Mendon were listed as unmarried and living with 
children, but there were none in the earlier census. 
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like the 1880 Mendon profile than the 1900. More young men were married in Teton 
than Mendon because the proposition that economic opportunity for young men was 
greater in the 1900 Teton than in Mendon appears to have been borne out. 
For Cache men, farming frontiers in the north promised the economic security 
essential to support their new families. The promise became increasingly hollow as 
successive generations searched for the elusive spot of good earth for farms. Marriage 
in Rutman's New Hampshire depended on the economic success of young men. Not 
so in Utah. With polygamy, marriage was a feast of choice for Cache women, a feast 
which for many abruptly turned to famine. 
Mormon Polygamy and Monogamy 
The complexity of Mormon polygamy has long confounded scholars. Until 
recently, they have tended to reduce the number of confounding variables by removing 
the practice from the enviro~ments in which it functioned. By separating polygamy 
from its context in geographical location or time period, scholars have studied the 
institution as if it were a component, but complete within itself. The strategy came 
with a price. Plucked from its environment--urban or rural, north or south, in 
hourglass villages or in communities with livestock based economies, practiced in 1855 
or 1885--polygamy was, well, polygamy--marital behavior based on religious zeal. 24 
24For example, Phillip R. Kunz, "One Wife or Several? A Comparative Study of Late 
Nineteenth-Century Marriage in Utah," in 1M Mormon Peopk: 1Mir CMracter and Traditions, edited 
by Thomas G. Alexander (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1980), pp. 53-73. Several 
books have been written on polygamy, including Kimball Young, Isn't OM Wife Enough?: 1M Story of 
Mormon Polygamy (New York: Henry Holt, 1954); Lawrence Foster, Religion and Sexuality: The 
American Communal Experiments of tM Nineteenth Century (New York and Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1981); Louis 1. Kern, An Ordered Love: Sex Roles and Sexuality in Victorian Utopias-The Shakers, 
tM Mormons, and 1M OMidD Community (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1981); Richard 
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One scholar whose work is widely respected focused on time period but ignored 
location. Stanley Ivins extracted marriage dates for 2500 polygamous unions from a 
biographical encyclopedia and tabulated them by year.25 He found only brief periods 
during the nearly forty years of public practice when the numbers of new marriages 
demonstrated much enthusiasm for polygamy from middle row Mormons. Plural marri-
ages increased following the public announcement of polygamy in 1852, and the largest 
peak occurred in 1856 and 1857, a period of intense theological revival. Marriages 
were high again in 1862, in 1868-69, and again in 1884-1885. Between these peaks 
were deep Valleys. Ivins found fewer plural marriages contracted in 1881 than at any 
other time. Simply to keep the system alive, he concluded, church leaders had to call, 
compel, cajole, and Coerce reluctant followers into polygamy, appealing to faithful-
ness. 26 
Lack of interest explains the valleys, theorized Ivins, but influences outside of 
Utah contributed to the peaks. For example, the Reformation of 1856-57 ended with 
a federal army marching to Utah. Also, the revival in plural marriages during the 
mid-1880s coincided with beginnings of intense anti-Mormon, anti-polygamy campaigns 
leading to the Manifesto of 1890 which abolished the public practice. By implication, 
upsurges in plural marriages may have represented Mormon defiance of pressure from 
S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1986); Jessie L. Embry, 
Mormon Polygamous Families: Lif~ in the Principle (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1987). An 
excellent analysis of the literature is Davis Bitton, "Mormon Polygamy: A Review Article," Journal of 
Mormon History 4 (1977): 101-18. 
25Stanley S. Ivins, "Notes on Mormon Polygamy," Western Hunumities Review 10 (Summer 1956): 
229-39, republished in Utah Historical Quarterly 35 (Fall 1967): 309-21. The source he used was Frank 
Esshom, Pioneers and Prominent Men of Utah (Salt Lake City: Pioneers Book Publishing Co., 1913). 
26Ivins, "Notes on Mormon Polygamy," pp. 231-32. 
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federal authority. v 
While pitting the moral and political force of the nation against a persecuted 
religious minority is the stuff of high drama, more mundane factors should not be 
ignored. Polygamy was only part of Mormon marital behavior. In addition to 
increasing numbers of plural unions in 1856 and 1857, for example, monogamist 
marriages likely increased because children of Utah settlers, many raised in the church 
in the Midwest, were reaching maturity. 28 Increased marital activity followed two 
consecutive years of crop disasters in Utah, during which marriage was likely delayed 
as prospective couples waited for better times. 
Most important, Ivins's peak period in the mid-1850s corresponded to the 
beginnings of-population saturation in many Wasatch Front villages. Saturation led to 
out-migration and settlement in Cache and other Utah valleys in 1859. Similarly, the 
trough in plural marriages Ivins found for 1881 corresponded to the frrst major period 
of Cache out-migration. By 1884-85, however, villages returned to a period of 
population equilibrium, much like the period shortly after initial settlement in the early 
18605. During periods of stability following village saturation, if Ivins was correct, 
271'he public practice lasted from 18S2 to 1890. David J. Whittaker evaluates the beginning in "The 
Bone in the Throat: Orson Pratt and the Public Announcement of Plural Marriage," Western Historical 
Quarterly 18 (July 1987): 293-314; and Jan Shipps the ending, "The Principle Revoked: A Closer Look 
at the Demise of Plural Marriage, " Journal of Mormon History 11 (1984): 6S-77. Kenneth L. Cannon II 
studies plural marriages after the Manifesto, in "Beyond the Manifesto: Polygamous Cohabitation Among 
LOS General Authorities After 1890," Utah Historical Quarterly 46 (Winter 1978): 24-36; as does D. 
Michael Quinn, "LOS Church Authority and New Plural Marriages, 1890-1904," Dialog.u: A Journal of 
Mormon Thought 18 (Spring 1985): 9-10S. 
2ISusan Easton Black displayed a birth profile of early Mormons which showed a burst of births during 
the Nauvoo era, in a figure entitled, "Dates of Birth: Born 1743-1848," in "New Insights Replace Old 
Traditions: Membership of the Church in Nauvoo 1839-1846," (paper read at "A Symposium Celebrating 
the ISOth Anniversary of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Nauvoo, Illinois" held at 
Brigham Young University, 21 September 1989). 
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plural marriages increased. 
Another scholar who isolated Mormon polygamy from a village context was 
anthropologist George Peter Murdock. Viewing polygamy in cross-cultural perspective, 
Murdock said the Mormon experiment failed because they were unable to control 
inner-family tension and sexualjealousy. Both resulted from ill-defined economic roles 
for wives. Conflicts are found in plural marriage systems worldwide, he wrote, but 
most cultures carefully define economic roles for wives, thereby controlling jealousy. 
The Mormons did not, he said, which led him to conclude, "It was very probably their 
internal troubles in making the institution operate harmoniously, rather than external 
pressures, that induced the Mormons ultimately to abandon polygyny. That it can be 
made to work smoothly is perfectly clear from the evidence of ethnography. "29 
Murdock attempted to evaluate Mormon family structure itself, rather than 
seeing it as chip in cosmic struggles between Saints and the Union. He summarized the 
principle sources of friction ~ plural Mormon families: 
Wives of disparate origin were kept in one establishment, where nerves 
) were easily frayed by too close contact. Status was insecure, since each 
successive wife was likely to be for a period the favorite of her husband, 
and with his support to exercise unwelcome authority over her elder 
co-wives. Sexually interested in the most recent addition to his menage, 
a husband tended to cohabit with her to the exclusion of the rest, who 
were thereby not only physically frustrated but socially humiliated. 
So Murdock saw Mormon plural families tom by dissension, frustration, and 
jealousy. While it was true for some, we have little evidence from which to conclude, 
as does Murdock, that frustration ruled Mormon polygamous households. Also, few 
Mormon historians today would agree internal ra~er than external pressure destroyed 
29George Peter Murdock, Social Structure (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1960), p. 30. 
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Utah polygamy, although Ivins suggested it would have met a natural death had the 
federal government left it alone to do so. 
Murdock's source of information was Kimball Young, who, as a sociologist, 
was interested in family conflict and structural weaknesses. His primary data were 
typed notes from oral interviews conducted with his graduate assistant, James E. 
Hulett. They traveled Utah in 1937 and 1938 interviewing living polygamists and their 
children. 30 
The notes make fascinating reading. But one gets impressions Young and Hulett 
carefully selected topics for discussion and chose to ignore or depreciate evidence which 
did not focus on conflict. For example, from interviews with a daughter of Orson 
Smith, early bishop of the Cache town of Paradise, is this summary: 
(Investigator can get no clear picture at all of the third wife. She lived 
with her father for a year after she was married because of the raids and 
it is quite possible that informant did not ever know her very well. On 
the other hand, informant was so eager to present a harmonious picture 
and to prove that polygamy worked that had she disliked the third wife, 
it is inconceivable that she would have admitted it.) 
Yet a: passage on the previous page says: 
Smith apparently had a defInite plan in mind regarding the 
organization of his family. Everything that was done was done with the 
purpose of making the whole family one single unit. There were many 
lOJIuleu was Kimball Young's research assistant at Wisconsin from 1936 to 1938. The interviews led 
to Hulett's Ph.D. thesis, "The Sociological and Social Psychological Aspects of the Mormon Polygamous 
Family," (University of Wisconsin, 1939). Publications based on the interviews include I. E. Hulett, Ir., 
"Social Role and Personal Security in Mormon Polygamy," American Journal of Sociology 4S (January 
1940): 542-33; Hulett, "The Social Role of the Mormon Polygamous Male," American Sociological Review 
8 (June 1943): 279-87. The interviews were used by Kimball Younl for Isn't OM Wife Enough? (New 
York: Henry Holt, 1954). The original interviews are at the Garrett Theological Seminary at Northwestern 
University, according to Embry, Mormon Polygamous Families, p. xiv. Carbon copies are located at the 
Henry E. Huntington Library in San Marino, California. Brigham Young University has microfilm copies 
of the Garrett collection, and I have photocopies of the interviews with Cache polygamists from the 
Bancroft, thanks to Charles S. Peterson. 
children and they were encouraged, in fact it was the rule, to find their 
pleasures at home. They were bought musical instruments and an 
instructor was brought in to teach them to play so that they had their 
own orchestra. They gave little plays and "recitations." All this was 
done in the home and apparently the audiences were just the family. 
There was a strong feeling of solidarity. Anyone seeing the family 
would have been unable to discriminate between the children of the 
different mothers. 
This solidarity embraced only the first two families completely, 
however. There were not such strong ties with the third family. 
Informant gave little information concerning third family. This was 
probably because Smith married the third wife in 1884 when the raids 
were on and the family organization had begun to break down. 
[Emphasis added]. 
Informant admitted that probably the younger children would give 
a different account of the family life from that she gave. Her strong 
feeling of solidarity is based on the period when she was quite young, 
before the raids, and the children who came along during the raids and 
after them have different impressions. 31 
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We see a curious blending of words between interviewer and interviewee. After 
the raids began, for example, " ... the family organization had begun to break down," 
are Hulett's words, not those of the informant. Add this to expressions by Kimball 
Young in his preface to Isn't One Wife Enough?, that polygamy was ". . . deviant and 
emotionally loaded ... ," that "It still astounds us that thousands of pious Christians 
brought up on the sacredness of monogamy could be quicldy converted to polygamy as 
the most desirable form of marriage and family life," and that polygamy was "radical 
and divergent." Young may have viewed polygamy as a religiously inspired perversion 
of Victorian America's marital systems. 32 
31Hulett-Young interview with Mrs. Margaret Smith Watson, oldest child of Orson Smith and his first 
wife, Caroline Maria Carpenter, conducted 10 June 1938 in Logan, Utah. Three typed pages. 
(Supplement to interviews with Mrs. Watson on 18 March 1937 and 2S March 1937). 
32JGmball Young, Isn't OM Wifl! Enough, pp. xi-xii. Young considered himself a social psychologist, 
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None of this is to suggest the interviews were hopelessly compromised by the 
moral judgements of the investigators; indeed, taken as a group, they are likely the best 
single source available for understanding the complexity of Mormon polygamy. It does 
suggest the interviews must be used within a clearly defined context. To ask how 
plural marriage worked is not the same as asking how well. 
Ivins, Murdock, Young, and others pluck plural marriage from villages and 
towns where it was practiced. Segregating polygamy from its environment negates the 
effects of both geography and time period, creating an artificial context which traps 
marriage, like the village, and like settlement patterns, in the beehive. Polygamy was 
only part of Mormon behavior. Mormons lived in agricultural villages. Villages were 
essentially closed ecosystems. They were "little communities" which anthropologist 
Robert Redfield called "human wholes. ,,33 Segregating parts from the whole destroys 
the context by which either part or whole, . can be explained. 
and w~ much taken by Freud. Analysis, he said, helped him understand ". . . what it means to live in 
an authoritarian regime. The Mormon community was and is highly authoritarian. I am a good product 
of living in an authoritarian society. I used to tell these students of Hitler and the authoritarian society: 
You needn't tell me about it because I have been brought up in the Mormon church so I was brought up 
in an authoritarian society myself and know something about it. I'm sure my analysis helped me in my 
own penonal life and it helped me interpret Freud." He did not explain how equating Hitler and the 
MonD0D8 helped him interpret polygamy. See Fred B. Lindstrom and Ronald A. Hardert, eds., "Kimball 
Young OIl the Chicago School: Later Contacts. " Sociological Pers~ctivu 31 (July 1988): 302-3. The issue 
is devoted to the Chicago School of Sociology and includes "Kimball Young on the Founders of the 
Chicago School," pp. 269-97. Both papers are transcriptions from seminars Young offered at Arizona 
State University in 1968. See also "Kimball Young on Stanford and Oregon, 1919-1926," Sociological 
Perspectivu 32, no. 2 (Summer 1989): 215-26. 
33Redfield applies his holistic approach to communities which can be identified by four qualities. First. 
little communities are distinct. Such distinctiveness, he says, ". . . is expressed in the group-consciousness 
of the people of the community." Second, they are small. The third quality is homogeneity, and by this 
Redfield means, "Activities and states of mind are much alike for all persons in corresponding sex and age 
positions; and the career of one generation repeats that of the preceding." The last quality is 
self-sufficiency, "The little community is a cradle-to-grave arrangement." See 1M Littk Community 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1955), p. 4. 
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Understanding the importance of context, Humboldt State geographer Lowell C. 
(Ben) Bennion and Ellen B. Stone ask, what portion of what population was polygamist, 
when and where?34 By defming locality, time period, and population, shifting effects 
of polygamy on lives of nineteenth-century Mormons become clear. The questions of 
Bennion and Stone bear on the unresolved dilemma of chapter 2--why were women 
more evenly distributed by age than men? Answers point to the economic importance 
of polygamy for women and help explain declining fertility by century's end. Were 
upsurges in plural marriages in the mid-1850s and 1880s church wide responses to 
federal opposition as Ivins suggests, or were they organic responses to characteristic 
patterns of growth in Mormon towns? Evidence from Cache Valley suggests the latter. 
Cache VaHey Polygamy in 1870 
Age and sex profiles of Cache residents in 1870 have been modified to 
emphasize those dwellings which contained at least one plural spouse. The focus is on 
1870 for two reasons. First, the period from about 1865 to 1875 was one of relative 
stability and growth in the valley. 35 The initial settlement period had ended, but 
saturation had not yet triggered out-migration. It was a period of quiet before the 
federal anti-polygamy storm. Cache residents lived the marital systems of their choice. 
l4I..owell C. (Ben) Bennion and Ellen B. Stone, "What Percentage of Which Population Practiced 
Polygamy? The Case of Springville, Utah, 1850-1900," (paper presented at the Seventeenth Annual 
Meeting of the Mormon History Association, Ogden, Utah, 7 May 1982). Bennion also asks the question 
in "Mormon Country a Century Ago: A Geographer's View," in 1M Monnon Peopk: 1Mir Character 
and Traditions, edited by Thomas G. Alexander (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1980), 
pp.6-7. 
~e important conflicts leading to apostasy during the period are analyzed by A. ]. Simmonds in The 
Gentik Coma to Cache Valley: A Study oftM Logan Apostasies of 1874 and tM Establishment of Non-
Monnon Churches in Cache Valley, 1873-1913 (Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, 1976). 
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They had time to enter plural relationships and make plurality a secure marital option 
before the raids began. 
The second reason to study polygamy in 1870 rather than 1860 or 1880 centers 
on attitudes of women who entered plural marriages. Women in plural relationships 
before 1860 had been raised as monogamists. Many of them, and some men, suffered 
greatly trying to reconcile plural practice with Victorian ideals. 36 
By the mid-1860s, however, Nauvoo and Utah born women who had been raised 
as Mormons were reaching maturity and becoming plural wives. In addition, large 
numbers of female immigrants were arriving in Utah. While attitudes are difficult to 
quantify, these women were less likely to oppose plural marriage than women raised 
exclusively as monogamists--the Utah born because they were exposed to polygamy as 
they grew up and foreign women, particularly Scandinavians, because of limited marital 
prospects in the old country. Many likely viewed it better to be plural than no wife at 
all. 37 
The plural Cache family of George L. Farrell is an example. He married four 
36Lawrence Foster cites examples of such women and concludes, "Even with the best of will, 
individuals who had been socialized into monogamous norms found the necessary transition to the new 
patterns of relationships in polygamy difficult." See his "Polygamy and the Frontier: Mormon Women 
in Early Utah," Utah Historical Quarterly 50 (Summer 1982): 275. Much of "Women in Polygamy," in 
Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A History, deals with the "ambivalent feelings" of plural 
wives, pp. 89-104. 
)'For example, Phillip R. Kunz concludes that women raised in plural families became plural wives 
because they understood and believed in polygamy, in "One Wife or Several?," p. 63. For Scandinavian 
women, the "marriage squeeze" in mid-nineteenth-century Denmark is illustrated by Kristian Hvidt in 
Flight to America: The Social Background of 300,000 Danish Emigranls (New York: Academic Press, 
1975), p. 96. He found men married at about 31.6 years old and women averaged about 28.6 years. 
More Scandinavian women reached Cache Valley than men. The 1870 sex ratio for Cache residents born 
in Denmark was 96.7, for Sweden, 77.6, and for Norway, 81.9. In 1880 adult sex ratios decreased to 
92.5 for Denmark, 76.0 for Sweden, and increased to 91.9 for residents born in Norway. See place of 
birth tables in Preliminary Demographic Data for sex distributions. 
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women from different backgrounds. The fust was born in Iowa, the second was 
Swedish, the third had been born in Utah, and the fourth, New York. The Swedish 
second wife lived with Farrell almost eight years before learning English. Unable to 
communicate, the family wondered how George proposed marriage and how she 
accepted. Nevertheless, a daughter of his first wife explained: " ... Lottie was proud 
to discover so soon after she migrated to Utah that 'someone wanted her'," and she 
married George "just to have someone to marry. "38 
Mary E. Croshaw, the fourth wife, gave birth to her last child eight years before 
her husband's death in 1921. Younger than George by 40 years, she said: 
Seems as if I just always knew I was going into Polygamy. I 
believed I ~as intended to live the Principle. Not that I didn't have 
chances, though. No, a girl selected her husband pretty much the same 
whether he was a single man or a polygamist. I also had a chance to 
marry and go to the Mexican colony, with a polygamist. But I didn't 
want him, and I guess I did the best thing by waiting.39 
Consider, too, the testimony of Isabel Macfarland, second wife of Parley Pratt 
Bingham of the Cache town of Smithfield: 
In the fust place, I was born in polygamy. My father was a 
Scotsman named Macfarland. Three of his daughters married into 
polygamy; my sister and I married the same man, and our other sister 
married our husband's brother. So it is pretty mixed up. My husband 
was also born in polygamy; his father had three wives. 
When we're born in polygamy and raised in it, we believed in it; 
I never saw anything in my father's family that would make me think it 
lIHulett-Young interview with Mrs. Emma Farrell Barber, eldest daughter of George L. Farrell and 
his first wife, Amanda Steele, on 9 March 1937, in Logan, Utah. 3 typed pages (Book 4, pp. 25-7, 
continued in Book S, pp. 17-9, 3 additional typed pages). 
39fIulett-Young interview with Mrs. Mary E. Crowshaw Farrell, fourth wife of George L. Farrell, 
3 March 1937, Logan, Utah, 9 typed pages (Book 4, pp. 16-24). This is a continuation of an interview 
begun on 4 March 1937. 
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wasn't all right. 40 
Also interviewed was Sigrid H. Skanchy, third wife of Logan Bishop 
Anthon L. Skanchy. She responded to a question: 
No, the missionaries didn't preach polygamy in Norway, but we 
knew about it. The missionaries in their conversations used to talk about 
their fust wife and their second wife. We thought it was all right, 
mother and I. . . . 
Asked whether a girl would prefer a polygamist over a young 
man just starting out, said, "A girl would do just as I did. I had offers 
from single ones, but none of them suited me, and when Brother 
Skanchy came along he was just about what I wanted and I took him. 
A girl would judge the man and if he suited her she would take him, in 
those days, and not pay much attention to polygamy .... ,,41 
Attitudes of these women differed from many marrying into plural relationships 
earlier. While their marriages may not have been free from conflicts identified by 
Murdock, the women married without remorse so often expressed by women who had 
been raised as monogamists. 
After anti-Mormon federal legislation became law in the early 1880s, questions 
of legal status and property inheritance began to concern plural wives, as Hulett makes 
clear. I He writes, "Added to the immediate danger of financial distress there was a very 
real danger that the plural wife would be refused a share in the husband's estate because 
of the inheritance laws of the territory. ,,42 Legal status was increasingly important as 
wives began understanding intentions of the government. A child of Amos Wright's 
4OfIulett-Young interview with Mrs. Isabel Macfarland Bingham, second wife of Parley Pratt Bingham, 
29 April 1937, Smithfield, Utah, 5 typed pages. (Book IT, pp. 22~). 
41 Hulett-Young interview with Mrs. Sigrid H. Skanchy, third wife of Bishop Anthon L. Skanchy, 22 
April 1937, Logan, Utah, 5 typed pages. (Book 8, pp. 14-18). At this point a daughter who participated 
in the interview added, "Another thing they didn't preach there was the Word of Wisdom." 
42J. E. Hulett, Jr., "Social Role And Personal Security In Mormon Polygamy," The American Journal 
of Sociology 45 (January 1940): 550. 
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second wife reported, "Mother says right today that the greatest trial she was called 
upon to endure was that of never being publicly recognized as Mrs. Amos Wright." 
Children also felt the insecurity. Wright's daughter continued, 
I remember how profound was my shock at hearing father say 
when I was about 16 that we children probably were not recognized by 
law. I thought and thought over this matter, because of my earlier 
bringing up in the polygamous situation. 
The whole generations that were reared in polygamy underwent 
a profound shock on getting out into the world and finding that some 
people didn't think that our parents were legitimately married. We had 
to almost reorganize ourselves in changing from Utah where we were 
praised and looked up to, to the outside world where the attitude was 
entirely different. 43 
Many women raised as monogamists experienced difficulty adjusting. Those 
raised in plural environments of Utah and many immigrant women reconciled their 
background with their marital prospects. For those marrying after anti-polygamy 
legislation passed Congress, insecurities became more important. Attitudes formed in 
childhood influenced plural practices primarily at marriage. Ultimately, then, the 
period from 1865 to about 1875 or 1878 is most important in understanding relation-
ships between plural marriage and fertility patterns following the Manifesto. It was the 
formative period for attitudes of women who would reach maturity between 1890 and 
1900.44 
Two pyramids of Cache Valley people in 1870 have been constructed based on 
43Hulett-Young interview with Mrs. L. R. Humphereys, daughter of Amos Wright and his second wife, 
Lovella Weaver, 18 February 1937, Logan, Utah, 3 typed pages (Book 2, pp. 25-27) . 
.... Less concerned with attitudes, Geographer Lowell C. (Ben) Bennion is interested in spatial 
distributions and the extent of polygamy. He focuses on 1880, which he sees as "a pivotal turning point" 
in the practice after the death of Brigham Young. See "The Incidence of Mormon Polygamy in 1880: 
'Dixie' Versus Davis Stake," Journal of Mormon History 11 (1984): 28. His earlier "Mormon Country 
a Century Ago," outlines his study of 1880. 
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census data (figures 11 and 12). Both show the numbers of persons living in dwellings 
which contained at least one plurally married person, widows of known polygamists, 
and female headed households with children under the age of five. 45 These combined 
households appear as the shaded portion on the first pyramid (figure II). The second 
pyramid is more artificial, treating polygamist dwellings as if they represented a 
separate town (which, of course, they did not). Because the base measure on each 
pyramid is different, age-sex distributions of the same group of people look slightly 
different between pyramids. This is only a matter of scale. Nevertheless, both 
pyramids are representative impressionist paintings of the plural population. 
Three features of marital behavior in 1870 stand out from the pyramids. First, 
age and sex 'distributions of plural family members were much like the general 
population, except age discontinuities were more extreme among polygamists. Second, 
the extent of the practice requires careful age specific definitions because some cohorts 
within the larger population were more polygamous than others. 
The third feature bears on fertility, and largely explains why the potential 
45Interna1 evidence in the census was used to indentify the polygamist dwellings, for two reasons. 
First, the results can be reproduced by following similar logic. Second, the census population is a known 
denominator for calculations. Cache results can be directly compared with other localities. Dwellings with 
co-resideDt wives were identified when a male head was followed by a woman whose occupation was listed 
as "keeping house" and children by descending age. The youngest child is followed by another woman 
and more children. In two dwelling plural families, the second dwelling is headed by a woman with no 
surname \i&ted. For female households with children, family group sheets were surveyed looking for 
husbands. Husbands were added if they appear on the census. Widows presented more of a problem, but 
were identified from family group sheets. See Lowell C. Bennion, "Incidence of Mormon Polygamy" for 
methods for the 1880 census, pp. 29-30. 
Historian Larry Logue correctly criticizes census studies for under counting polygamists, in A 
Sermon in the Desert: Belief and Behavior in Early St. George, Utah (Urbana and Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 1988); and "A Time For Marriage: Monogamy and Polygamy in a Utah Town," Journal 
of Mormon History 11 (1984): 3-26. While I attempted to locate every plural family on the census and 
compared the list with group sheets and Esshom, Pioneers and PromineM Men, I suspect some were 
missed. Also, a few plural families known to have lived in Cache in 1870 were not listed as residents on 
the census. These people were excluded from the list. 
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economic well-being of single women was greater than for single men. Further, it 
resolves two riddles which have long teased scholars. Without "extra women" in Utah, 
with balanced sex ratios, could many Mormons practice polygamy? Also, if plural 
wives gave birth to fewer children than monogamist women, did polygamy add to high 
birth rates?'6 
Solutions to the riddles are in the third feature of the pyramids: in large 
measure, young women became plural wives of older men. Because of the age spread 
between plural wives and husbands, polygamy could exist in a territory where men out-
numbered women. Yet the age differential also assured the structure of natural increase 
would abruptly change in many communities following the Manifesto. 
Polygamists clearly shared characteristics with the larger society.47 Females 
outnumbered males in each adult age cohort, even though in the age ranges between the 
mid-30s and 40s males were better represented. Both the plural population and the 
larger population were young, with most people under the age of 15 years. Sex ratios 
for children were similarly balanced, although the number of boys aged 5 through 9 
were 'somewhat fewer in polygamist dwellings compared to similarly aged girls. The 
plural dwellings had only a slightly higher portion among younger children, those under 
~eral scholars feel balanced sex ratios limited the extent of polygamy, including Lawrence Foster, 
"Polygamy on the Frontier," p. 176; James E. Smith and Phillip R. Kunz, "Polygamy and Fertility, " pp. 
465, 468; and Kunz, "One Wife or Several?," pp. 53, 60. Several of the same authors found lower 
fertility for plural wives. Monogamists in the Smith and Kunz survey averaged 7.82 births while 
polygamists were 7.46 births, "Polygamy and Fertility," pp. 470-71; and Kunz, "One Wife or Several?," 
pp. 64-5. Further, Ivins's data "suggests the possibility that the over-all production of children in Utah 
may have been less than it would have been without benefit of plurity of wives, " from "Notes on Mormon 
Polygamy," pp. 236-7. 
·'Similarity between polygamists and monogamists is a major interpretive thrust in Embry's Mormon 
Polygamous Families. She concludes the book, observing, " ... Mormon polygamous family life was not 
a completely new life-style but a adaptation of the Victorian family pattern," p. 194. 
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age 5, than the general population (24.1 percent to 23.4). This tends to support those 
studies which find that plural wives gave birth to fewer children than monogamist 
wives. Child/woman ratios were nearly identical, however (1039.1 to 1140.8).48 
Because age concentrations varied greatly, the extent to which polygamy was 
practiced cannot be adequately expressed by a single number. Female children under 
age five made 11.7 percent of the total population, for example, and 11.8 percent of 
the polygamy sub-set. But while young girls in polygamist dwellings represented only 
three percent of the population, they were 27.1 percent of all girls of that ~ge. By the 
same measure, Cache women aged 35 through 39 were only 2.7 percent of all 
residents, and similarly aged women were slightly more than 3.9 percent of the 
polygamist population. However, a large 39.1 percent of all women aged 35 through 
39 lived in plural households, even though plural women of that age comprised only a 
fraction higher than one percent of all valley people. Separating adults from children, 
youths under age 20 in plural dwellings represented 28.9 percent of all youths, while 
their mothers, women aged 20 and above, were fully 29.7 percent of all adult women. 
Similarly, men in polygamous dwellings were 17.4 percent of all adult men. This 
means almost 30 percent of Cache women lived in plural households, nearly 29 percent 
of youths, and 17 percent of the men. For the whole population, at least 26.9 percent 
of Cache residents lived in polygamist dwellings in 1870.49 
4IL. L. Bean and G. P. Mineau, "The Polygyny-Fertility Hypothesis: A Re-evaluation," Population 
Studies 40 (March 1986): 67-81. Also, Smith and Kunz, "Polygamy and Fertility in Nineteenth-Century 
America"; and D. Gene Pace, "Wives of Nineteenth-Century Mormon Bishops: A Quantitative Analysis, " 
Journal of the West 21 (April 1982): 53-4. Larry Logue, however, found no significant differences in 
fertility by wife number in plural households, A Sermon in the Desert, p. 86. 
49Cache figures for 1870 closely match Dean May's figures for Kanab in 1874. He found 30 percent 
of the town's women were plural wives, and 17 percent of the men had more than one wife. Fully 24 
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Although such impressions suggest one population was much like the other, 
important differences appear. If all men of given ages are plurally married, but 
married only to women of similar age, cohort sex ratios must be 50 or less, simply for 
two wives to share each husband. As expected, women outnumbered men almost two 
to one among plural adults (sex ratio = 55.5), while the sex ratio was 94.8 for adults 
in the larger population. More plural men were between 35 and 40 years old than any 
other age (n = 59), and numbers tapered as age increased. However, the sex ratio for 
plural adults aged 35 and older was sufficiently low to account for only a quarter of the 
wives of plural husbands (sex ratio = 76.5). In the general population, conversely, 
men outnumbered women aged 35 and older by 104.2 to 100 women. 
So where were the other wives? Women between the ages of 20 and 35 in the 
general population outnumbered men by 15 percent (sex ratio = 84.9).50 The 
imbalance by sex among young adults solves a portion of our first riddle. Even though 
females did not significantly outnumber males in the 1870 Cache population 
(sex ratio = 97.9), the number of women of ages most at risk to marry exceeded men 
percent of the town's families lived in plural households, "People on the Mormon Frontier: Kanab's Fami-
lies of 1874," Journal of Family History 1 (Winter 1976): 172; and Leonard J. Arrington, Feramorz Y. 
Fox, and Dean L. May, Building the City of God (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 1976), p. 229. 
Lowell C. Damion's study from the 1880 census is not yet complete, but figures published in "Incidence 
of Mormon Polygamy in 1880," pp. 27-42, are enough to conclude Cache and Kanab figures represent 
middle ran,es for Utah. Bennion found, "Overall. the percent of Dixie Saints forming plural families as 
of 1880 exceeded 30." The range was from 4.6 percent in Panaca, Nevada, to 66.6 percent in Orderville, 
Kane County. Davis Stake averaged 21.8 percent, ranging from 5.0 in South Weber to 32.0 percent in 
the West Bountiful Ward. Larry Logue's study of St. George shows 29.6 percent of the households in 
1870 and 33.0 percent in 1880 were polygamous, and 32.3 of all husbands before 1880. See Sermon in 
the Desert, pp. 36-52. 
jOAdult women outnumbered men by 122, or 15.1 percent. Smith and Kunz reproduce age cohort sex 
ratios for Utah from census reports for 1850-1880. In 1860, women outnumbered men in the cohort aged 
20 through 29, and in the next two decades similar imbalance existed in the 15 through 19 year cohort, 
"Polygyny and Fertility," pp. 469-70. 
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by 15 percent. These women faced three choices. They could remain single, they 
could move to locations with more men, or they could marry men older than 
themselves. Older men had already married. The Mormon people in 
nineteenth-century Utah could practice polygamy because significant age-specific 
imbalances existed among adults. 
Such imbalance accounts for fewer than half the Cache plural wives, however. 
While women aged 20 to 35 outnumbered men by 15 percent in the general population, 
similarly aged women outnumbered men by 66 percent in the plural population. 
Clearly, young women were choosing to enter plural relationships in large numbers, 
and for reasons beyond simply numerical imbalances. Nevertheless, the figures mean 
fully half the plural wives were under age 35, while three-fourths of the husbands were 
older. The differences are more profound considering most marriages with women 
over age 35 represent first (monogamist) marriages. Second, many young men appear 
on the pyramids as sons of plural parents and were themselves unmarried. Plural 
husbands were middle age, largely, and first wives were close in age to husbands. 
Plural wives, however, were considerably younger. 51 
Why did young women enter plural relationships in such numbers? After noting 
similar age distributions from his sources, Ivins answers from the male-centered 
51Historian D. Gene Pace found the median age at marriage for wives of Mormon Bishops was 
regularly in the 19th year, regardless of wife rank, whether first, second, third, or fourth. The Bishops, 
however, increased in age with each new wife. Husbands married first at age 21, and second at age 31. 
Their ages at third and fourth marriage were 34 and 41. Pace concluded the age differences led to large 
percentages of widows in the Mormon population, "Wives of Bishops," pp. 49-57. Similar age spreads 
have appeared in many studies, including Embry, Mormon Polygamous FamiUes, pp. 34-5; Smith and 
Kunz, "Polygyny and Fertility, " pp. 469-70. Also, Larry Logue found only 20 percent of plural husbands 
had married for a second time by age 30, but the marrying was generally done by age 43.9, "A Time of 
Marriage," pp. 14-15. A perceptive work on relationships between age spreads and fertility among wives 
is L. L. Bean and G. P. Mineau, "The Polygyny-Fertility Hypothesis." 
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perspective which has long diverted scholars from appreciating the choices made by 
young women. He explains, " ... polygamists were likely to choose their wives from 
among the young girls who might bear them many children. ,,52 Irreverently, one 
imagines pantheons of bearded patriarchs in chaps and spurrs sparking around village 
corrals culling prime baby-producers from herds of young girls. 53 The image is non-
sense. Marital choices of women were at least as important as those of men, as the 
testimony of Sigrid Skanky and Mary Croshaw quoted above makes quite clear. 
Skanky said a woman judged a man, and "if he suited her she would take him .... " 
Likewise, a suitor proposed to Mary Croshaw, "but I didn't want him." Then as now, 
the choice belonged to the woman. 
Older men "suited" young women. In agricultural towns where security 
depended on land ownership, young men owned little property. Unmarried women in 
polygamist villages such as Wellsville or Mendon could choose any man as husband, 
married or single, provided he could live "the Principle." The choice was hers. 
Facing marriage for love or marriage for security, a substantial portion of young 
52Jn Mormon Polygamous Families, p. 34, Embry offers reasons for the age spreads. First, she says, 
men may have been sexually attracted to younger women. Also, virginity could have been a factor for 
selectinl women not previously married. Finally, agreeing with Ivins, Embry says "If a man wanted more 
children (hiahly valued in Mormon society), the wife's age would have been a factor as well." Ivins found 
37 percent of plural wives to be under age 20, and 67 percent under age 25, "Notes on Mormon 
Polygamy," p. 233. 
53 A wonderful folktale circulates today which has Apostle Heber C. Kimball grousing that young men 
joined P.E.F. wagon trains as mule drivers and teamsters, primarily to get the first pick of immigrant 
women. "They take the pretty young heifers," Heber C. is said to have grumbled, "and leave the old cows 
for us." When I asked Stanley B. Kimball, Heber Co's biographer, he chuckled. He has heard similar 
stories, but cannot verify Heber C. ever referred to his wives as cows. The closest he can come to the 
quotation above has an opposite meaning. Heber C. did say, "I wish more of our young men would take 
themselves wives of the daughters of Zion, . . . and not wait for us old men to take them all." Stanley 
B. Kimball, Heber C. Kimball: Mormon Patriarch and PioMer (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
1981), p. 237. I leave it to folklorists to explain why the emphasis has shifted over the years. 
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women opted for security. Men who could offer security were older and already 
married. 54 
This explains why Cache women were more evenly distributed by age than men 
while polygamy was practiced. For boys in Cache villages, the rite of transition into 
manhood was making the choice to stay home or move to northern agricultural 
frontiers. Of those who stayed, many faced extended periods of dependency during 
which they could not afford the intimacy of wife, family, or independent household. 
Those who moved were gambling they could fmd a spot to be free. Women did not 
need the courage to risk leaving home. At age 19, they began looking for secure men 
to wed. Many were successful and stayed home. For the promise of economic 
freedom, women chose to stay. For the same reason, their brothers chose to leave. 
The potential success for women seeking husbands in polygamist villages was 
higher than where monogamy was more exclusively practiced because the pool of 
available men was greater. Settlement in Teton, Rexburg, St. Anthony, and other 
communities of the Upper Snake coincided with a transition from the relatively 
unhampered practice of the 1870s to the defensive form of polygamy being groomed 
for the fight to come. Women in Teton had to think twice before entering plural 
relationships, realizing the security polygamy promised in the past might evaporate in 
the future. In Teton, marriage reverted to more orthodox Victorian forms, and young 
~omen "showed a good deal of aggression in courtship," wrote Kimball Young in his chapter on 
courtship and marriage, by which he means women used many devices to "snare a husband." He quotes 
a woman who said, "In those days when a woman wanted to marry a man, the man felt it his duty to marry 
her," see Isn't OM Wife Enough, pp. 120-49. Courting practices in early Utah are a neglected subject. 
Clearly, women sometimes initiated courtship. Ivins says if a woman " ... received no offer of marriage, 
it was not considered inconsistent with feminine modesty for her to 'apply' to the man of her choice, but 
if she set her sights too high she might be disappointed." See "Notes on Mormon Polygamy," p. 237. 
Note again his male bias. 
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women who married took men closer to their own ages. 
Women in villages where polygamy was practiced faced nearly unlimited ranges 
of marital options, while sisters in monogamist surroundings tended to restrict 
themselves to single men. The Manifesto signaled a transition from polygamy to 
monogamy--a transition tying the marriage prospects of all single women more closely 
to fortunes of single men only. None of which changed the way villages lay on the 
land. Young men still owned little property and still could not meet the intimate needs 
of women. Seeking comfortable security before passion, many women chose to avoid 
men after the Manifesto, for at least a decade. Seventy-five percent of Mendon women 
aged 20 through 24 were unmarried in 1900, a dramatic reversal from the polygamist 
village in 1880 when nearly the same portion was married. The transition was less 
abrupt in Wellsville and Teton, primarily because the economic promise of young men 
locally was less bleak than in Mendon. Nevertheless, women made the choice, and 
many who could not wed secure older men chose not to marry. 
) In choosing to wait, they also chose to delay childbearing, because, before the 
Manifesto and after, unmarried Mormon women produced few babies. Even if plural 
wives gave birth to fewer children than monogamists, they still produced more children 
than single women. This solves the second riddle. 55 Above all, polygamy held village 
fertility levels high, higher than possible had young women been held economic hostage 
to young men with limited economic opportunity. 
With polygamy, young women could choose the quality of their own lives. 
"Jessie Embry writes, "Although plural marriage seems to have reduced the number of births per wife, 
some of the plural wives may not have married if polygamy had not been an option and would not have 
had any children at all." See Mormon Polygamous Families, pp. 35-6. 
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Elsewhere, the laws of men forced women into economic dependence on young men. 
Some Mormon women picked badly, and for some the promise failed. Still, their 
choices were demographically essential for forging and preserving the Mormon village 
in the Great Basin. Many did what women do, in exchange for the security of older 
men. The result was babies otherwise unborn had they remained unmarried. Young 
women echoed the boom of their own generation. Thus they nurtured the large 
generation of Mormons which would find land and water in Mexico and Canada, 
establish dry-farming technology, promote the sugar beet industry, and replace aged 
parents dying in home villages. Likewise, they preserved home villages by their 
presence. Out-migration of brothers at saturation did not trigger in-migration as in 
Rutman's New Hampshire and throughout the American frontier. Because they stayed 
home, they kept villages "full" and in so doing prevented uncommitted outsiders with 
no feel for the land from entering and damming the hydraulic flow of village life. 
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CHAFfER VI 
PATTERNS OF MORMON DISPERSION 
The degree to which individual choice influenced settlement in northern Utah 
and Mormon Idaho can be demonstrated by migrational experiences of Cache families. 
Their patterns of behavior expand our understanding of settlement processes by forming 
a democratic model of Mormon dispersion. In the democratic model, settlers were 
motivated primarily by self-interest and free choice as they responded to population 
pressure and the environmental constraints of hydraulic villages. The democratic model 
confronts a traditional explanation of Mormon settlement which is characterized by 
obedience to authority and cooperation. Identifying patterns of "expansion by 
direction," the traditional model stresses leadership and central planning in building a 
Mormon Empire. The democratic model, conversely, emphasizes individual and 
family. It is a model of "expansion by diffusion. " 
Because the democratic model is based on the behavior of a large and diverse 
valley population over decades, it exposes the underlying dynamics of expansion which 
applied, in large measure, throughout the Mormon Great Basin. In addition to its base 
in such evidence, however, the democratic model provides an efficient framework to 
account for both variation and anomaly. 
The traditional model does not. Tradition explains, at best, the settlement of a 
handful of colonies and largely ignores the agricultural villages where the majority of 
people lived. But the traditional model is not rooted in actual behavior of middle row 
Mormons. Its origins are in scholarly attempts to homogenize a "peculiar' people" in 
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a metaphorical beehive or, more precisely, to chronicle what one historian before the 
tum of the century called, "the organization of a commonwealth upon the principles of 
pure theocracy. "1 
Hubert Howe Bancroft saw an ideological Mormon trinity articulating Great 
Basin society--a trinity of theocracy, hierarchy, and patriarchy. Yet as we have seen 
in these pages, if Utah was a theocracy, it was the theocracy of God and gravity, 
administered by local water masters. It was a hierarchy where young men at the 
bottom of the economic ladder extended Mormon boundaries by force of numbers. And 
Utah was a patriarchy where in their passion for secure older men, young women made 
decisions insuring the continuity of Mormon lifestyles in home villages. To paraphrase 
historian Charles S. Peterson, there were other Utahs. 2 The traditional model 
acknowledges but one. 
The Traditional Model 
Mormon settlement is written in tradition from the top down, as if the processes 
were extensions of Brigham Young's iron will. Traditional accounts narrate, primarily, 
the continual unfurling of a far-reaching, all-encompassing plan. Brigham forged his 
plan for settlement; his faithful followed him. Lucky for them, he was there when they 
faltered--encouraging, instructing, molding, strengthening, planning, calling, presiding, 
'Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Utah, 1540-1886, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, vol. 26 
(San Francisco: The History Company, 1889; reprinted New York: Arno Press in cooperation with 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., n.d.), p. v. 
2Charles S. Peterson, Utah, A Bicentennial History (New York: W.W. Norton Company; Nashville: 
American Association for State and Local History, 1977). 
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nurturing, husbanding. 3 Robbed of their spontaneity by historians, the Mormon people 
have become the sterile (but prolific) drones of Empire, serving the imperial visions of 
the master-hiver, Brigham Young.4 
Scholarly accounts of settlement elaborate and expand on a paragraph first 
written in 1851 by U. S. Army topographical engineer, Capt. Howard Stansbury. The 
exploring party Stansbury headed arrived in Salt Lake City in August 1849 to spend a 
year gathering scientific information and studying the Mormons for the Army. 
Stansbury wrote of their settlement: 
The mode adopted for the founding of a new town is peculiar and highly 
characteristic. An expedition is first sent out to explore the country, 
with a view to the selection of such points as, from their natural 
advantages, offer facilities for a settlement. These being duly reported 
to the authorities, an elder of the church is appointed to preside over the 
little band designated to make the first improvement. This company is 
composed partly of volunteers and partly of such as are selected by the 
presidency, due regard being had to a proper intermixture of mechanical 
artisans, to render the expedition independent of all aid from without.s 
3Patemalism peppers the work of many historians, including Joel E. Ricks, who wrote, "That which 
made it possible to change this arid wilderness to flourishing colonies was the unquestioned obedience 
which the people gave to this leader in whom they had supreme confidence and their willingness to 
cooperate in the necessary labor to bring about this transformation," Forms and Methods of Early Mormon 
Settlement in Ulah and 1M Su"oUNiing Region, 1847101877 (Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, 
1964),'p. 46. The theme of obedience also appears in Milton R. Hunter, Brigham Young: 1M Colonizer 
(Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1940). 
4Historian Richard Slotkin writes, "What is lost when history is translated into myth is the essential 
premise of history-the distinction of past and present itself. The past is made metaphorically equivalent 
to the preeent; and the present appears simply as a repetition of persistently recurring structures identified 
with the put. Both past and present are reduced to instances displaying a single "law" or principle of 
nature, which is seen as timeless in its relevance, and as transcending aU historical contingencies," The 
Falal Enviro1U1U!nt: The Myth of 1M Frontier in 1M Age of IndustrialiZalion, 1800-1890 (New York: 
Atheneum, 1985), p. 22. 
5Howard Stansbury, Exploration and Survey of 1M Valley of 1M Great SaIl Lake of Ulah, Including 
a Reconnaissance of a New Route Through 1M Rocky Mountains, Senate Ex. doc. 3, 32d. Cong., Special 
sess., March 1851 (philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1852), pp. 142-43; Brigham D. Madsen, ed., 
Exploring 1M Great Salt Lake: The Slansbury ~ilion of 1849-50 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah 
Press, 1989), pp. 298-99, and Howard Stansbury, Exploration of 1M Valley of 1M Great Salt Lake 
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1988), p. 142. 
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Stansbury identified the mode by which Mormons established three particular 
towns. Describing the initial settlement of Manti, Cedar City, and San Bernardino in 
southern California, Stansbury explained the "peculiar and highly characteristic" 
method by which Mormons would cut a swath of towns from Salt Lake City to the 
Pacific Ocean. The "Mormon Corridor" was to be a highway to Zion for converts 
traveling from Europe by way of California. Moving "from strength to strength" and 
supplied by towns along the way, the new "Brighamites" could arrive in Salt Lake 
refreshed, having avoided both the expense of the overland trek and ex~sure to the 
babble of "Josephites" remaining in the Midwest.6 
The Stansbury paragraph is likely the most rewritten paragraph in Mormon 
settlement history. 7 In rewriting, however, scholars have made a metaphor of 
settlement by being encompassing and general where Stansbury had been limited and 
specific. Most agree the Prophet Brigham dreamed of a vast, semiarid inland empire 
6Stansbury wrote: "It is the ultimate object of the Mormons, by means of stations, wherever the nature 
of the country will admit of their settling in numbers sufficient for self-defence, to establish a line of 
communication with the Pacific, so as to afford aid to their brethren coming from abroad, while on their 
pilgrimage to the land of promise. These stations will gradually become connected by farms and smaller 
settlements wherever practicable, until the greater part of the way will exhibit one long line of cultivated 
fields from the Mormon capital to San Diego," Stansbury, Exploration and Survey, p. 142; Madsen, 
Exploring tM Great Salt Lake, p. 298. Only about 60 percent of Nauvoo Mormons left the Midwest to 
relocate in Utah, according to Dean L. May, "A Demographic Portrait of the Mormons, 1830-1980," in 
After 150 Years: 1M Latter-day Saints in Sesquicentennial Perspective, edited by Thomas O. Alexander 
and Jessie L. Embry (provo, Utah: Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, Brigham Young University, 
1983), p. SO. 
7Similar paragraphs have appeared as early as Bancroft, History of Utah, p. 319. More recently, John 
W. Reps, 1M Forgonen Frontier: Urban Planning in 1M American Wesl Before 1890 (Columbia: 
University of Missouri Press, 1981), p. 127; D. W. Meinig, "The Mormon Culture Region: Strategies and 
Patterns in the Geography of the American West, 1847-1964," Annals of tM Association of American 
Geograpws 55 (June 1965): 198; Dean May, "Mormons," in Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic 
Groups, edited by Stephan Therstrom (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1980), p. 
722; Joel E. Ricks, Forms and Methods, pp. 41, 128; Leonard J. Arrington, "The Mormon Settlement of 
Cassia County, Idaho, 1873-1921," Idaho Yesterdays 23 (Summer 1979): 36; and Eugene E. Campbell, 
"Early Colonization Patterns, " in Utah's History, edited by Richard D. Poll et a1. (provo, Utah: Brigham 
Young University Press, 1978), pp. 133-52, particularly, pp. 134-35. 
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dominating the Great Basin, with a southern finger wetted by the Pacific sea further 
west. "But this leader was more than a dreamer," wrote historian Joel Ricks in his 
permutation of Stansbury, "he was a builder of cities. " 
So in the early years he sent explorers forth to find lands suitable for his 
people. Then he chose individuals to occupy the distant valleys as 
centers from which later other regions would be colonized. Carefully 
he selected the directors, vigorously he instructed the settlers; and thus 
prepared, little groups of Mormons set forth upon their journeys to their 
future homes. Upon reaching their destination, these pioneers began the 
tasks of building their settlements so that the region might be held and 
occupied by the thousands of immigrants who were annually arriving in 
Salt Lake City. 8 
Unlike Ricks, Richard Sherlock amplified Stansbury's paragraph in order to 
contrast settlement processes after 1875 with those of the Brigham Young era. 
Dividing settlement ·into two periods, Sherlock called Young's death in 1877, "a 
watershed of monumental proportions for the Mormon experience on the frontier.,,9 
Under Young's leadership, in Sherlock's version, 
Mormon migrations had been, from the earliest immigrations from 
Europe, highly planned affairs. Very little was left to chance. Careful 
searches were conducted to determine desirable locations. Leaders were 
) carefully chosen, and the nucleus of the community was also carefully 
selected and officially called to participate. The nucleus group was called 
in order to provide a basis of necessary skills in order to make the· 
colony a success. Finally, the community received careful and 
continuous instructions from Salt Lake City. 
Mormon leaders after 1877 were less committed than was Young to building a 
distinctive society, argued Sherlock. 10 In addition, they faced "the most important 
IRjcks, Fonns and Methods, p. 41. 
~chard Sherlock, "Mormon Migration and Settlement after 1875," Journal of Mormon History 2 
(1975), pp. 56, 66. 
IOAfter Young's death, "Older and less vigorous men took over the leadership of the church, and 
younger men with less desire for maintaining settled ways rose from the grass roots. In the decades that 
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long-term crisis of the period--the crisis of overpopulation and the resultant breakdown 
of the tightly structured Mormon village system." As a result, Brigham Young's 
distinctive system gave way to an essentially new form of settlement, an "atomistic" 
pattern where small groups of individuals joined together to form communities without 
direct church involvement. 
As he wrote, Sherlock faced a tactical dilemma. Scholarly accounts of 
settlement processes conflicted with the patterns he found at work after 1875. 
Appropriating Stansbury's paragraph to describe the first of two periods, Sherlock 
sidestepped the dilemma by encircling the secondary literature in a periodic shroud, 
burying it with the death of Brigham Young. Sherlock's six sentences configured five 
complex and little understood, multi-faceted but casually related subjects into the tight 
logic of cause and effect. 11 And they did so without specifically identifying the 
subject of the paragraph. He instantly summarized settlement under Brigham Young 
for readers prepared to intuitively understand its subjective meaning. For many, it had 
the timeless buzz of universal truth. 12 
The corridor to San Bernardino in southern California of which Stansbury wrote 
followed, with Brigham Young's guiding spirit gone, many of the distinctive features of the Mormon social 
system either disappeared or were changed," Sherlock, "Settlement After 1875," p. 54, 66. 
liThe five subjects are 1) organized migration from Europe, 2) exploration of the GlUt Basin, 3) the 
Mormon call, particularly, settlement calls, 4) skills needed to make successful towns, and 5) the nature 
of instruction from Salt Lake City. 
12"The logic of myth is the logic of metaphor and narrative. It depends less upon analytical reason than 
on an instant and intuitive understanding and acceptance of a given meaning. The movement of mythic 
narrative, like that of any story, implies a theory of cause-and-effect, a theory of history; but these 
implications are only rarely articulated as objects of criticism, since their operation is masked by the 
traditional form of the narrative, its conformity to habits of thought, generic conventions, and literary 
expectations so deeply ingrained that we are unconscious of them," Slotkin, 1M Fatal Environment, p. 22. 
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would have been the civilian equivalent to a chain of military posts--which happens to 
be a definition of the word cordon. The Utah War killed the corridor in 1857, but the 
word cordon lived on in the imagination of scholars. Writing before World War II, 
historian Andrew Neff twisted the chain linking Salt Lake City to the Pacific sea into 
a defensive circle marking and protecting the Mormon interior. He breathed life into 
the notion of inner and outer cordons by writing, 
The dream of an outer cordon of settlements became measurably realized 
with the founding of the San Bernardino colony, the Carson Valley 
mission, the Elk Mountain experiment, the Limhi mission, the settlement 
of Las Vegas, the establishment of Fort Supply and the purchase of Fort 
Bridger. These key positions constituted a nucleus for a chain of 
settlements to bridge the intervening wilderness, to provide for incoming 
caravans of Saints, and to keep down Indian uprisings. 13 
Neff repeated the nuclei metaphor to describe these colonies but was not being 
sloppy when he later called them radii. Both words emphasized the circle, the cordons, 
and using both terms to describe the same spots helped establish the logic for hierarch-
ical linkages between towns . which then served as evidence for central planning by 
inspired leadership.14 
Through such logic, Salt Lake City was the center, the nucleus, the base, the 
13Andrew Love Neff, History of Utah 1847 to 1869, edited and annotated by Leland Hargrave Creer 
(Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1940), p. 217. Historian Eugene Campbell credited Neff with the 
term cordon and found, "More recent writers of Utah history, including Gustive O. Larson, David E. 
Miller, Everett L. Cooley, and Leonard I. Arrington, have apparently taken the outer cordon concept as 
an established fact," in his "Brigham Young's Outer Cordon-A Reappraisal," Utah Historical Quarterly 
41 (Summer 1973): 224. Campbell's study also appears in Essays on the American West, 1972-1973, 
edited by Thomas G. Alexander (provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1974), pp. 105-35. 
'4"Clearly it was the ambition of the Mormon Church to appropriate and possess all the advantageous 
agriCUltural regions ringing the central desert," Neff wrote, "together with strategic points and principal 
routes of egress and ingress to the Intermountain country." He emphasized centers, circles, and rings 
again, writing, "The numerous centers of colonization divide conveniently into two groups, based on geo-
graphic [sic], location, and purpose: the cordon of closer-in communities which comprise the geographic 
heart of Mormondom, and the distant-flung outposts circling the rim of the Great Basin, or ringing the 
central desert," Neff, History of Utah, pp. 208-9. 
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hub, or, as in a planetary system, the sun. Radiating from the hub were spokes 
reaching into every valley and plain, literal in cases such as San Bernardino, figurative 
in others. Brigham Young settled towns (mother towns, central towns, called towns, 
the planets) at the end of the spokes which became nuclei for valley settlements. IS 
Like Salt Lake, they also radiated spokes. Terminating these were small villages, 
moons (or satellites) in the stellar metaphor. As in any orderly and planned universe, 
the sun was created fust, then planets, and finally the moons. The metaphorical 
possibilities are as endless as they are imprecise. 
Population movement and village structure were likewise orderly and planned 
in the traditional model based on Stansbury's paragraph. New Saints converted by 
missionaries w.orking primarily in western Europe internalized the zeal for gathering 
and, like bees to the hive, arranged passage to Utah with the church sponsored Perpet-
ual Emigration Fund. Organized companies traveled to Salt Lake City and rested 
before continuing to outlying towns. Sites for new towns had already been explored 
by parties sent from Salt Lake City. Then, when moved by the Spirit to move people, 
I 
church authorities selected leaders and called others with specific talents to form central 
villages. After the initial colony was frrmly "planted" in a new valley, smaller villages 
would "hive off" through individual choice of settlers. 
The physical layout of villages mirrored the Plat of the City of Zion, the divine 
l.SNels Anderson, for example, called these towns "base communities," and "mother-towns." He said 
by 1851 these included Ogden, Provo, Manti, and Parowan. About forty smaller towns ringed the base 
towns. See Desert Saints: The Mormon Frontier in Utah (Chicaao: University of Chicago Press, 1942). 
pp. 101-6. 
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community of Joseph Smith.16 Town lots and fields were divided among settlers. 
Newly propertied Saints built homes within villages on private lots. Outbuildings and 
livestock corrals were at the center of large, uniform, rectangular blocks. Irrigation 
ditches were dug, distributing water to farms surrounding the town. As they irrigated 
their fields, people lived with such millennial expectations they saw the hand of God 
in all they did. 17 
Neff drew a line on a map between Salt Lake City and San Bernardino and 
called it a radius. He drew a circle around the Great Basin starting at San .Bernardino 
and called it a cordon. He called the Indian missions established during the 1850s 
evidence of Brigham Young's ambition to control access to the Mormon interior. Neff 
and others then combined the methods Stansbury said Mormons used to settle three 
towns along the corridor with the call to establish Indian missions near the cordon and 
called it Brigham's blueprint for building an empire. That the cordon towns largely 
failed Neff then called success., writing, "The sagacity manifested in the conception and 
comprehension of these vital projects bespeaks the ability and talent of Mormon 
leadership. The irresistibleness of purpose, the thoroughness and deliberateness with 
l'Socioloaist Lowry Nelson concluded, "It is entirely unjustifiable to assume that the village originated 
with the Great Basin period of Mormon history and to attempt to explain it on the basis of conditions 
existin, there, because the plan of the 'City of Zion' after which all of the Far Western settlements were 
established, was announced in 1833 in Kirtland, Ohio. It is erroneous to suppose that the environmental 
factors of the Great Basin, or the wisdom of Brigham Young had anything to do with the development of 
the plan." He says the Mormon villa,e was ". . . motivated by a sense of urgent need to prepare a 
dwelling place for the Saviour at His Second Coming." Lowry Nelson, 1M Mormon Village, A Pattern 
and Techniq~ of Land SettlerMnI (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1952), pp. 26-8. 
17A friendly debate rages today between Jan Shipps and Gordon Irving over the degree to which 
Mormons united secular activities and theological ideals. Irving says Shipps overstates the religiosity of 
nineteenth-century Mormons. He finds many Mormons were so preoccupied with problems of living they 
had little time for theological concerns. Gordon Irving, "After the Pioneers: The Experience of Young 
Men in Union, Utah, 1875-1920," (Master's thesis, University of Utah, 1987), pp. 54-5. 
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which the leaders planned their respective moves command admiration. "18 
"Myth is the history of the soul," writes new age scholar William Irwin Thomp-
son}9 Responding to the apparent anarchy of self-interest on the American frontier, 
historians of Bancroft's generation called Mormonism a hierarchical, patriarchal society 
where all authority flowed from one man. Those of Ricks's generation called 
settlement patterns the reflection of millennial zeal grafted to New England villages 
which were transplanted in the Great Basin from the Midwest. Writing during the rise 
of Stalin's totalitarianism in Russia, Hitler in Germany, Fascism in Italy, the Spanish 
Civil War, Neff (or Creer) called the Mormon form of authoritarianism, "admirable." 
Each generation of Mormons sees its developing soul in historic settlement patterns, and 
each justifies the present by transforming the past into comfortable mythology. 20 With 
so much calling going on, it is little wonder scholars today project the call into nearly 
every nook of the Empire. But if logi~ use of evidence is the fabric of historical 
liOn the failure of the missions, Neff writes, "The principle achievement of Johnston's army, if it may 
be termed such, consisted in foiling these endeavors, thus forcing Mormondom back within the closer 
confines of the Wasatch or, to put it in another way, affordinl a leaitimate excuse for the abandonment 
of obviously failinl endeavors," History o/Utah, pp. 217-18. For a reasonable history of San Bernardino, 
see H. F. Raup, San Bernardino, California: Sett~nt and Growth 0/ a Pass-Site City, University of 
California Publications in Geography 8 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1940). 
19William Irwin Thompson, The Time Falling Bodies T~ to Light: Mythology, Sexuality, and the 
OrigifLJ 0/ CIIll",.e (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1981), pp. 6, 247, 251, 254. 
»Jiistorian Carl L. Becker writes, "It should be a relief to us to renounce omniscience, to recognize 
that every generation, our own included, will, must inevitably, understand the past and anticipate the future 
in the light of its own restricted experience, must inevitably play on the dead whatever tricks it finds 
necessary for its own peace of mind." EvuymtUJ His Own Historian: Essays on History and Politics (New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1935), p. 253. Davis Bitton warns historians against becoming com-
placent, in "The Ritualization of Mormon History," Utah Historical Quarterly 43 (Winter 1975): 67-85. 
For an analysis of changinl Mormon historiography, see Davis Bitton and Leonard J. Arrinaton, Mormons 
and Their Historians (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1988); and Leonard J. Arrington, 
"Scholarly Studies of Mormonism in the Twentieth Century," Dialogue: A JOIl17U1l 0/ Mormon Thought 
1 (Sprinl 1966): 15-32. 
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truth, this Mormon Empire has no clothes. 
It is impossible from the secondary literature to determine exactly when, or 
where, the traditional pattern was to have existed. Ricks and Arrington say the timing 
was early, May says late. 21 Hunter says it happened everywhere, Neff says only in 
the south.22 Which towns were called, which the satellites? What relationships linked 
towns after settlement? Through what basic training did leaders convince people to 
abandon self-interest and behave in ways which put their own families at risk? They 
do not say. Who called whom to settle where, and why? Was nineteenth-century 
Mormonism the authoritarian society of the traditional model, where private passions 
of individuals mattered little, or did people create their own society, making their own 
choices between needs and environmental limitations? Those who defend tradition must 
explain where and when the model existed, and must show with evidence how it 
influenced actual practice. Until they do, they will continue to call mythology history 
and continue to ponder why they are ignored by scholars outside of Mormondom.23 
J 
21Leonard I. Arrington wrote: "In the typical pattern of Mormon colonization in the 1850's and 1860's, 
central church leaders appointed or called exploring parties to determine areas suitable for settlement. A 
church council then approved a location for colonizing, appointed a leader, and authorized him to call a 
certain number of individuals ... to go with him." See "Mormon Settlement of Cassia County, Idaho," 
p. 36. May set the timing later, writing, "As the early sites filled and began to strain the resources of the 
immediate environment, higher mountain valleys were settled until, beginning in the 18708, it became nec-
essary to IeIld colonizing missions to Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, and Wyoming, as well as Alberta, 
Canada, IDd Sonora and Chihuahua, Mexico. The normal pattern was to found a central town under 
church 'call' and direction that then served as a base for the settlement of satellite villages. The last 
church-sponsored migration, beginning in 1900, was to the Big Horn Basin in northern Wyoming." 
Dean L. May, "Mormons," Harvard Encyclopedia, p. 722. 
l'lNeff thought, "It is interesting to observe that the colonization of Davis, Weber, Box Elder, and 
Cache counties proceeded along individual lines, just the opposite of the development to the southward 
where everything was directed." History of Utah, p. 905. 
23" Among professionals whose loss of the public ear is notorious, new Mormon historians stand out 
in the way they speak to themselves and to themselves alone. On the one hand, they ignore ties to western 
themes, honing the inner detail of the Mormon past to the point that non-Mormons can't possibly follow. 
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They have not because they can not. Evidence increasingly contradicts the 
model, yet settlement traditions drone on, maintained by ambivalence and inertia while 
remaining relatively untouched by scholarly criticism. 
In his lifetime, historian Eugene Campbell moved beyond the barren beehive of 
the traditional model. He was a gentle critic who knew what he was doing and trusted 
evidence above all. While appearing to praise the model, he quietly wove with his 
writings the shroud in which to bury it. 24 With irony and humor, he emphasized by 
example the contradictions between the logic of the model and logic from specific 
evidence. Doing so, he deliberately muddled the interpretive force of the model's 
essential myths, focusing, instead, on the crying need for evidence and reason as the 
basis for understanding settlement processes. 
In his 1973 article, Campbell questioned whether Neff's cordon colonies formed 
the "outer line of a planned empire." After a detailed examination of each town, his 
answer was no. The cordon "was executed only in the minds of historians," and 
"reveals no such plan."lS Then after turning the concept to mush, Campbell ironically 
appropriated much of the inner and outer logic for his book, Establishing Zion: The 
Mormon Church in the American West, 1847-1869. Had he changed his mind he would 
On the other hand, they tamper with sacred ground to the point that believers won't read," wrote Charles 
S. Peterson, in "The Look of the Elephant: On Seeing Western History," Montana: The Magazine of 
Wutern History 39 (Spring 1989), p. 71. A similar view was expressed by Lawrence Foster, in "New 
Perspectives on the Mormon Past," Sunstone 7 (January-February 1982): 41-5. 
l4Eugene E. Campbell, Establishing 'Zion: The Monnon Church in tM American Wut, 1847-1869 (Salt 
Lake City: Signature Books, 1988), "Brigham Young's Outer Cordon," and, with Bnace L. Campbell, 
"Divorce Among Mormon Polygamists: Extent and Explanations," Utah Historical Quarterly 46 (Winter 
1978): 4-23. 
~Campbell, "Brigham Young's Outer Cordon," pp. 250, 252. 
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have said so. Instead, he changed one word--from cordon to colony--and borrowed an 
idea of geographer Donald Meinig. Campbell said the inner colonies "were founded 
primarily on the basis of contiguity to the Salt Lake valley .... "26 Adopting the 
spatial meaning of Meinig' s word, Campbell drew parallels between Utah settlement 
and the patterns identified by Frederick Iackson Turner. In this way, he showed Great 
Basin Mormons adapted to their environment much like other settlers on the American 
frontier, and were not at all "peculiar." 
Campbell deflated the three balloons holding up sterile traditions--the City of 
Zion, the centrality of leadership, and the settlement call. The first he simply 
dismissed, for the second he shifted levels, and to exhaust the third he made a joke. 
He dismissed the City ·of Zion twice. Mormons followed "the basic principles, but not 
the details" of the Plat, he said, without explaining the difference. He then acknowl-
edged the relationships u>wry Nelson saw between real villages, Plat drawings, 
millennial dreams, but bypassed such theories with "whatever Ioseph Smith's intent, 
small communities proved to be particularly well-adapted to the Great Basin."v 
On leadership, Campbell echoed the praise of historians who call Brigham 
Young, "The Colonizer." However, while Young himself "relied on trusted apostles 
to lead," Campbell found "the real leaders of Mormon colonization were the bishops 
of the respective settlements." Specifying bishop's duties, he did not list forming new 
towns among them. Nevertheless, bishops were "key players" in colonization. But so 
26See figure 3, '''contiguous' colonizations," in D. W. Meinig, "The Mormon Culture Region," pp. 
201-4, esp. 202. 
27CampbeU, Establishing Zion, p. 58. 
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were women, he implied, and presumably husbands and children. Campbell thus 
shifted emphasis from the top of the hierarchy to the bottom, and credited people not 
previously credited. 28 
In deflating the third balloon, Campbell made a joke to emphasize, "no uniform 
pattern was followed in calling leaders and settlers." Davis County settlers, he wrote 
with delicious irony, "called themselves. "29 
After deflating the myths of the traditional model, Campbell then described three 
separate patterns of dispersion before 1870, each with a unifying principle. The first 
pattern was based on geographic proximity, contiguity, to Salt Lake City. Towns of 
the second, the outer colonies, were established for specific purposes, such as mining, 
sea ports, or I.ndian missions. Many of the specialized towns failed, and most were 
among the "corporate communities" discussed in chapter 1. He called the third pattern, 
"new colonization--north and south." While this pattern had a geographic component, 
timing was the unifying principle as it represented "a new program" of colonization 
after the Utah War. By separating the patterns hidden by tradition and identifying 
principles on which they were based--geography, purpose, and timing--Campbell 
established a new Zion to excite the historical imagination. He established a solid 
foundation for the democratic model of Mormon dispersion. 
Eugene Campbell made no attempt to interpret the unrecorded dreams 
motivating unnamed, unnumbered prophets. He was a historian. Without irritating 
anybody, he used his feeling for the people and evidence to write of real people 
2ICampbeU, Establishing Zion, pp. 70-3. 
19CampbeU, Establishing Zion, p. 70. 
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surviving in an unforgiving world. In his quiet way, he split open the smothering bee-
hive to see Mormon dispersion in human terms. 
The Democratic Model 
The democratic model is generational and linear, and based on the choices of 
individuals and families driven by their own dreams. In the play of their private 
passions, people responded to the private self. They made choices between limited 
options, acted on them, and left records of their behavior. 
Private needs of early Utah Mormons were modest. They did not seek shadows 
of Eldorado. They sought but peaceful places in the sun to raise in mortality the spirit 
children of God. Their Great Basin was a frontier of limits where Zion gathered to 
practice marginal oasis agriculture and grow children. Established in 1847, Salt Lake 
City separated the Mountain West into two regions, north and south. Topography 
further divided the regions into subregions. Dotting the subregions were limited 
numqers of sites separated by distance and geographic diversity which could support 
restricted irrigation. 
The people did not irrigate for frivolous entertainment, or because the charm of 
water trickling by roadsteads cooled hot summer days. The dearth of water compelled 
them to continually adapt their basic institutions.30 Mormons were not water-witches, 
conjuring water where there was no water. They positioned villages on the scattered, 
separated sites to conserve and nurture and channel the sparkling jewel suspended in 
»rhe windmill, for example, wbecame the unmistakable and universal sign of human habitation 
throughout the Great Plains area," wrote Walter Prescott Webb, in 1M Great Plains (New York: Grosset 
and Dunlap, 1974), p. 336. 
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nearby snow packs. The hydraulic village of the Mormons was invented in Utah by a 
gathering people to enjoy maximum social advantage of melting snow trickling from 
nearby mountains. Their villages were hydraulic systems: water collected in upland 
topographic fans towering above town sites streamed through residential lots to gardens 
and then to fields fanning out to bottom lands below. Water flowed through villages 
much as sand through an hourglass. The mountains and arid landscape of the Great 
Basin outlined the form of Mormon communities, above all, and set the constraints 
within which people constructed their society. 
They nurtured water. Water nurtured them. Irrigated fields of agricultural 
villages promised survival and sustenance to early settlers. Even so, historians of 
settlement traditions assert Joseph Smith foreordained Mormon villages in the Great 
Basin with his Plat of the City of Zion, made in Kirtland, Ohio. The problem is Smith 
made no mention of water in his 1833 outline.31 
The City of Zion was designed for a flat plain with abundant rainfall. Rather 
than abandon the Plat as model for Utah towns because the conflict cannot be resolved, 
many reject the hydraulic realities. For example, Amon Soffer compares Mormon with 
Jewish settlement in Israel. His drawing of the "Typical Mormon Village" looks more 
like an ideal City of Zion than real Utah towns.32 He circles the residential center 
with farmlands, a situation which characterized no first generation village in any Utah 
31Smith's "An explanation of the plat of the city of Zion, sent to the brethren in Zion, the 25th of June, 
1833," appears in the History of tM Church of Jesus Christ of Laner-Day SainlS, vol. 1 (Salt Lake 
City: Deseret Book, 1963), pp. 357-9. 
32 Arnon Soffer, "The Settlement Process of the Mormons in Utah and the Jews in Israel," Comparative 
Social Research: Historical Studies 9 (1986): 197-229. 
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valley. The point is important for what it means for the potential for local expansion. 
The hourglass was a closed system which could not expand. The City of Zion was an 
open system which, Smith felt, could reach a population of 20,000. 
The duty and dearth of water beat cadence for the rhythm of life throughout 
Mormondom. Built for precise water control, villages were located along fertile 
mountain bench lands. But lacking adequate reserves to support sustained growth, the 
hourglass structure assured population saturation at each site within the fust generation. 
Before saturation was reached, migration to new towns was rapid. Within 
months, sometimes weeks, "instant villages" attracted settlers in sufficient number to 
sustain community life, dig irrigation ditches, and plant fields. Early settlers were 
largely young married couples who moved to frontier sites in search of watered plots 
on which to raise families. Many were joined by younger, mature brothers looking for 
their own economic bases on land. Others were accompanied by parents intent on 
remaining physically close to children and grandchildren. 
Mormon villages were no melting pots. Random in-migration after fields were 
planted and irrigated would have obliterated age and sex profiles of initial settlers. Yet 
because new residents shared kinship bonds or old world origins with first settlers, 
villages were stamped with specific ethnic identities. Such exclusiveness strengthened 
the original population structure by adding people of similar age and sex. Increasingly 
foreign born, heads of households maintained and increased land holdings as they aged 
until death claimed early settlers and family properties were inherited by Utah born 
children. 
Wealth was fairly evenly distributed among early settlers prior to saturation. 
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Most farmers were men in their mid-20s or early 30s whose potential for modest gain 
as they aged was bright. Because the relatively equal property distribution freed 
younger adult members of the community to seek spouses, the mean age at first 
marriage declined until the land and water bases were fully in use. 
As a result, births replaced in-migration as the principle component of 
population growth. Significant baby booms began within eighteen months of initial 
settlement, driving down the median age of residents even while adults heading house-
holds grew older. These patterns combined to cluster age and sex profiles into the 
characteristic shape of the python and the pig described in chapter 2. Such profiles 
guarantied sa~ration by the time children of the baby booms reached maturity. 
With saturation, however, large, first crops of village sons became adults with 
little land and no water available for new households. They could not compete 
successfully for the limited resources monopolized by men older than themselves. As 
wealth became increasingly maldistributed, prospects for most young men were bleak. 
They sought work as farm laborers rather than farmers, herders instead of ranchers. 
While .. the number of occupational titles increased, youthful unemployment was severe, 
and charm alone was not sufficient for young men to attract wives. They needed land 
and water but had neither. The age at marriage for men went up at saturation, while 
the percentage of married men in younger age groups went down. Unmarried, with 
little property and few jobs, they were increasingly isolated in home villages. 
Evaluating prospects, they had little property to lose by moving and none to gain by 
staying. Mature sons began looking outside home villages for opportunity denied them 
within. 
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Many women also reached maturity after saturation. They found their prospects 
less bleak than did their brothers, for a time, until the Manifesto. First, excess women 
were less noticed in home villages than were excess men. Daughters could remain 
longer in parental households than sons without causing scandal. Many young women 
picked married men to marry. Those who did largely remained in home villages, 
trading precocious youthfulness for the love of older men who promised instant 
property, lifetime security, and eternal increase. 
The trade off by young women had delayed effects on village population 
structure which were distinctively Mormon. Lacking land and water, most sons moved 
from home villages after saturation: But with polygamy, many daughters stayed. 
Because they stayed, village sex ratios increasingly favored females, particularly among 
young adults. Babies naturally followed marriage, lots of babies. Because these 
women were numerous and clustered in youthful ages, fertile and married, the baby 
booms of their mothers echoed into third generations of village residents. Children of 
the echoes matured the decade the Manifesto triggered the move from polygamy to 
exclUSIve monogamy, a move which undermined traditional marital patterns and 
debased the structure of Mormon fertility. Through childhood, however, they were 
imprinted with the two simple needs of their parents a generation before, and their 
grandparents the generation before that. They needed land and water. 
Economic stagnation depressed local population growth as powerful demographic 
safety valves shifted to protect families in established towns from the consequences of 
overpopUlation. The most important for Mormon settlement in the Great Basin was the 
dispersion process from each village which began soon after saturation. Community 
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expansion became largely generational as young adults formed extensions of home 
villages at sites on the frontier hinterland. Profiles on the land set limits to local 
expansion and pointed to locations of new town sites. Sites for northern expansion 
were nearly always further north, and children from southern towns nearly always 
expanded to sites further south. Age and sex profiles of townspeople set the timing and 
intensity of the dispersion, which, when added to similar profiles for other towns, form-
ed identifiable pulses of settlement at generational intervals. 
One north, one south, two arms of settlement reached out from the body of 
Mormondom crowding before 1850 in the Salt Lake valley. The Utah War split the 
first dispersion period (1847-1865) into two phases, as discussed in chapter 4. Each 
began with a bold, initial burst of town building, enthusiasm for which dropped off 
following the peaks, except for echoes half a decade later. Both phases saw 
considerable contiguous town formation within the Salt Lake valley, yet each pointed 
in opposite compass directions. 
The southern arm broke free from the crowd first. Fifty-eight towns had started 
by the close of 1851, the peak year of the initial phase, including the eight Eugene 
J 
Campbell called base towns of the inner colonies. 33 All the towns settled before 1852 
which were not near Salt Lake were to the south, other than Brigham City, in Box 
Elder County. Campbell's outer colonies were established after the peak year of the 
initial phase, and, but for the surviving southern towns of the Iron Mission, all failed. 
The southern concentration continued until the Utah War ended the initial phase in 
nOgden, settled in 1848, Provo, Tooele, and Manti settled in 1849, and Parowan, Fillmore, Nephi, 
and Brigham City established in 1851. Campbell, Establishing Zion, p. 58. 
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1858. 
The second phase (1859-1865) of the initial settlement period (1847-1865) 
repeated patterns of the first. Although settlers resumed building villages in the Salt 
Lake valley and south, the thrust of town formation following the Utah War turned 
north. A rush to Cache Valley and other northern lands began in the peak year, 1859. 
Settlers sought watered town sites on the frontier which offered the liberty to lead 
productive lives and raise families. 
By the end of the first period of dispersion in 1865, 200 Mormon communities 
dotted the landscape. Most clustered near Salt Lake City, but northern and southern 
arms had begun to reach into the heartland of the Mountain West. 
Most of the 200 were much like Mendon, hourglass villages, or Wellsville, 
hourglass variations. Because of their hydraulic form on the land, and the way they 
used water, each followed the pre-saturation demographic patterns of hourglass villages 
already described. Clustered around two peak settlement years, 1851 and 1859, 
villages within each phase were at similar stages of development. But founded nearly 
a decape later, northern village baby booms were nearly a decade younger than those 
in the south. 
The year 1866 began a new settlement period. Migration from Nauvoo had 
been absorbed during the first settlement phase, and the 1850s flood of European 
immigrants during the second. Portions of the Nauvoo baby boom which had 
transplanted to Utah were not yet ripe, and first Utah born babies were younger still. 
As a result, population pressure in existing sites hung in suspense following the 
northern echo of 1864, waiting for children of Nauvoo and those born during the first 
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peak to mature. Demand for new town sites among the people was low in 1866. 
Other than Brigham Young's death in 1877, the arrival of the railroad in 1869 
was the dramatic event in the second period (1866-1880). Yet, the quiet, private drama 
of people making choices as they aged was ultimately more profound for Mormon 
frontier dispersion. The period began slowly as the Nauvoo born in southern towns 
responded to saturation in home villages, and moved to establish generational extensions 
on sites further from Salt Lake. The trend in numbers of new towns formed increased 
during the period, with proportionately more settled through 1877. Southern borders 
of Utah were breached then, and Mormons began spilling into Arizona. Utah children 
of the 1851 peak replaced the Nauvoo born as the vanguard of settlement at some point, 
but details are lacking. The second period ended in 1880, with Nauvoo and young 
adults of the first phase irrigating fields and raising their own crops of southern 
children. 
The northern arm began moving in 1881. Its hand by 1883 grasped the Henry's 
Fork of the upper Snake River. Mendon built Teton as other Cache children fingered 
the fertile soil of Idaho's moist plain. The third period of Mormon dispersion lasted 
until 1902 and died without a twitch. 
While the fourth period of settlement which began in 1903 is largely beyond the 
reach of this study, the children of the initial village baby booms of 1851 and 1859 
were of sufficient number to replace parents who died in home villages. In addition, 
they established Mormon communities in Mexico and Canada, along with villages in 
the Big Hom Basin, and dispersed themselves on dry farms throughout the Mormon 
culture region. -' 
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Novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote a generation is ". . . that reaction against the 
fathers which seems to occur about three times in a century. ,,34 In Utah, however, 
the hearts of children turned to parents as each generation repeated frontier experiences 
of the family past. Responding to spatial restrictions on home villages, Mormon youth 
looked for fields and water on the frontier's edge, and acted in self-interest. Many 
moved to sites ever farther from Salt Lake City which shared characteristics with sites 
of home villages. On the new land they rebuilt homes of their childhood, as best they 
could, and began their own baby booms. Complex webs of kinship developed between 
villages both north and south as home villages established generational extensions in the 
hinterland. 
The church bureaucracy watched during all settlement periods, and helped where 
it could, and ministered to the spiritual needs of the people. Closest to the people were 
ward and village bishops. Bonds between villagers and their bishops were explained 
by Deseret News editor Charles W. Penrose, as he defended one of many Utah 
statehood attempts. He said settlers ". . . appreciate the gratuitous advice and example 
of the experienced men who act as their leaders. ,,35 While few were as benevolent as 
34F. Scott Fitzgerald, "My Generation," Esquire (October 1968): 119-21, quoted by Landon Y. Jones 
in Great Expectations: America and tM Baby Boom Generation (New York: Coward, McCann and 
Geoghepn, 1980), p. 3. 
3.S1n cootext, Penrose said, "In the settlement of newly-opeoed districts some discipline and community 
of interesta IUd co-operation in labor are essential to success. Usually three practical men are selected and 
accepted, by common consent, as a bishop and his counselors, to direct the affairs of the colony. But the 
people who form the new settlement are not 'ordered' to go there; they move of their own free will to 
better their condition, and they appreciate the gratuitous advice and example of the experienced men who 
act as their leaders. When occupying the public lands, each man's acreage is determined by the colony, 
usually in proportion to the amount of fencing he does for the common inclosure, and his portion of water 
by the work he performs on the main canal dug for the purpose of irrigation. He obtains 'his land title from 
the national government and his water certificate from the local court. There is no bondage in the system, 
either of a social, religious, or political character; but it is one that deserves the commendation of every 
rational observer, and would obtain the admiration of the world if properly understood." C. W. Penrose, 
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Penrose suggested, neither were bishops village dictators, as his detractors insisted. 
Their role was different. Indeed, historian D. Gene Pace found bishops functioned in 
villages as rural, nineteenth-century equivalents to urban big city bosses. 36 Both 
bishops and bosses smoothed conflict so people could survive difficult environments. 
They aided the poor, found work for immigrants, and helped allocate scarce resources. 
Both protected residents from painful, arbitrary forces which could destroy community. 
In return, all either asked for was loyalty. Neither role could have been maintained 
without the loyalty and consent of the people for whom they labored. They did not 
make the system, they made it work. 
Wearing the whole armor of God, Mormon priesthood leadership was the shield 
of settlement, ~ot the sharp edge. Self-serving men in their arrogance conjure ill-
defined, mechanical master plans to impose on the meek, the weak, and the mindless. 
Such plans are never big enough for the flow of human variation in diverse environ-
ments. Rather than impede, effective leadership attempts to enhance the natural 
impulses of free, responsible people as they follow their private dreams to find joy in 
their own lives. As generations of Mormons looked for hourglass formations on the 
land to build their hydraulic systems and themselves, Brigham Young served as town 
booster and promoter. His dreams did not replace theirs. They flowed together. 
Because they did not wither in the desert, he became a symbol of what small men hated 
"Church Rule in Utaht tt Forum S (August 1888): 677-8. A first rate archivist who has been a first rate 
friend t A. 1. Simmonds showed me this citation. 
36D. Gene Pace t "Community Leadership on the Mormon Frontier: Mormon Bishops and the Political . 
Economict and Social Development of Utah Before Statehoodt tt (ph.D. dissertationt Ohio State University, 
1983)t pp. 307-11. 
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about Mormons. As symbol, as caricature, he absorbed and deflected the thrashing 
from the East his people would have been forced to endure without him. Because he 
was the target, they were free. Because they were free, they created their Zion at the 
feet of God's shining mountains. Doing so, the Mormon people followed their private 
dreams to publish another chapter in the beauty of human passion, in their villages on 
the American frontier. 
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Utah Settlement Periods 
Number of Towns Initially Settled in Each Utah County 
by Settlement Period 
Settlement Period: 1 2 3 4 
Total 1847- 1859- 1866- 1881- 1903-
Region/County Towns 1858 1865 1880 1902 1930 
Wasateh Front 95 
Salt Lake 30 17 3 5 1 4 
Davis 12 6· 0 3 1 2 
Weber 23 15 3 3 2 0 
Morgan 13 4 6 0 1 2 
Tooele 17 5 4 2 2 4 
Bear River 60 
Box Elder 31 5 4 10 6 6 
Cache 22 3 11 5 0 3 
Rich 7 0 1 6 0 0 
Mountainlands 57 
Utah 31 19 2 2 5 3 
Wasatch 9 0 5 1 2 1 
Summit 17 3 8 3 3 0 
Central 88 
Juab 9 2 2 1 4 0 
Millard 21 5 3 4 3 7 
Piute 4 O· 2 2 0 0 
Sanpete ·20 4 7 6 1 2 
Sevier 20 0 5 11 3 1 
Wayne 14 0 0 5 8 1 
Southwestern 75 
Beav~r 9 2 3 1 2 1 
Garfield 13 0 1 8 4 0 
Iron 10 6 2 0 2 0 
Kane 10 0 5 4 1 0 
Washington 33 11 13 3 3 3 
Southeastern 40 
Carbon 18 0 0 5 4 9 
Emery 15 0 1 6 4 4 
Grand 1 1 0 0 0 0 
San Juan 6 0 0 2 2 2 
Uintah Basin 40 
Daggett 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Duchesne 23 0 0 0 0 23 
Uintah 16 0 0 6 0 10 
Total 455 108 91 104 64 88 

